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as"There should be mErny kinds (stytes) of

hous,es as' there are kinGts (styles) of people

and as mlny dl-f,f,erentiations as there are

dif,f,,'erent i.adtvlduatrs. A man who has

individuality (and what man lacks it?) has

a rtght to ite expression in hi.s own

environment. *

F.L" WtriEftt (1941r P: 33)
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ABSTRACT

The thesis is an attempt to find whether there

is any perceived or actual correlation between people

(personal characteristicsr or characteristics of sub-

groups) and the environments they choose--in particu-

lar, their houses; that is, to correlate identifiable
physical aspects of environment with various identifi-
able personal or social characteristics, and to attempt

to explain why such correlations occur; thence to
postulate theories which will enable environments

be desj-gned to be acceptable to particular groups

people.

"The thesis", part 1 of the thesis, is a theoreti-
cal statement comprisingr, in Chapter I, an explicit
statement of the theoretical framework in the form of

five premises derived. from philosophy and theories of
psychology, art and architecture, and sociology. And,

in Chapter II, a statement of the two hypotheses (that

dwelling environments are perceived as "meaning" the

people who live in them and that people choose dwelling

environments, other things being equal, according to
their concept of the kind of people they are) and the

assumptions necessary to test them.

to

of



In Part 2: "The Research Method" Chapter III

covers the development of the measure of closure in

dwelling environments. Closure was chosen in Chapter If

as the environmental variable to be used for the pur-

poses of this study. The final measure comprises five

sets of four birdrs eye view perspective line drawings

depicting five situations in a typical house in which

closure is varied in four steps from very open to very

closed. Chapter fV describes the development of the

.measure of household identity. The measure of house-

hold identity was developed especially to be of rel-e-

vance to the choice of degrees of closure in dwelling

environments. The measure is derived from actual

verbal responses of the respondents to open ended

questions asked in pilot studies. In Chapter V, the

last chapter in Part 2, the research design of the

survey study is described: the research model used,

the design of the questionnaire, and the sampling

method.

The first chapter of Part 3: "The Results and

Discussion of the Results", Chapter VI, presents the

sample size (610) and shows that the sample is repre-

sentative of the popuLation of the Auckland greater

urban area. In Chapter VII, the results relating to

hypothesis I are presented and discussed. The re=olis

weakly support the hypothesis but the correlatj-ons are



n,ot of,' suffieient strienEth to be used prediotirrery. rn
chapter vrrr the resurts of hypothesi:s z are p,resented
and di'scussed. ,t"r" resurts also support the hypothe-
s,is but even le,s,s strongly so than for.hypotheeis I:.
ctrapter vrrr a.lso cover.s eub-hypothesis .J.. that people
choose dwelling environntents aocording to'their "db-
jectivetr houE,e.hold identlty, Xn Chapter IX the resuXtg
of the hypotheses are comtrraied aud 

'uinnanf 
zed. And

in chapte,r x the impricatLone of the results are o-ut-
'rined: an atterlpt is made to relate the resurts to the
theoretisal framewo-rk and fro.m this imBlications for a
possible. theorlr Of aesthetics are drawn. The inplica-
tisas of the resurts for ttre, theory and practi_ee of
archLtecture are deLineated and fina.ll1, suggestions
for f,uture resrearch are outl_i.ned.
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PART I:

THE THESIS



CHAPTER I

THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This thesis evolved from a desire to understand

the user's (the non-architect's) view of the built

environment. Whereas the architect might see the

environment in structural, functional, stylistic, or

aesthetic terms it is conjectured that the user sees

it rather primarily in terms of its personal signifi-

cance for his daily life. It is hypothesized that this

significance t ot meaning, of the built environment is'

to an extent, shared €rmong the members of a society or

socio-cultural group. It is this shared, this social

significance of the built environment which is the

subject of this thesis.

Premise 1: The Transactional
Perspective

Materialism and Idealism

In order to better understand the userrs view of

the built envi-ronment consider first how one comes to

have knowled.ge of one's environment. What is the en-

vironment? How do we know the environment? For those

who consider the question too simple to be worth
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discussion, the environment is merely the objective

material reality which can be taken for granted. The

environment is "out there", solid, material, and real.

It exists in its own right and you or l--the observer.--

also exist, independently, within it. Newton explained

this point of view very clearly when he wrote in his

"Principia" (1686) that "Absolute sPace, in its own

nature, without relation to anything external, remains

always similar and immovable." (Gamow, 1940, p. 1)

'This view, materialism, can be traced back to Greek

philosophers in the fifLh century B.C. and probably

remains the coilrmon-sense view of the environment

today.

The other longstanding concept of the environment

recognizes that the only knowledge we have of material

objects is through our perception of them. Without

perception we have no evidence that material objects

exist. Object existence becomes synonymous with ob-

ject perception. Or, as Berkeley (1713) ' a major Pro-

ponent of idealism, thought: ". . .material objects only

exist through being perceived". (Russell , L945, p. 647\

When developed to its logical conclusion, idealism leads

to solipsism, the view that one's own existence is the

only thing anyone can have substantial evidence of.

This, however, is a logical dead end and does not even

contribute to ideas on the nature of the environment.
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As they stand, the objective view of materialism

and the subjective view of idealism, although both pre-

senting important insights, are irreconcilable. Neither
the material reality of the environment nor our depen-

dence on perception for knowledge of that reality can

usefully be denied. As soci-ologist Greer (1969, p. 2Bl

has commented "One thing is certain, the process of
knowing must include two'terms, it cannot lie exclu-
sively within the individual consciousness yet
it cannot be exclusive to the world 'out there'."

Transactionalism: The Subjugation of
Subject and Object to the

Process of Knowing

The apparent contradiction between the insight.s

provided by materialism and those provided by idealism

can only be resolved by subordinating the concepts of
material reality and ideaL or mentalistic reality to
the processual or phenomenological nature of knowledge.

When knowledge of the environment is seen in these

terms: as a process, a dialectic, a transactj_on be-

tween subject and object, between mentalistic reality
and materialistic reality, then the contradiction im-

posed by the excessive realism or reification of

materialism and idealism can be avoided. Phenomenon-

ologist Merleau Ponty, in a discussion of this serme

issue, concludes that it is the realism of the two

views which must be rejected. He says (1942, p. 182)



;

"Thus one does not escape from the classical debate

between 'mentalists' and 'materialistst . The negation

of materialistic realism seems possible only to the

benefit of mentalistic realism, and conversely, it is
not seen that, from the moment behavior is considered
rin its unity'and in its human meaning, one is no

longer dealing with a material reality, nor, moreover,

with a mental reality, but with a significative whole

or a structure which properly belongs neither to the
'external world nor to internal life. ft is realism in
general which must be called into question. "

ff the realism of materialism and idealism is
dismissed and instead knowledge or consciousness is
considered in its unity then it is seen that knowledge

implies or assumes two poles: the knower and the

known. Orr ds Merleau ponty said (L942, p. 201) :

"Every form of consciousness presupposes its completed

form: the dialectic of the epistemological subject

and the scientific object. "
The process of knowing can now be seen as a

transaction between two poles: the knowing subject

and the known object. And these two poles are mere

aspects of the dialectic, the transaction, of knowing.

They are not "real'r in their own right. They have no

prior existence. They are brought into exj-stence only

through the transaction.
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Thus our knowledge of the external world can be

reformulated as a process, called knowing, which qener-

ates the subjecL and the object as distinct ,'realities".

There are two issues involved here: First the subject
and the object arise only through the process. This

has been discussed above. And second this process is
an active construction. In the process both the sub-

ject and the object are actively constructed with such

force that they come to be seen as utterly, totally
"real". This will be discussed below.

But first consider the choice of a term to indi-
cate this process. The term favored here is ,,trans-

action" because it implies both the two poles and the
active, constructive nature of the process. rttelson
defends the choice of this word as follows (1960, p. 13)

"rhe word transaction is used to rabel such a situation,
for the word carries the double implication (1) that aII
parts of the situation enter into it as active partici-
pants, and (2) that they owe their very exisLence as

encountered in the situation to this active participa-
tion, and do not appear as already existing entities
that merery interact with each other without affecting
their own identity" (emphasis, except for that on

"transaction", is not j-n the original). The terms used

to indicate this process in architectural theory are

al-so varied. They include, amongt others, ',creation",



"expression", and even "organic unity".

Transactionalism: The Process of Knowing
as an Active Construction

of Knowledge

The only "reality" is that which is constructed

during the process of knowing. And this constructed

knowledge, or constructed reality, also has no prior,

independent existence. It exists only as part of the

process of knowing. Accord.ing to Hart and Moore

(1973, p. 252), "Kant argued tht since there is no way

for us to apprehend the nature of "reaIity" except

through man, it j-s impossible to completely separate

the process of knowing from the resultant knowl-

edge. , instead of naively
edge can ever represent exactly

led to t,he conclusion that what

a prod.uct of the act of knowing

assuming that knowl-

what is real, we pre

we take to be real is
(a construction of

thought) ".
Not only does the existence of subject and object

depend upon, indeed is subsumed within, this transac-

tional process of knowing but it must also be empha-

sized that this process is active on the part of the

subject. The subject actively constructs reality.

This active construction involved j-n knowing the

environment is described by Piaget (1970, p. 703-732)

thus: "In the corrunon view, the external world is



entirely separate from the subject, although it encloses

the subjectrs own body. .Any objective knowledge, then,

appears to be simply the result of a set of perceptive

recordings, motor associatigns, verbal descriptions,
and the like, which alI participate in producing a sort
of figurative copy or 'functional copy' (in Hull's
terminology) of objects and the connections between

them. The only function of intelligence is systemat-

ically to fi1e, correct, etc., these various sets of
'informationr in this process, the more faithful the

critical copies, the more consistent the final system

will be.

"But this passive interpretation of the act of knowl-

edge is in fact contradicted at all leve1s of develop-

ment. . Actual1y, in order to know objects, the

subject must displace, connect, combine, take apart,
and reassemble them.

"fn every action the subject and the object are fused.

The subject needs objective information to become aware

of his own actions, of course, but he also needs many

subjective components. Without long practice or the

construction of refined instruments or analysis and

coordination, it will be impossible for him to know what

belongs to the object, what belongs to himself as an

active subject, and what belongs to the action itself
taken as the transformation of an initial state into a
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final one. Knowledge, then, dt its origin, neither
arises from objects nor from the subject, but from

interactions--at first inextricable--between the subject
and those objects."

The first premise of this thesis is that:
KNOWLEDGE OF ONESELF AND KNOWLEDGE OF THE ENVIR.

ONIIENT ARE BOTH ACTIVELY CONSTRUCTED THROUGH THE

SAME PROCESS: TRANSACTION BETWEEN ONESELF AND

THE ENVIRONMENT.

Premises 2 and 3: Transactionalism Assumed
in lvlodern Theories of Art and
A
Creati

onment

This assumption of transactionalism
explicit or applied entirely consistently
theories of art and architecture. rt does, however,

appear with increasing regularity as the major assump-

tion underlying most modern theories.
In general the transactional perspective is not

assumed directly. rt is mediated through a selcond

assumption, or rather it is ',interpreted" in a consis-
tent but slightly indirect manner. The transactional
premise that "knowledge of oneserf and knowledge of the
environment are both actively constructed through the

process of transaction between oneself and the environ-
ment" is interpreted in a manner which gives priority
to the "active construction"--the creation--in the

ts

Ln

not made

modern
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Premise. Tn the sense that there is no serf and no

environment except that of which we have knowledge

then the transactional perspective irnplies that both the
self and the environment are created through transac-
tion. The cent,rality of this notion of creation is
evident in most modern theories of art and architecture.
(cf. Collingwood [1938], Osborne [1970J, and the dis-
cussion which immediatery forrows the second premise.)

This is the second premise of this thesis:
. TN THE SENSE THAT THERE IS NO "SELF" OR "ENVIR-

ONMENT' EXcEpr THAT oF t^rHrcH oNE HAs KNOWLEDGE,

IT CAN BE SATD THAT BOTH THE ''SELF'' AND THE

"ENVIRONMENT'' ARE CREATED THROUGH TRANSACTION.

Another aspect of the transactional perspective
which appears with increasi-ng regularity in the most
modern theories of architecture is the idea that the
two poles: self and the environment, are not as dis-
tinctr ds separate, as materialistic realism would lead
one to suspect

Temporally, in modern theories of art and archi-
tecture, si-nce the introduction of the idea that the
artist is a creator in the Romantic era, the domain of
"creati-on" has been consistently extended until, dt
present, it verges on a ful1 transactionar perspective.
The "creation" involved in art started, in the Romantic

era, as the creation of an art work by an artist. It
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was soon extended by the movement known as Expression-

ism to the creation, or the expression of the artist's
feelings, and then to the expression of his total
identity. Another extension of the idea of creation
occurred in theories of art appreciation--particularly
the theory of the "aesthetic attitude" in which the
perceiver "creates" the art work from a mere object
by his mode of apprehension. And in the ,,image,,

theories of architecture the perceiver is seen to cre-
'ate the "imagie" of the environment. Ivlost recently
the perceiver has almost been seen to create himserf.
current theories propose that the perceiver creates
a semblance of a counterpart of self or a concreti-
zation of man's being-in -the-wor1d. This thesis
extends the perceiverrs creation to the creation of
self as such, nOt a mere semblance of self or self-
in-the-world.

Consider now some evidence of the ever widening
domain of "creation" in theories of art and architec-
ture. First consider the artist as creator, then as

createdi next consider the perceiver as creator, and-

then as created; finally consider being as creating.

The Artist as Creator--Romanticism

The notion that the artist is a creator of an

art work is an idea which originirted in the Romantic
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age. Prior to this time the artist had been seen

merely as a passive instrument through which worked

some higher creator, who was external to the artist,
Or else the artist was seen to copy or mimic nature or

reality and the art work was sirnply a mirror, a re-

flection. According to Osborne (1970, p. 204 and

p. 194), "From classical antiquity artistic inspira-

tion was thought of as the invasion of the artist by

an outsi-de power, a form of 'possession'. During the

.Romantic age this idea gradually changed. The artist
was not thought of as the channel through which an

external force was manifested. The source of inspira-
tion lay within him, in the unconscious part of his

own being. . To the Romantic age the artist was

no longer a man inspired by the 9od. but was himself

elevated to the status of hero or almost a god."

. The idea that the artist creates an art work has

a corollary: that the art hrork is a new creation, and

not a mere imitation or rearrangement of matter. This

subtle corollary developed later and is typical of the

post impressionists. Gaugin, for example, remarked,

"It is said that God took a piece of clay into His

hand and created all that you know. The artist, in his

turn, if he wishes to create a rea11y divine work, must

not imitate nature, but use the elements of nature to

create a new element." (Osborne, 1970, p. 265)
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The more directly transactional connection be-

tween "creating" and knowredge or consciousness (in the

artist at least) has also been discussed in art
theories. collingnvood draws a direct parallel between

the process of seeing (or being aware of, having

knowled.ge of) the world and the process of painti.g,
of creatj-ng the worl_d. He says (1938, p. 304),

"On1y a person who paints roell can see well; and con-

versely . only a person who sees well can paint
'we1l. There is no question of 'externalizing, an

inward experience which is complete in itself and by

itself. There are two experiences, an inward or
imaginative one called seeing and an outward or bodily
one called painting, which in the painter's life are

inseparable, and form one single indivisible exper-

ience. " (tte clarif ies ',seeing,' thus : ,'seeing

refers not to sensation but to awareness. It means

noticing what you see titJ includes the noticing
of much that is not visual. ") It is important to
real-ize that Collingwood is not merely saying that one

has to see a scene accurately in order to paint it.
His description would apply equally well to an abstract
painting. He is rather attempting to demonstrate that
"seeing", the awareness of, and internalization of
the environment is fundamentally integrated with "paint-
ing", the creation of, and exLernaLization of the en-

vironment.
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The Artist as Created--Expressionism

The notion that the artist is expressed in his

art work developed contemporaneously with the idea of

the artist as a creator. The idea that the artist
is expressed in his work was unthinkable prior to the

Romantic Era. "To say that an artist expresses himself
by his art, trite as it now seems, would have been in-
comprehensible or a rather stupid irrelevance to
classical antiquity and the Middle Ages or the Renais-

'sance . in the Romantic conception the artist
expresses hig own feelings or emotional nature or what-

ever through the artwork as a whole. . The real
subject of every work of art is the artist." (Os-

borne, 1970, p. 195)

More modern expressive theories of art claim

that the artist does not merely "express" himself in
his art work but rather that he discovers himself, he

creates himself, through his art work. ". the

feeling-emotion . does not first emerge in the ex-

perience of the artist and then find expression in a

work of art. the feeling attains concreteness in
expression and is apprehended by the artist only in
and through the process of expressing it." (Osborne,

1970, p. 2321 And, according to Collingwood (1938,

p. 109, p. 111) in the art work "the artist expressed

emotion. . Until a man has expressed his emotion,
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he does not yet know what emotion it is. The act of

expressing it is therefore an exploration of his own

emotions. "

And the more modern theories also move from the

expression or apprehension of mere emotions to the

apprehension of the total identity of the artist. "In

a more general sense art is claimed to texpress' the

total personality of the artist." (Osborne, L970,

p. 233)

Education through art theories

Many modern theories of education derive from

this view that one discovers or learns one's identity
through the practice of art. "This idea of art as

generalized self-expression dominates modern

educational practice, in which the child is encouraged

to 'express himself'. ." (Osborne' 1970, p. 233)

The Perceiver as Creator

(a) The aesthetic attitude
There is another modern school of thought in

aesthetics, a more idealistic approach which can be

traced back to Kant, which holds that the attitude of

the perceiver is what causes an object to be seen, and

appreciated, as a work of art or not. In this school

of thought the attitude which enables one to appreciate
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an object as a work of art is called the "aesthetic

attitude" and is characterized by a detachment from

everyday reality or a "disinterestedness" as it is

usually known, and an intense involvement with and

delight in the perceived object. Stolnitz (1960' P. 34)

defines the aesthetic attitude as "disinterested and

sympathetic attention to and contemplation of any

object or avrareness whatever, for its own sake alone."

And, according to osborne (1970, p. 245), "In our

enjoyment of works of art we observe, savour, and have

direct perception of the emotional content in its full

concreteness of feeling tone but do not fu1ly identify
ourselves with it at least in the sense that we do not

respond emotionally in the way of ordinary life si-tu-

ations. "
This self induced state of non-ordinary reality

and heightened awareness of the object perceived is

one manner in which the perceiver "creates" the ex-

perience.

(b) LynchIs "image"

A second manner

to be creative or to

physical world is by

attitude, but rather

tationr dn assumption

In this approach, the

in which the perceiver is thought

construct the experience of the

approaching it with, not a special

a specific purpose, and an expec-

as to the naLure of the wor1d.

perceiver is less interested in
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the physical world as such and more interested in how

it might contriJrute to or detract from his purpose.

The perceiver is not really even very interested in
whether the world fits his assumptions (he assumes it
does) until it becomes very obvious that something is
awry. In this approach to the world, the everyday

reality approach, the perceiver does not actually
create the world, rather he constructively inhabits
a world which he created by interaction with the en-

'vironment sometime previously. This precreated or

assumptive world is calIed an "environmental image"

by Lynch, who is the major proponent of this view

in the theory of architecture. According to Lynch

(1960, p. 6), "Environmental images are the result
of a two-way process between the observer and his
environment. The environment suggests distinctions
and relations, and the observer--with great adapta-

bility and in the light of his own purposes--selects,

organises, and endows with meaning what he sees."

These two theories of perceiver as creator are not
mutually exclusive. Rather any one perceiver md!r

at will, adopt one mode, one attitude, or the other.
However, by far the most common mode of perception

seems to be the "image" mode, the "assumptive world"

of everyday reality. '
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The Perceiver as Created

Earlier theories see the perceiver as creating

himself or expressing hirnself only through the apPre-

ciation of works of art. Such theories seem to have

evolved from a desire to extend to the entire popula-

tion the expressionist idea that an artist discovers

or explores himself through his work of art. Colling-

wood, for example, in the expressionist tradition

says (1938, p. 119, p. 118), "There is no distinction

of kind between artist and audience . . . when some

one reads and understands a poem, he is not merely

understanding the poet's expression of his, the poetrs

emotions, he is expressing emotions of his own in the

poetrs words, which have thus become his own words.

As Coleridge put it, we know a man for a poet by the

fact that he makes us poets. We know that he is

expressing his emotions by the fact that he is enabling

us to express ours."

Howevermore recent theories, such as Langerts

and Norberg-Schultzrs, are consistently less concerned

with the work of art in the physical world and more

concerned with the totality of the environment, and

consistently less concerned with mere emotion and more

concerned with the totality of existence. (Langer, for

example [1953, p. 82), sees "living form" as "the most

indubitable product of all good art it expresses
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life--feelingr growth, movement' emotion, and every-

thing that characterises vital existence. ") Such recent

theories are also consistently more explicit as to the

creation of the self involved in the self-environment

transaction.

fn Langerrs theory, which is earlier, architec-
ture or the built environment is seen as removed from

the self in two steps. It is an image or semblance

of the counterpart or complement of the self. (Whereas

sculpt,ure is only once removed from the self . It is a

"semblance of a self." tp. 911) According to Langer

(1953, p. 98, p. 99), "Architecture creates Lhe sem-

blance of that World which is the counterpart of a se1f.

It is a total environment made visible . the created

space of architecture . embodies the feeling' the

rhythm, the passion or sobriety, frivolity or fear with

which any things at all are done. That is the image of

life which is created in buildings r it is the visible

semblance of an 'ethnic domain', the symbol of humanity

to be found in the strength and interplay of forms"'

Norberg-Schultz seems to see the connection be-

tween self and environment as even more substantial

that that described by Langer. Instead of depicting

the architectural environment as a semblance of a

counterpart of self he sees it as a concretization

of environmental images (which are the transactionally
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created assumptive world). He says (197I' p. 7l ,

"architectural space may be understood as a concreti-

zation of environmental schemata or images, which form

a necessary part of man's general orientation or

'being in the world,." His ideas are somewhat lacking

in clarity but gain much when considered in the light

of his quotation of von Uexkull: "Like the spider

with its webr so every subject weaves relationships

between itself and particular properties of objects;

the many strands are then woven together and finally

form the basis of the subjectrs very existence."

(p. e)

The idea that the perceiver is created through

his transaction with the environment is not yet ex-

plicitly stated in architectural theory. Both Langer

with her "architecture is the visible semblance

of an 'ethnic domain"' and Norberg-Schultz with his

"architecture [is] a concretization of environ-

mental schemata" see architecture as a physical mani-

festation of an assumptive world. Neither of them

see it as von Uexkull put it: as "the basis of the

subject's very existence", although perhaps Norberg-

Schultz verges on this view at times.

Being as Creating--Romanticism

Wright's concept of "organic" (as interpreted
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by smith) comes closest to a fully transactional per-
spective. rn it "organic" stands for the continuouslv
creative act of being which transactively both makes

distinctions between serf and environment and reaffirms
the unity of self and environment, the unity of the
universe and thus creates the self-being-in-the-
world, the universe. According to Smith (1966, p. 39),
"rn various figures of speech wright avowed his de-
termination to produce an rorganicr architecture

'but always the verbar metaphors were inadequate to
convey his meaning, which had to do, it seems plain,
with the Hebrew conception of the absolute primacy
of personal- being, the being of the person-who-dwelIs.

. " This primacy of active, creative being-in_the_
world is the essence of romanticism and is fundamentally
related to transactionalism.

But Wright uses the term organic to apply not
only to the transactional quality of the self-envj_ron-
ment rerationship but also to the transactive relation-
ship between any entities, most often, in Wright's
case, between building and environment. wright's use

of a tree as an analogy for "organic" architecture
illustrates this transacti-ve, reciprocal creation,
in this case of house and environment: "First of all
comes the relation of the tree to the ground. we do

not think of a tree as resting heavily upon the ground,
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as does a block of stone or a Greek temple; instead,

it seems at once to grip the ground and to rise up

from it--to possess its place in a living and dynamic

way. [Wright was] much concerned with

affirming man's permanent possession of a place in the

world; not however, a place where he can resist every

effort at dislodging him, but a natural place that
receives him, sustains him, and is wholly in accord

with him, even as a tree is united with the spot it
'clutches. The planted fixity of his houses is no less

meaningful than that of the Medici palace, but it is
of a different kind, depending not upon weight and

mass but upon a unique reciprocity between house and

site. " (Smith, 1966, p. IZ8)

Even Wrightrs functionalism ("form and function
are one") which is a romantic functionalism, not the

"problem-solving functionalism of the anonymous special-
ists of a firm such as Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill"
(Smith, L966, p. 4l-) can be seen as indicative of a

transactional perspective. Perhaps the simplest way

to see this connection is via Merleau-Pontyrs

phenomenology. Phenomenology is the belief that form

(in the Gest,alt sense) is inextricably involved with

signification, with meaning. That one cannot be per-

ceived wj-thout the other. That the "phenomenon" is a

unity of "form" (what is "out there") and "significa-
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tion" (which is from the perceiver). According to

Merleau-Ponty (L942, p. 224), "If one understands by

perception the act which makes us know existences, all.

the problems which we have just touched on are reducible

to the problem of perception. It resides in the duality
of the notions of structure and signification. A "form"

such as the structure of "figure and ground", for ex-

amp1e, is a whole which has meaning and which provides

therefore a base for intellectual analysis. " Transac-

. tionalism differs from phenomenology primarily in
emphasis. Both see perception as active and as trans-

active but this aspect is emphasized by Transaction-

alism. Similarly, both see perception as a unity of

form and meaning, of "out there" and "in here", of

environment and subject, but phenomenology emphasizes

this aspect more. Wright's functionalism, which is
a unity of form and function, is a special case of

Merleau-Pontyrs phenomenology or unity of form and

meaning. It is a special case in that the "meaningl"

for Wright is function. But there are several kinds

of possible "meaningf ". Vernon discusses several ki.nds

of "meaning" or ways in which "meaning" is achieved

in perception. She says (1952, p. 23), "the meaning,

when fulIy understood, includes the knowledge of how

to deal with this particular perceptual situation. In

the case of real objects the primary unitary meanj-ngt
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consciousness breaks down into categories of experience

such as 'What is the use of it?t. or ,what is i-t made

of?r" (And she goes on to discuss the transactive
nature of the search for meaning.) vernonts two kinds

of meaning (which along with "naming" she cites as most

important) are of fundamental importance to the phenomen-

ologicar or transactional interpretati-on of wright's
theory of architecture because they explain two of his
three major concerns; "form and function are one" and

'"the nature of the materials,' (whj-ch is essentially
"form and material are one,,).

Thus Wright's theory--which is a romantic theory--
with its "organic"; its ,'form and function are one"i
and its "the nature of materials" is directry related
to the transactional perspective with its dynamic,

transactive distinction and re-unification of self and

environment; and its phenomenologicar emphasis on the

unity of form and meaning (in terms of both function and

material) .

The third premise of this thesis is that
ANY ONE PERSONIS IMAGE OF ENVIRONMENT IS TUNDA-

MENTALLY INTEGRATED WTTH THAT PERSON'S CONCEPT

OF SELF.

Premises 4 and 5: Social Considerations

So far the creation of self and the environment

through transaction has been considered. But in order
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to fully understand the significance of the built

environment to the user two other issues must be dis-

cussed. Firstly the social or shared nature of the

creation of self and the environment should be con-

sidered. And secondly the symbol-making or social

nature of the user must be discussed.

Premise 4: The Social Construction of Reality

In the model of transactionalism described above,

in the section on Lynchts "image", the "everyday

reality" approach to the world was depicted. In this
approach the perceiver is less interested in the physi-

cal world as such and more interested in how it might

contribute to or detract from his purpose. To this
end he "assumes" the wor:ld and looks only for aspects

of it which are relevant to his purpose. Art historian
Gombrich (1960, p. 3-28, p. 246-278) conceives of per-

ception in t,his manner: as a purposef ul search for
relevant percepts. And sociologist Greer (1959, p. 31)

also sees it this way. He says "We select our sense

data as we believe them to be interestirg, pertinent to

our purposes [and] relevant to our frame of reference."

So what the perceiver rea11y sees is determined by

his assumed world and his current purpose. According

to Shibutani (L962, p. 131), "there is increasing

experimental evidence that what is perceived depends

largely upon what is anticipated. " And what is antici-
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pated--the assumptive world--is constructed or created
by the subject from his previous experiences. These

previous experiences vary from subject to subject and

sor to a large extent, different people see the same

situation differentry. According to Lynch (1960, p, 6)

"the image of a given reallty may vary significantly
between different observers." orr ds shibutani says
(1962, p. 131) : "people with dissimilar perspecti-ves
define identical situations differently. " But, to the
'extent that people have some shared prior experiences,
they wil-l also have some communality in their assump-

tive worlds. This quality of assumptive worrds: that
they are ' to varying degrees shared r,uithin a qroup with
shared experiences but not between groups, is neatly
illustrated in an experiment by Ragby (1957). fn the
experiment severar Mexicans and Americans were each

shown two slides simul-taneously through a stereoscope
so that it appeared that they were seeing only one

scene. The two slides were carefurly matched for con-
tour, texture, and distribution of liqht and shadows

but one showed a familiar Mexican scene and the other
showed an American one, Bagby found that peopre nearry
always saw the slide more famiriar through their na-
tional background. rn this case the assumptive world
was shared within a national group but not between

national groups. But national groups are not the only
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groups which share assumptive worlds or constructed

realities. Any social group with shared experiences--

from a society down to a subculture--will have some

communality in their assumptive worlds. Sociologist
Berger (1966, p. LIT| , from whom the phrase ,'the social
construction of reality" was borrowed, sees society as

a group with a shared assumptive world. He says

"Society predefines for us that fundamental symbolic

apparatus with which we grasp the world, order our

' experience and interpret our own existence.,' Whereas

sociologists Bensman and Lilienfeld, in their book

Craft and Consciousness: Occupational Technictue and

(1973) concentrate

on the assumptive worlds of groups defined by occupa-

tion. The sharing of experience through social con-

tact is the determining influence on ttle communality

of an assumptive world. According to Shibutani (I962,

p. 134), "Variations in ouLlook arise through differ-
ential contact and association; the maintenance of

social distance--through segregation, conflictr or
simply reading different literature--leads to the

formation of distinctive cultures."
This socially shared construction of reality

applies not only to the environment but also to the

self. The self is created not only by transaclion

with the environment but also throuqh interaction
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with others. This social contact or sharing of ex-

periences creates the social aspect of self: the social
identity. According to Berger (1966, p. 98, p. 101),

"identity is socially bestowed, socially sustained and

socially transformed. . Every act of social affili-
ation entails a choice of identity. "

Premise 4 is that
SOCIAL IDENTITY AND SHARED ASSUMPTIVE WORLD ARE

CONSTRUCTED THROUGH SHARED EXPERIENCES A}JD IN-

TERACTIONS WITH OTHERS.

Premise 5: Symbolic fnteraction and the
Presentation of Self Through

Environment

The transactional model described above deals

with the emergence of a self and an environment--a

knower and a known--from the transaction called the
process of knowing. But the process of knowing does

not stop there; the next step is the awareness that
the subject, the knower, can know himself. SeIf can

be an object to self. According to Morris (1934,

p. xxiii), "Mead finds the distinguishing trait of
selfhood to reside in the capacity of the minded

organism to be an object to itself."
One very important implication of self awareness

the associated recognition that you appear to others

they appear to you. And this process of appearing,

being object, of being known, to others has two ends:

l_s

as

of
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a sender and a receiver. According to lchheiser (1949 
'

p. 6-7\ , "the individual will have to act so that he

intentionally or unintentionally expresses himself, and

the others will in turn have to be impressed in some

way by him. " The expression-impression of the individ-

ua1 who appears may be of two kinds: conscious or in-

tentional communications and unintentional information

that is read into the appearance of the individual.

Goffman, in his theory of "presentation of self" (1959'

'p. 2l, characterizes this as follows: "the expressive-

ness of the individual (and therefore his capacity to

give impressions) appears to involve two radically
different kinds of sign activity: the expression that

he gives and the expression that he gives off. The

first involves verbal symbols or their substitutes

which he uses admittedly and solely to convey the in-

formation that he and the others are known to attach

to these symbols. The second involves a wide range of

action that others can treat as symptomatic of the

actor, the expectation being that the action was per-

formed for reasons other than the information conveyed

in this way." But Goffman restricts the expression,

the symbolic communicatj-on, the presentation of the self

primarily to actions of the individual. trlhere Gof fman

does mention the physical appearance of the individual

or the individual's physical environment (see Chapter III)
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it is only as "props" or "settings" both of which are

subsidiary to the main communicatj-on or presentation

of self. Stone (1962, p. 101), however, has extended

Goffman's ideas. He suggests that personal appearance

in general, not only gesture or action, is used as a
means of communication. He has conducted extensive

studies on the non-gesture aspects of appearance,

concentrating particularly on clothing. He says

"The meaning of appearance . can be studied by

examining the responses mobilized by clothes. Such

responses take on at least four forms: identities
are placed, values appraised, moods appreciated, and

attitudes anticipated by appearing, the person

announces his identity, shows his value, expresses

his moodr or proposes his attitude." Thus the visual
appearance of a person conveys information about the

identity of that person. But it seems likeIy that
more than mere personal appearance is used to convey

information about identity or to present self. Lee

(1968) in an investigation of urban spatial schema in
Cambridge, came to the conclusion that a person's place

of residence was also used as a means of communicating

social information. He found, in particular, that simi-

larity of residence implied similarity of occupants.

Regardi-ng a particular schema he says "A more accurate

reflection of the schema would be not 'people like us'
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but, 'people who live in houses like ours'." (p. 356)

The notion that the built environment "gives off" or

conveys information about those who occupy it has

been proposed by Wright (1941, p. 68). He says, "the

building [is] characteristic of those it was

built to serve, because it necessarily is a solution

of conditions they make, and it is made to serve their

ends in their own way." Several recent studies, Par-

ticularly those by Duncan (1973 [aJ r 1973 tb] ) and

Denton (1970), have focused on this issue of communi-

cation of identity through the environment.

Premise 5 is that
ENVIRONMENTS CONVEY TNFORI4ATTON ABOUT, SYMBOLIZE,

OR REPRESENT THEIR OCCUPANTS.

Reconsider the premises. Premise I was that self

and environment are both constructed through transac-

tion. Premise 2 emphasj-zed the creative nature of this

construction: self and environment are created through

transaction. Premise 3 concluded that self and en-

vironment are totally interdependent: that. they cannot

exist independently. In premise 4 the creative process

of constructing self and environment was seen to be

socially shared. And finally, in premise 5, Lhe manner

in which environment is socially interpreted as "stand-

ing for" or representing its occupants was discussed.
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2.

Ligt Of Premiseg

Knowledge of sneself and know,Ledge of the
envLronment are both aetively constructed
through the same [rroc sa I tra-nsaction be-
twe,eo oneseL,f and the environnent . . ! .

In the sense. that there ls no "self," oroenvi,ionrnent" exeept that of, whlch one has
knowLedgrer it can be said that both the usal,f"
and the "envi.ronroent" are gqeaEed thn:ough
i.nLgragtion r . . . . . r . . . . . . ., .

Any one personrs imag.e of environmer,rt is
fundamenu.-al.Iy integrated with that, person' s
concept of se.l.f . , . .. .

Soeial idenLity and shared aseumptive world
age constructed through shared experiences
and i.ntera,et,long with others . ! r .

Environments convey information about,
,synrb,olize, or present their oecupants. e !

3.

4.

5.
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CHAPTER II

THE HYPOTHESES AND ASSUMPTIONS

NECESSARY TO TEST THEM

The Hypotheses

The hypotheses stem from premise 5: that environ-

ments convey information about, symbolize or present

'their occupants. The hypotheses are, in effectr twg

possible derivations of premise 5: the first is that

people perceive the world in terms of premise 5 and

the second is that they act in terms of premise 5- The

first hypothesis is that premise 5 is recognized by

the general population. That is that environments are

perceived as "meaning" or "symbolizing" their occupants'

And the second hypothesis is that, other things being

equal, the general population will act in terms of

premise 5. That is that people will choose environ-

ments for themselves such that the "meaning" perceived

in the environment "fits" or is congruent with their

concept of themselves. And, other things being equalt

they will occupy these environments in preference to

those which do not "fit" their concept of themselves.

(Of course in reality other things are not equal and

there are major influences on choice of environment in
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terms of availabili,ty, cost, locaLion, etc. In a Pre-

vious study (Niculescu, 1969) it was found that when

house buyers chose from within the houses available

several factors were considered. Some of the most

important being cost, location, viewr appearance of the

house, and number of rooms. Some of these factors deal

with the setting of the house, rather than the house

itself (for example location). But of these factors

the last factor mentioned above, the number of rooms'
'approaches the kind of environmental variable finally

chosen to be used in this study: closure.)

Now these two hypotheses are not totally inde-

pendent: they each have implications for the other.

Consider first the implications of hypothesis 2, as

stated above, for hypothesis 1. If, as seems likely,
the general population is aware of the numerous other

factors which enter into play when people choose en-

vironments for themselves then it might be expected

that environments would be perceived as meaning not so

much their actual occupants (who might occupy them for
other maybe more pragmatic reasons such as cost) but

rather those people who, in the ideal- case where other

things were equa1, would choose or prefer to occupy

those environments.

At this stage hypothesis I may be stated:

HYPOTHESIS 1: ENVIRONMENTS ARE PERCEIVED TO SYMBOLIT'E
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THOSE PEOPLE WHO, in the ideal case where other things

are equal, WOULD CHOOSE OR PREFER TO OCCUPY THEM.

Now consider the implications of HYPOTHESfS L,

as stated above, for hypothesis 2t as stated above. If

people choose environments, other things being equal,

such that the percej-ved meaning of the environment "fits"
their concept of themselves and if (which by implica-

tion of the last statement they do) they also perceive

environments as symbolizing the occupants of the envir-

onment then the act of choosing an environment becomes

equivalent to an act of asserting or stating a particu-

Iar concept of themselves.

At this stage hypothesis 2 may be stated:

HYPOTHESIS 2z THE CHOICE OF OR OCCUPATION OF A PAR-

TICULAR ENVIRONI{ENT, other things being egual, IS AN

ASSERTTON OF A PARTTCULAR CONCEPT OF SELF, OF A PAR-

TICULAR SELF IDENTITY.

This second hypothesis is only a particular case

of the more general proposition that the expression of

taste for any particular physical environment or arti-
fact is an assertion of a particular self identity.

It is not proposed here that taste necessarily

relates to physical aspects of identity or to aspects

which are inherent in a person, rather that taste re-

lates to acquired socio-cultural aspects of identity,
(ln the same manner that a shared assumptive world
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relates to socio-culturally shared aspects of identity. )

Hypothesis I, the idea that built environments,

or architecturer or even the artj-facts of a culture

or society symbolize or j-n some way represent that

society is very familiar in art and architecture theory

in the form of "architecture expresses the zeitgeist".
A major proponent of this idea is Pevsner who says

(1943, p. 17) "Architecture is not the product of

materials and purposes--nor by the way of social con-

dj-tions--but of the changing spirits of changing ages.

It is the spirit of an age that pervades its social

Iife, its religion, its scholarship, and its arts. .

III will Lreat the history of European architecture as

a history of expression ," and, of the Romans (p.2I)

he says "Their architecture represents them . . "

Theoretically Derire

In order to test the hypotheses it was necessary

to choose some particular type of environment and some

specific quality or attribute of environment. (It was

also necessary to pick some particular aspect of identity,

but this was derived from field studies. rt was not

theoretically derived. ) The major cr.iteria for the type

and attribute of environment chosen were that they should

have theoretical significance, that they should be of

fundamental importance to the theory; and that they should
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be of relevance to each other and to the aspects of

identity chosen later

Assumption 1: The Choice of Type of
Environment: Dwellings

The choice of dwelling environments as environment

types derives from premise three. Premise three stated

that "any one person's image of environment is fundamen-

tally integrated with that person's concept of self."

From this premise it would seem that the image of envir-

. onment most closely connected with concept of self would

be the environment with which the subject was more fanil-

iar. And the most familiar environment for most subjects

would be their houses.

The importance of house to identity has been con-

jectured in architectural theory. Pawley, for example,

says (1971, p. 107) on home: "its importance today tran-

scends what we tend to regard as its fundamental purpose,

that of shelter, and moves into the vital area of indi-

vidual identity. A person without a home is like a trav-

eller who has lost his passport, foreign currency and

credit cards: he has no evidence to prove that he is

who he Says he is--his very exj-stence (in official terms)

is in doubt." And according to Norberg-Schultz (L97L,

p. 31), "The house, therefore, remains the central place

of human existence, the place where the child learns to

understand his being in the world, and the place from
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which man departs and to which he returns. . In

the house man finds his identity." And, of course,

Wright sees houses as a portrayal of the identity of

the occupants. He says (1941, p. 65) "each man has

a peculiar, inalienable right to live in his own

house in his own way. He is a pioneer in every right

sense of the word. His home environment may face

forward, f,dy portray his character, his tastes, and

j-deas, if he has dry, and every man here has some

somewhere about him. "

Schorr (1965, p. 9) also sees housing as central

to a sense of self. He says, "Housing has represented

much more than physical structures. Housing is,/has

become a subject of highly charged emotional content:

a matter of strong feeling. It is the symbol of

status, of achievement, of social acceptance. It seems

to control, in large measure, the way in which the in-

dividual, the family, perceives him,/itself and is per-

ceived by others."

The first assumption of this thesis is that

THE HOUSE IS FUNDAIvTENTALLY CONNECTED WITH A

PERSON.S CONCEPT OF SELF.
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Assumption 2z The Choice of Environmental
Quality: Closure

The choice of closure as environmental quality
dervies from two considerations: Firstly the envir-
onmental quality chosen had to be a very basic variable
of environments, and secondly it had to be of theor-
etical importance and of use to architects. The envir-
onmental quality had to be basic so that it would be

easily perceived by avariety of subjects. It would

have been no use, for example, to take the quality of
the curtaining fabric in the house as the environmental

variable because some respondents might see it as

significant but others night not notice it. And,

furthermore, the environmental variable had to be of
use to archi-tects and of importance to architectural
theory so that the research courd contribute specifi-
cal1y to architectural knowledge rather than just to
environmental knowledge in general.

The variable chosen was "closure". This was de-

fined as the degree to which one space was closed off
from another. This is equivalent to saying the degree

to which a space exists as an entity in its own right
because a space only exists in as much as it is de-

fined, distinguished t ot bounded from the infinite
space-continuum in which it lies.

The evidence for the viability of this assumption
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is in two parts: 1) the evidence from the psychology

of perception which supports the idea that closure is
indeed a very basic, fundamental environmental variable;
and 2) the evidence from architectural theory which

shows the i-mportance of closure to several major modern

theories. The two parts of the evidence are not as

distinct as they may seem because the evid.ence from

architectural theory sometimes derives from studies in
the psychology of perception. However many architec-

'tura1 theories do not consider it necessary to refer
to psychological evidence to support their assumption

of the significance of closure.
The psychological evidence is also in two parts:

f) the evidence that supports the idea that closure is
a fundamental variable in the percepti-on of the envir-
onment and 2') the evidence that shows that closure is
a fundamental environmental variable because it is the

earliest environmental variable to be perceived by

young children.

The first part of the evidence comes from Gestalt
psychology and the major concept of this field: the

"figure-ground" distinction. Koffka (1922, p. 14 and

p. 15) proposed that outline, boundary or closure were

the prime physical environment variables by which the

figure-ground distinction was made. He said: ,'the

ground is always less "formed", less outlined, than the
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figure. . . . " and further, that "phenomenal figures

have boundary lines even when the corresponding objec-

tive figures have none. A good figure is always a

'closed' figure, which the boundary line has the func-

tion of closing. "

Hence the closure of a figure from its ground is

the defining characteristic of the figure.

The evidence showing that closure is the earliest

environmental variable perceived by young children comes

from Piaget. He says (1948, p. vii and p. 55) "funda-

mental spatial concepts are not euclidean at all' but
Itopologicalr. That is to salr based entirely on

qualitative or'bi-continuous' correspondences involv-
ing concepts like proximity and separation, order and

enclosure. And indeedr w€ shall find that the child's

space, which is essentially of an active and opera-

tional character, invariably begins with this simple

topological type of relationship long before it be-

comes projective or euclidean. . ." He notes the age

at which children first begin to discriminate between

"open" and "closed" shapes when making drawings copied

from models as between about 2 3/4 to 3 3/4 years old.

He calls this substage 1A. He says: "Stage 1 can be

divided into two distinct sub-stages. In the first,

Substage 1A (up to 3;6--3;10), the scribbles appear to

vary according to the model being copied., open shapes
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being distinguished from closed ones. Thus without

being able to copy a cross or a circle, the child pro-

duces different types of scribbLe according to whether

he is looking at one or the other shape. . At the

level of Substage 18 (average 3;6--4 years) however,

one can begin to speak of real drawings, though curi-
ously enough it is only topological relationships
which are indicated with any degree of accuracy,

euclidean relationships being completely ignored. .

'Thus the circle j-s drawn as an irregular closed curve,

while squares and triangles are not distinguished from

circles. That is to sdy, they are all shown as closed

curves with perhaps an occasional symbolic suggestion,

such as wavy lines jutting out to indicate angles, and

so on. Only the open shapes are distinguished from

these like the cross (as two or more intersecting
Iines, though not necessarily drawn straight) . While

there is no distinction as yet between straight-sided
and curved figures, there is however, a correct render-

ing of the topological properties of models 1--3, the

closed figures with attendant smal1 circles, and the

enclosed figures are represented by means of enclosed

circles also." Thus closure is not only a fundamental

environmental variable but also perceived at a very

early age--indeed the first environmental variable to

be perceived by young children.
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The evidence for closure or what is sometimes

referred to as enclosure of space as an environmental

variable of fundamental importance to the theory and

practice of architecture is extensive. It ranges from

very general and. sometimes poetic, approaches to more

systematic attempts to define the parameters along

which closure varies. Consider three examples chosen

to present the very general, poetic end of the con-

tinuum; a well thought-out middle range theory; and an

'attempt to be both systematic and exact: the other end

of the continuum. First, Wright sees architecture as

enclosure of space. He says (1941, p. 189) "architec-
ture for the spirit of man, for 1ife as Iife must be

lived today; archj-tecture spiritually (virtually) con-

ceived as appropriate enclosure of interior space to

be lived in. Form and function made one."

Second, Zevi, in his book Architecture as Space

(1957) also sees architecture as enclosed space but he

is more explicit about it. He says (p. 22 and p. 28)

"Architecture, however, does not consist in the sum of
the width, length and height of the structural elements

which enclose spacer but in the void itself, the en-

closed space in which man lives and moves. " (emphasis

not in the original) . "fhe most exact definition

of architecture that can be given today is that which

takes into account internal space. " Zevv goes on to
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explain that space is defined, enclosed, or created by

means of boundaries (such as walls), He says ( p. 29)

"The experience of space, which we have indicated as

characteristi-c of architecture, has its extension in
the city, in the streets, squares, alleys and parks, in
the playgrounds and in the gardens, wherever man has

defined or limited a void and so has created an enclosed

space. If, in the interior of a building, space is
defined by six planes (floor, ceiring and four walls),
'this does not mean that a void enclosed by five planes

instead of six--as, for example, a (roofless) courtyard
or public sguare--cannot be regarded with equal varidity
as a space . it is certain that all urban space

wherever the view is screened off, whether by stone

walls or rows of trees or embankments, presents the
same features we find in architectural space. since

every architecturar volume, every structure of walls,
constitutes a boundary, a pause in the continuity of
space, it is clear that every building functions in
the creation of two kinds of space: its internal
space, completely defined by the building itself, and

its external or urban space, defined by that building
and the others around it. ,,

And third, Norberg-Schultz sees the building task
to consist of , among other things, ,'physical control"
which he defines in terms of what is cal-Ied above
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"closure". He writes: "We may . study the physical

control as an 'exchange of energies'. To permit this,

we will introduce the concepts tfiltert, tconnectorr,

rbarrier' and 'switcht. An opaque wall thus serves as

a filter to heat and coId, and a barrier to light.

Doors and windows have the character of switches, be-

cause they can stop or connect at will. In general

we will define a 'connector' as a means to establish

a direct physical connection, a 'filtert as a means to

make the connectlon indirect (controlled), a 'switch'
as a regulating connector, and a 'barrier' as a separat-

ing element. A1l possible conditions of physical control

entering the building task can be analyzed by means of

these I filterr concepts. As a result we arrive at a

clear definition of the needs for connecting and

separating elements." (1963, p. 113)

Most architectural theories concerned. with closure

or the enclosure of space would appear to fall into

the "middle-range". Further examples which seem worth-

while and carefully thought out can be found in Pevsner:

An Outline of European Architecture (the introduction
gives a concise de fi-nition) ; in Giedion: Space, Time,

and Architecture (again, the introduction is the place

to find a concise definition, although both this book

and that by Pevsner deal with the issue of enclosure of

space repeatedly throughout the text) ; and in Scully:
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Modern Architecture (p. 2I on Wright is a good example).

But the writings on this subject are so prolific that

such a listing must be considered merely a sampling.

Another work of value which should be cited here is

Norberg-Schul.tz: Existence, Space, and Architecture
(see especially "enclosure", p, 18 and "closure",

p. 231. This book is a sequel to Intentions_in Archi-

tecture quoted above and can also be taken as repre-

sentative of the more systematic and specific end of

the continuum of books on "closure".
The second assumption of this thesis is that

CLOSURE IS A FUNDAIV1ENTAL ENVIRONI{ENTAL VARTABLE.

Assumptions Necessarv to the Testing
of the Hvpotheses Derived from

Preliminary Field Studies

Preliminary field studies produced results which

suggested one alteration to or correction of the second

hypothesis (assumption 3); one assumption regarding the

relevance of categories of identity elicited from

respondents (assumption 4); and one procedural or meth-

odological assumption (assumption 5) .

Assumption 3: Household ldent,ity More
Relevant Than Personal ldentity

This assumption is in the form of a correction to

the second hypothesis: that "the choice of or occupation

gf an environment is an assertion of a particular self

identity".
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This implies that there is only one identity

connected with any one dwelling environment. In fact

most dwelli-ngs are inhabited by, and thus could "ex-

press", a group of people: a household. And the

identity of a household is a rather different thing

from the identity of an individual. It is even more

than a set of identities of individuals. It is the

'identity of a group. This is qualitatively different.

This assumption j-s derived from preliminary field
'work involving the use of standard psychological and

sociological t,ests or measures of identity which proved

to be irrelevant to the thesis. The tests used were

the "Twenty statements test" (also known as the "Who

am I?" test) and BelI's "Life style questionnaire"

(also called the "Social choice type" questionnaire) -

These tests are presented in the appendix.

The third assumption of this thesis is that

THE .'SELF IDENTITYU OF THE SECOND HYPOTHESTS IS

A HOUSEHOLD TDENTITY.

This identity will be called "household identity"

to distinguish it from the "self identity" of the

second hypothesis. The second hypothesis should now

read

"The choice of or occupation of an environment is

an assertion of a particular household identity. "
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Assumption 4z Categories of Household
Identity Elicited from Members of a

Household Describing Other Households
Are Also Relevant to the Description

of that Household

The preliminary field studies proved to be a rich
source of descriptions of households (other than the

respondentsr) who would choose particular dwellinE

environments. These descriptions seemed relevant to

any household identity, the respondents' as well as

that of other households. ft was decided that these

'descriptions should be developed into scales of house-

hold identity. But, this assumes that the descriptions

which were originally elicited as descriptions of other

households are appropriate as descriptions, by the

respondent, of the respondent's household. This

asSumption has two parts: first that categories used

to describe households are, to an extent, shared in the

general population and second that descriptions of

others, "the perceived", use similar dimensions to
descript,ions of self (in this case household), "the

perceiver".

The fourth assumption of this thesis is that

CATEGORIES OF HOUSEHOLD IDENTITY ELICITED FROM

MEMBERS OF A HOUSEHOLD DESCRIBING OTHER HOUSE.

HOLDS ARE ALSO RELEVANT TO THE DESCRIPTION OF

THAT HOUSEHOLD



Assumption 5: Environmental Preferences
l"lust Be Obtained Under
Controlled Conditions

In the preliminary field studies several at-
tempts were made to elicit environmental preferences

fron the respondents. From these attempts two guiding

principles were deduced: 1) the preference for an

environment must be taken from the respondentrs verbally
expressed desire for a particular environment and not

from his actual environment; and 2) the preference for
'an environment, in order to be a meaningful choice,

must be based on a small group of specific alternatives.
The first principle (t.hat preference for an

environment must be ascertained directly through the

respondent and not through observation of the respond-

ent's actual environment) has three reasons: I) The

actual environment may have been chosen for other

reasons. Typical constraints on the choice of an

actual dwelling environment include availability (or

rather the respondentrs awareness of what is available);
location; pricet appearance; size; and other issues

which are interesting but irrelevant to this thesis.
(See Rossi, 1965.) In a previous study on group

housing in the Auckland area (Niculescu, 1969) it was

found that the choice of house type was most influenced

by price. Architectural facto.rs such as appearance

and number of rooms were of secondary importance. Thus,
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in order to study preference for an architectural

variable such as closure other more salient variables

such as awareness of what is available and price must

be controlled.

2l the actual environment may not, reflect the

respondentrs desires as regards closure. Even when the

respondent has the possibility of making his own

personalized dwelling environment it rnay not reflect

desired patterns of closure. One respondent, married

to a building contractor, who said that they designed

and built their house according to their own ideas and

"with our own bare hands when we were courting" was

dissatisfied with several aspects of closure in her

house. She said, for exanple, "the toilet door opens

onto the front door. That's really bad" and "I like
the laundry next to the kitchen. ft is handy. But I
do not like it next to the back door. It i.s bad but

O.K. It is bad because people can see the mess when

they come to visit at the back door. (We use the back

door as most people would a front door. The house is

so far up from the road and so the neighbours just go

through the fence and arrive at the back door.) It is

O.K. because it makes it easy to get the clothes on

the line, "

3) The observer's or interviewer's interpretation

or perception of the actual environment may differ
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radically from the respondent's. This can happen in
two ways: (a) the manipulat,ion of closure can be

extremely subtle. This was discovered in one interview
when a record of the respondent,s house in plan form

was taken and then the respondent was asked to provide

a guided tour of the house, describing what she con-

sidered to be the good and bad points about her house.

The respondent's view of the house , ef what constituted
a "place", was much more detailed than anything that

'had been recorded on the plan. She used changes in
floor covering, the placement of pictures, and changes

in style and function of furniture to define or enclose

spaces. And (b) the same physical environment can be

used to signify different degrees of closure depending

on either the associated social connotations or the

physical environment setting. On the subject of closed

doors, for example, one respondent said "closed doors

are quite important but only if a parent closed them.

The bathroom door is very important. If it is closed
you can't just open it and walk in."

The second principle (that preference for an

environment must be based on a known, explicit, set of
alternatj-ves) has two reasons: 1) when asked to
describe their ideal environment respondents have diffi-
culty in visualizing or imagining any environment very

different from the one in which they reside at present.
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One respondent interviewed saw her present house as so

realr so powerfully present, that she couldn't conceive

of another, different environment, and she even found

it hard to imagine the possibility of minor physical

alterations in her present environment. Bauer (1951,

P. 7) makes the same point thus: "To find out how

people reaIly want to live, however, is no simple

problem, . For one thing, conscious consumer wants

are limited by experience and knowledge: by and large,
you can only want what you know. "

2) A statement of preference has 1ittle meaning

unless the context in which the preference j-s made is
known. In the case of an "ideal" environment the con-

text of the preference (the range of alternatives from

which the respondent chooses) varies between respond-

ents and is not easily measurable. Thus the researcher

has to somehow specify the alternatives from which the

respondent may choose. Bauerrs (1951, p. 7l statement

that "What we really need to know therefore is what

people would want if they understood the full range of
possibility on the one hand, and all the practical
limitations on the otherr" is of course the ideal but

it is far from practicable. A more practicable approach

would be to give the respondent a sma1l set of "real"
or already imagined alternatives from which to choose.

The fifth assumption of this thesis is that
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List of Assumptions

(necessary to test the hypotheses)

Theoretically

1. The house
concept of

2. Closure is a fundamental environmental variable.

Assumptions derived from field studies:
3. The "se1f:identity" of the second hypothesis is a

"household identity" (a group identity rather than
"n@! iaentity).

4. Categories of household identity elicited from
members of a househord describing other household.s
are also relevant to the description of that house-
hold.

5. The best and most effective way to elicit a respond-
ent's preference for a dwelling environment is by
asking the respondent to choose the environment heprefers from a small set of environments which varyin one particular dimension which is made explicit
to the respondent.

This assumption is based on two principles:
5.1. Preference for an environment must be

ascertaj-ned directly from the respondent,
from the verba.lly expressed desire for aparticular environment, and not through
observation of the respondentts actual
environment.

5.2. Preference for an environment, in order
to be a meaningful choice, must be based
on a known, explicit, set of alternatives.

derived assumptions:

is fundamentally connected with a personts
se1f.
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CHAPTER III

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MEASURE OF CLOSURE

. In order to study the relationship between degree

of closure and household identity it was first necessary

to develop ways of measuring these variables. Part 2 of

the thesis, The Research Method, describes the develop-

ment of the measures of closure and of household iden-

tity in Chap.ter IfI and Chapter fV respectively. Once

each of these measures was developed they $tere used in

a survey study of 610 randomly selected people in the

Auckland Urban Area in order to test the hypotheses.

Chapter V describes the metho,jl of this survey study,

The results of the survey study appear in Part 3 of the

thesis: The Results and Discussi-on of the Results in

Chapters VI, VII, VIII and IX.

Before the actual measure of closure was developed

several different approaches were tried with one or more

persons in order to see which approach was most fruit-

ful. The approaches included an open-ended question

regarding images.of "the place where you live" (sample

size=8); an unstructured interview focused on the rela-

tionship between identity and domestic environment
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(sample size=l); a more structured description of actual

activities, interactions, and sentiments experienced in

environments encountered during one day (a "time-

activity budget" [l4ichelson, 1970, p. 2I0i or a diary)

and ideal, imagined environments (sample size=I); and

finally a highly structured interview on which house

the respondent would choose (out of a set of four draw-

ings presented to the respondent) and which kinds of

households the respondent would expect to choose the

other houses presented in the drawings (sample size=4).

These preliminary studies provided some information on

the hypotheses and considerable insight into suitable

methodological approaches to the testing of the hypothe-

ses. It is on the basis of these studies that the as-

sumptions in Chapter II were made (assumptions neces-

sary to the testing of the hypothesis derived from

preliminary field studies). And these studies, €s-

pecially the second, third and fourth studies, provided

the basis for the development of the measure of closure.

It was during the period in which these studies were

conducted that the concept of closure was refined until

it reached the specificity of definition given in Chap-

ter II: closure is the degree to whieh one space is

closed off from another. This refinement was based

both on theory and to a minor degree on these studies.
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However this refinement is not sufficient for research

purposes and it is not until the fourth prelimj-nary

study that closure is sufficiently defined to be used as

a variable in research. These preliminary studies, and

the insights that they provided, will be briefly des-

cribed before the descriotion of the pilot studies on

the development of the measure of closure.

Preliminary S-tudies

Studies 1, 2 and 3

The first preliminary study, the open-ended ques-

tion on images of "the place where you live" (samPle

size=8) was an attempt to obtain environmental descrip-

tors. The results of this study were that environmental

descriptors obtained could be divided thus: approxi-

mately 2/5 dealt with social environmenti 2/5 dealt with

physical environment; and L/5 described environment in

personal terms. The physical environment descriptors

comprised qualities of the environment (it is surrounded

by garden, it is near the sea, it is sunny, it has a

vj-ew) and could be analyzed primarily in terms of clo-

sure, proximity and orientation- However, since most

descriptors did not tap closure it was decided that an-

other approach should be tried.

The second preliminary study mentioned above (the
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"unstructured interview focused on the relationship

between identity and domestic environment"), which had

a sample size of l, provided results on which the first

principle of the fifth assumption was based, i.e-, the

results indicated that preference for an environment

must be obtained directly through the respondent and

not through observation of the respondentrs actual en-

vironment. This is because 1) the respondentrs actual

environment may have been chosen for other reasons'

2) the actual environment may not reflect the respond-

entrs desires as regards closure and 3) the observer's

or interviewer's interpretation or Perception of the

actual environment may differ considerably from the re-

spondent's due to subtle distinctions and arbitrary

social meanings seen by the respondent but not by the

observer.

This study also provided two other insights which

influenced the final measure of closure. The first in-

sight was that questions which asked for an opinion

(for likes and dislikes, for the importance of issues),

really inspired the respondent and allowed her to

"join in" the interview, to assert herself, and to com-

municate on a level which was not possible when the

questi.ons called for "factuaI" answers- At this stage

it was resolved that the measure finally developed
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should allow this positive assertion of the respondentrs

personal opinions. The second insight was that there is

a large proportion of environmental description which

has relevance to identity but does not concern closure.

To this end it was decided that the measure finally de-

veloped should explicitly concern only closure. Any in-

strument less defined would introduce environmental vari-

ables which were not closure but which had an important

impact on the associated identity.

The third preliminary study described above (the

structured description of actual activities, interactions,

sentiments, and environments encountered during one day

and possible ideal imagined environments which would

have been preferable), which had a sample size of l,
provided the insight on which the second principle of

the fifth assumption vras based. Namely that preferenee

for an environment must be based on a known explicit set

of alternatives. This, third, preliminary study, was

based on the second study. It was an attempt both to

provide a more structured j-nterview (for the ease of

analysis of data) and to allow the respondent fu1l rein

to assert her ideas on her desired or preferred environ-

ment. The results of this study indicated that the ex-

pression of desires and preferences are extraordinarily

restricted, indeed completely defined, bY the possible
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alternatives known to the respondent. (And this re-

spondent knew of no alternatives to her own house.)

This implied that, in order to obtain meaningful pref-

erences for varying degrees of closure from the respon-

dents, it was necessary to present them with a few

specific alternatives of degree of closure from which

they could choose. The methodological solution com-

bined the insights discovered in the second preliminary

study: the need to ascertain the respondentrs desires

(not the actual situation); the benefits of asking for

opinions (not facts); and the need to restrict the

measure to closure (and no other environmental variable);

and that discovered in the third preliminary study: it

is more meaningful to ask someone to choose from among

a set of alternafive situations which vary in some ex-

plicit manner than to ask them to describe an ideal sit-

uation.

StudY 4

The fourth preliminary study (the highly struc-

tured intervieht on which house the respondent would

choose, out of a set of four drawings presented to the

respondent, and which kinds of households the respon-

dent would expect to choose the other houses), which

had a sample size of 4, was derived from the conclusions

of the second and third studies, tailored to the two
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hypotheses.

At this stage several further methodological de-

cisions were made. These decisions involved a) the

manner in which the alternatj-ves were to be presented,

b) the type of closure to be used, c) the specific en-

vironmental situations in which the closure was to be

varied, and d) the particular "house" which was to be

subjected to these variations in closure.

(a) Presentation of alternatives
The criteria for the choice between the possible

modes of presentation of alternative environments were

j-n order of importance, f ) the degree of experimental

control afford.ed by any particular mode of presentation;

2) the cost; 3) the "reality"; and 4') the ease of use

among large numbers of respondents. The possible modes

of presentation considered were verbal descriptions,

perspectJ-ve line drawings, photographs, models, mock up

environments, and real situations. Real situations and

mock up environments were dismissed on the grounds of

insufficient experimental control and cost, respectively,

although the "rea1ity" afforded by both these modes of

presentation far exceeds that of any of the other modes-

Verbal descriptions, on the other handI were dismissed

for their lack of "reality" (in the sense that they seem

even further removed from a direct experience of the
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environment than drawings, photographs and models and

have no considerable advantages over them). Of the re-

maining three alternatives: drawings, phot,ographs and

models, there was very little difference. PhotograPhs'

if of actual environments (cf. Peterson [1967], and

Barrington [1971] ), have the problem of lack of control

of irrelevant variables and were therefore diSmissed.

Photographs of models are a viable alternative which has

been used before (Canterr personal communication) and

they have the advantage of achieving a modicum of
,'reality" but they also require the construction of a

model. The most direct, and easily alterable mode of

presentation of alternatives was bl' drawings. And

their slight disadvantage compared to models and photo-

graphs of models (regarding the apparent "reality")

seemed outweighed by the simplicitlz with which they

could be created and used.

Drawings have been used before to present envir-

onments to respondents (Canter, 19691, and so some of

the problems had been discovered. One interesting prob-

lem was the need to avoid the inclusion of any people in

the drawing because they can be a very powerful variable

particularly for the hypotheses under consideration in

this study. Another problem which seemed salient, €s-

pecialty to a measure of closure, was how to present
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the entire three-dirnensional environment in two dimen-

sions. . obviously something had to be ornitted (that

which was "behind" the observer). It was decided that

the omission of the ceiling (as the most neutral area

and the area least like1y to have any variation in

closure) would be preferable. This implied a bird's

eye view perspective of the dwelling environment'

The chosen mode of presentation of the alterna-

tives was a birdrs eye view perspective line drawing of

the dwelling environment with the roof and ceiling

omitted and with no figures.

(b) The tvpe of closure to be used-:_:- -'
Closure is not a uni-dimensional variable' Ac-

cording to Vernon (L952), gestalt psychologists iden-

tified several variables which affect the perception of

the figure-ground distinction and which aPpear to be

directly related to closure. such variables are con-

tinuity of bounddffr intensity of boundary, simplicity

of shape, symmetry of shape, and so on. ArchitecturaL

theorists have also discussed varieties of closure.

Norberg-schultz (1963, p. 1r3) for examPle, discusses

connectors, barriers, filters and switches. For the

purpose of testing the hypotheses it was decided that

just one important aspect of closure should be chosen.

The aspect chosen was continuity of boundary (or lack
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thereof which is equivalent to Norberg-Schultzrs "con-

nector"). In short it was decided to manipulate the

size of a hole in a wa1l. A small hole (window or

door) giving an environment with much closure, and a

large hole giving an environment with little closure.

(c) The specific environmental situations

The closure could be varied in any room of the

house, ot even in the entire house. In order to iso-

late the effects of the variation of closure in differ-

ent situations it was d.ecided that a few specific walls

in particular rooms should be varied. Initially' in

the fourth preli:ninary study, the closure was varied in

the exterior walls of the dining-kitchen-living portion

of the house. This seemed a potentially fruitful situ-

ation in which to vary closure since it could be seen

both from inside and outside the house; since there

seemed to be a considerable variation in window size of

the living quarters of houses ingeneral; and since this

variation seemed to have strong socio-cuLtural signifi-

cance. (g,findows have been seen as eyesr or mouths, and

exterior doors as mouths or even entire visages, giving

the house "expression" wbich can be fierce or friendly,

[Cullen, Lg6L, p. 72, Raskin, L954, p. 89]. Large win-

dows have also been seen as status symbols and symbolic

of "extroversion" llancaster, 1964, p. 176])- As the
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measure became more developed other situations in

which closure could be varied were included. These

situations were: between dining room and kitchen'

between living room and dining room, between hall and

living room, within the bedroom wing of the house,

and between bathroom and w.c.

(d) The_particular "house" yhicf llas to. be_

subjected to .the variations in clgsure

It seemed preferable to pick a house plan which

was fairly simple and rather ordinary so as not to

distract the respondents in any vtay. To this end it

was decided to use the "rectangular" plan (see figure

2.I) which was both very simple, very common and the

current "best-seller" (Niculescu, L969') .

The method of the fourth preliminary study was

that 1) the respondent was presented with a set of four

drawings (see figures 1.1-1.4) which varied systematic-

ally in the degree of closure in one situation (interior-

exterior) and informed of the nature of a birdrs eye

view perspective. The respondent was encouraged to

handle and study the drawings. (Respondents typieally

take the drawings and turn them around slowly as they

examine them. ) 2) The respondent was apprised of the

variation in closure and encouraged to study its impli-

cations, 3) the respondent was asked to choose which
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Figures 1.1, L.2, 1.3 and L.4.

Four variations in window closure
used in Pilot Study 1.
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Figure I. l, Windorv closure: rnost open
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Figure L.2, \'linclovr closure: part open
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Figure 1.3, I{indow closiure: nart closed
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Figure L.4, I'lindovr closure: nost closed
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of the four alternatives he preferred to live in and

4) the respondent was asked to describe the kinds of

households that he would expect to choose the other

alternatives. Four respondents were interviewed and

since the method seemed extremely fruitful in terms

both of the number and variety of responses' it was

decided that the instrument should be developed'

[Theresultsofthispreliminarystudyseemed
provocative: the response to "which kinds of house-

holds would. choose the smallest windows?" \,rlas: "the

poor, the elderly, and the non-europeans"' And this'

in fact, 'held up. There was one Polynesian and one

elderly respondent and they both preferred the smaIl-

est windows.J

Pilot Study I

Inthisstudythedrawingsv'ereamendedandex-

tended in order to impnove their usefulness as a tool

for the measurement of preferred degrees of closure in

domestic environments, They were then presented to 40

respondents in order to test the meaningfulness of the

alternatives depicted. (ff, for example, a high Propor-

tion of the respondents picked the same alternative out

of a set of four then it could be said that the altern-

atj-ves presented tittle actual , meaningfrrl ' choice to

the respondents. ) thus the test of the validity of the
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instrument vras whether it enabled a classification of

the population in terms of preferred degree of closur'e'

i.e.,whetheritalloweddistinctionstobemadebetween

different groups in the population in terms of their

preferred degree of closure'

SamPIe

The sample of 40 respondents was not a formally

structured sample. The interviews were conducted in

the respondents' houses with any member of the family

willing to cooperate- There was no attempt made to call

back in the cases in which there was no one at home or

the interview was refused. However the refusal rate waS

Iow. There was an attempt made to cover a considerable

range of socio-economic status, ethnicity, family typet

and stage in life cycle in the sample' Respondents were

from three suburbs in Auckland: Mt' Eden' Epsom' and

Otara. Of the people interviewed, people in Epsom were

primarilywetl-to-do,nuclearfamiliesofEuropeande-

scent with teenage or grown children; in lvlt. Eden they.

were middle-income households with a tremendous variety

ofstageinlifecycleandhouseholdtypes(including
nuclearfami-Iies,extendedfamilies'non-familygroups

and single people both young and old) and a considerable

mix of ethnic groups, including those of European de-

scent, llaoris and islanders; and people in otara were
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primarily low-income, very young nuclear families ' of

European descent.

Amendments and extensions of drawings

Amendments:

Intheoriginalsetoffourdrawingsnoonechose

the alternative with. least closure. The new' amended

set of drawings was designed to make the four choices

of window closure in the living wing more evenly distrib-

uted among the population as a whole' To this end the

windows were made slightly more closed as can be seen

if the first set of four drawings is compared with the

corresponding four drawings in the second set of draw-

ings. (Compare figures 1.I-1'4 with figures 2'2'L-

2.2.4.)

Extensions:

It was decided that an introductory drawing would

be useful in order to I) acquaint the respondent with

the nature of a birdrs eye view perspective; 2) give an

overview of the entire house (to enable the later draw-

ings to be "placed" in a context); and 3) discuss the

"theme" of all the drawings: the changing degrees of

closure and where they would occur'

In addition to the introductory drawing and the

amended set of four drawings illustrating interior-
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exterior closure in the living wing four other sets of

drawings (four drawings per set) were developed to il-

Iustrate alternative degrees of closure in the five

other environmental situations mentioned previously!

between dining room and kitchen, dining room and liv-

ing room, living room and entrance area, bathroom and

Iavatory, and within the sleeping areas' These last

two environmental situations !{ere varied in terms of

closure in only two "degrees" each (instead of the

variation of four degrees of closure used in the other

situations): 3 bedroom or 4 bedroom; and bath and w'c'

together or separately. Thus these two environmental

situations, together formed only one set of four draw'-

ings.

Thusthesecondsetofdrawings(thoseusedin

pilot study 1) consisted of one introductory drawing of

the entire house; and five sets of four drawings each.

Each set of four drawings illustrated four possible de-

grees of closure. The five sets covered living/dining;

dining/kitchen; Iiving /naL*; inside,/outsidet and bedroom

and bathroom wing arrangements. (see figures 2.I-2.6'4')

The instructions for the drawings'

The drawings were, of course, not simply presented

to the respondents with no explanation. The interviewer

had a fixed routine of verbal introduction' explanation
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Figures 2 .I to 2 .6 . 4

An introductory drawing and five sets
of drawings, each set comprising four
variationi in closure, as used in
Pilot Study 2.
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F'igure 2.2.I. Kitchen-Cining closure: nost open
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Iriqure 2 .2 .?-. Kitclren-clining cl osure: part orren
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Figure 2.2.3. Kitchcn-dining clc;sure: oart closed
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Figure 2.2.4. Kitchen-clinin9 closur:e: most cl.osecl
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Fiqure 2.3 .L. Dining-living closure: rnost oPen
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Figure 2 -3 '2. Diniig-)-iving closure i ['rc1rt ooen
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Figure 2 -3 -4. Dining- l-i.ving closure: rnost closed
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Figure 2,4.3. Living-hatl closure: part closcd
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Figure 2.5,L. I'Iindoiv closure: mosL open
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Figure 2.5-2- rJindow closttre: Part open
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and interview which ran as follows:

"Hello, f am doing research on housing fot

the University of Auckland. Have you got a few

minutes to spare to answer some questions and

look at some drawings of houses?"

lthere were two standard tests inserted here

(one of self concept and one on life style) which

contributed to the development of the measure of

household identity and are discussed in Chapter IV.l

Present drawing l.*

"First of all this is a drawing of the whole

house. This drawing is from above the house with

the roof taken off. ft is what is called a bird's

eye view. In the rest of the drawings we sha1l

be looking at parts of the house and changing the

walls so that you can choose the kind of wa1ls you

Iike best. "**

Retrieve drawing I and present drawing 2 (a

set of 4 drawings).

"These four drawings are of the living or day-

time part of the house. The only difference be-

tween them is in the wall- between the kitchen and

*The drawings occur in the text in the same order
that they were presented to the respondents. Except for
drawing I they were all presented in sets of 4. Drawing
1 corresponds to figure 2.Li drawing 2 to figures 2.2.L-
2.2.4; drawing 3 to figures 2.3.L'2.3.4; and so on.

**Each respondent was taken on a "guided tour" of
the introductory drawing by the interviewer.
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the dining room. I would like you to look at

them carefully and then tell me which one you

would most like to live in. "

"Do you think that everybody else would pre-

fer the one you chose?"

Tf answer is 'tlo" then indicate the drawing

which is furthest in terms of closure* from the

one chosen and ask

"What sort of people do you think would pre-

fer this one?"

nepeat questions with remaining sets of draw-

ings, one set at a time,

Results

The numbers of respondents choosing each drawing

appear in table 1.

The results show that the preferred dining-kitchen

arrangements are fairly equally distributed among the

sample population. However, the sample tended to pre-

fer either the most open or the most closed dining-

*The drawing which is furthest in terms of closure
from the one chosen was selected by the interviewer ac-
cording to the "sel-ect other drawing on same side of
line" ioutine, Except for the first drawing, the draw-
ings were mounted in sets of four. This routine required
th; i-nterviewer to refer to the line on the back of each
set of four drawings. The lines were varied between in-
terviewers so as to ensure that even if the choices made
by the popuiation as a whole were not equally distributed
between- the four drawings the selections made by the _in-
terviewers would be equilly distributed between the four
drawings.
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Iiving arrangement. And both the preferences for

living-hall arrangements and those for window closure

were heavily weighted to one extreme (most closed for
Iiving-hall and most open for windows). 958 of the

sample population chose the separate bathroom and lava-

tory arrangements but choices between three and four
bedrooms were more or less equal (52.59 to 47.521.

TABLE T

PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS CHOOSING EACH DRAWING IN
PILOT STUDY 2 OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE

IqEASURB OF CLOSURE
(Percentages, N=40)

most
open

part
open

part most
closed closed total

dining-kitchen

dining-living

living-ha11

windows

bedroom/bathroom* 0.0

25.0 32.5

10.0 50.0

15.0 6s.0

7.5 0.0

52.5 42.5

20.0

2s.0

7.5

75.0

22.5

15. O

L2.5

r7.5

5.0

100

100

100

r00

r00

*most open=3 bed/L bath; part open=4 bed/I bath; part
closed=3 bed/2 bath; most closed=4 bed/2 bath.

Conclusions

The dining-kitchen and dining-living drawings

showed enough variation to be used as they were. However,

the living-hall drawings should be made more closed and

the window drawings should be made more open in order to
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differentiate better between the qroups in the popula-

tion. The choice of having a bathroom or lavatory

together was maintainedr €v€r though few respondents in

this sample chose it, because it was believed that it

might be especially desirable for families with very

young children where the lavatory may often be used in

conjunction with washing facilities. (For toilet

trainingr nappy changing and so on. )

In order to make the living-hal1 arrangement more

closed it was decided to introduce a porch to the front

door (compare figure 2.1 with figure 3.1). This was

because the issue of closure between living-room and

halI seemed to be confounded with the issue of closure

between inside the hall and outside. The introduction

of a porch (a common feature in such houses) had two

closure effects: 1) it provided an in'between realm

which was neither totally outside nor totally inside thus

lessening the abruptness of the outside to inside transi-

tion and 2) it formed a slight spatial distinction be-

tween the area immediately inside the front door and the

rest of the main living area. That is, the entry htas no

longer directly into the main living area but rather into

an alcove off the nain living area,

The window arrangement was redrawn to make the

windows more open. The drawings used in the fourth
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pr,elinrirlarXr study lf,ere too open. They We-te 4mende-d,

th'ey rrere rnade more elosedr for this, the fi-rst piJ-ot

sbudy, But in thls study the window arrangenent was

too closed. So f6.r the major survey' the windorcs vrere

redra,wn ts fatrL solnewhere in between t}e two previous

sets of. drawings (in terms of cLosure).

Ehese drawings constitute the final measur. 9f
Breferred deg'ree of elosure in d^omestie environrnents.

They !ilef,e presented in sets of four (except for the

introduetorlr dlrawirig which lras presented alone first.l
and the respondent was shown how they differed and

asked to ehoose one arrangenrent for hls househol'd.

The respondent was then asked to describe the house-

hold who would prefer another arrangenent which was

indieated by tbe intervLewer and chosen aceording to

d. p €-€lfranged code.
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Figure 3. 2. I. Kitchen-dininc; closure: nost open
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giqure 3.2.2 - Kitchen-di rri ng closure: Part o'ren
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L,'igure 3.2.3. Kitchen-cl-ining cl.osurc: p;rrt closed
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Figure 3.2.4. Kit-chen-din j nq closure: most closerj
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f igure 3. 3. 1. Dining-living cl.osure: most or)en.
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Fi.gure 3.3.2. Dining-1-iving closu::e : Darl- open
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Figurc 3 - 3. 3. Dining-living closurc: part c-loserl
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Figure 3.3.4. Dininq-living closurc: nost closecl
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Irigure 3.4.I. Living-!ra1l Closure: mosL or)en
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Irigure 3.4.2. Living-hal I closur:e: Parl- o[)en
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triqure 3.4,.3. Living'-halJ c;Iosure: part closed
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fiigur:e 3.4.4". Ljving-haJl closure: rnost c_losecl
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Figure 3.5.1. I'lindor'r closur:e: mosL ot)en
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Figure 3 .5 .2. I^Iindow closure: part open
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Figure 3.5.3. llindow closttre: oarL closed
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Figure 3. 5. 4 . Vlindow closure: most closed
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Bedroom/bathroom closure :

1 baLhroon

r'
I

I
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Figure 3.6. I. 3 bedrooms/
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BeCroorn/!:at!'.rootr c losurc :

I ba t.hroom
Figurc 3.6.2 . 4 bedrooms/



Bedroorn/ba i-hroom
2 bathrooms

t2B

---l

F igure 3.6. 3. closure: 3 berirooms/



Beclroom/l;athrr>orn c:losure :
2 bat lrrooms
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Figure 3.5.4. 4 bedrooms/
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CHAPTER IV

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE I4EASURE OF

HOUSEHOLD IDENTITY

Prior to the development of the actual measure

several different approaches were tried with one or

more persons in order to see which approach was most

fruitful. Among the approaches tried were three at-

tempts to record behavior (from verbal and gestural

descriptions), in the belief that patterns of behavior

are closely related to subjective identity, and two

attempts to use standard social-science measures of

identity. (It was believed, at this stage that an ap-

propriate social-science measure of identity could be

found.) Of the attempts to record behavior, one was

a highly structured interview aimed at measuring the

distinctness of behavior patterns (in the belief that

this might correspond to the preferred degree of dis-

tinctness, separateness or closure of spaces in the

dwelling environment) (sample size of 1); one was an

unstructured interview which covered behavior patterns

and sense of identity but was focused on the relation-

ship between identity and domestic environment (sample
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size of 1); and the third was a more structured des-

cription of actual activities during one day (the

"time-activity" budget mentioned previously) (Michel-

son, 1970, p. 210) (sample size of 1). The standard

social-science measures used were the twenty-

statements-test (or "Who am I?" test, cf articles by

Munford and Kuhn, and Kuhn and McPartland. in Manis

and Meltzer, r.967) (sample size-40) and Bell!s life-
style questionnaire (or "Social Choice T1pe") gues-

tionnaj-re obtained privately from BelI (cf , BeIl, W.

I1968J ) (sample size-28), These standard measures of

identity are presented in the appendix.

These approaches (especially the attempts to

record behavior) provided some support for the hypoth-

eses and the last approach (Bell's "Social Choice

Type" questionnaire) had tremendous importance in re-

formulating one aspect of the hypotheses: the second

hypothesis, as originally formulated from the litera-
ture in the field, related choice or occupation of a

dwelling environme.nt to the identity of ttt" f"dryiguaf
making the choice. However it became clear from the

use of Bellrs test that individual identitv was not

particularly suitable for the testing of hypotheses

concerninq the choice of house type.
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Bell's Social Choice Type ggestionnaire

BeIl's social choice type questionnaire, which

was intended to classify families according to their

life style and value systems, was designed to be an-

swered by the head of the household (or by his wife

for the head of the household). rn this research,

however, ds an experiment, it r^/as used on a variety of

members of the household: some "heads", some wives

and some children. It was found that the major dif-

ferences in life style and value-systems occurred

within families rather than between families, with,

typically, the father (or "head" ) being career-orien-

ted, the mother (or "wife") being family oriented and

the children being consumer oriented, This implied

that the value systems and life styles of individual

members of a household might differ considerably from

those of the household as a whole and so the measure

of identity should be phrased so as to tap the house-

hold identity as a whole and not merely any one indi-

vidual's identity, values and life style-

For this reason, and because a house is inhab-

ited by an entire household, and thus should, in the

spirit of the hypotheses, represent the entire house-

hold, it was decided that the measure of identity should

be a measure of household identity and not a measure of

individual identity. This decision is recorded in the
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form of assumption 3 of the thesis-

Two further insights which had far-reaching

methodological implications were derived from the

use of Bell's questionnaire. These are 1) the test

assumed that there were three major possible "Iife
styles": familism, careerism, and consumerism'

lhese "llfe style" categories were, in part, developed

from Bel1's previous empirical and theoretical work in

the field (especially his work on social area analysis

which related population characteristics to the loca-

tion of their dwelling in the city. (cf, Shevky, E.

and Bell, W., 1955, Social Area Analysis) . But it was

not clear that these particular categories were in

fact dimensions of life style (that they were indepen-

dent) or that they covered the full range of life

style issues; and 2') it was unclear as to whether the

categories $rere relevant to the preferred degree of

closure in domestic environments-

Thus the methodological decision was made that

the measure of identity should be developed in such a

way that the categories derived were 1) relevant to

choice of closure in domestic environments; and 2) em-

pirically-derived dimensions which covered the whole

field of relevant identity issues.
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Pilot Study I

At this stage a large amount of empirical data

on the type of household associated with particular

degrees of closure in specific situations in domestic

environments was available from the firsL pilot study

(previously described in the section on the develop-

ment of the measure of closure in domestic environ-

ments). This study (which was based on a sample of 40

respondents roughly selected from the Auckland Urban

Area to ensure a wide distribution of socio-economic

status, ethnicity, family type and stage in life cycle)

included the twenty statements test, Bell's Socia1

Choice Type questionnaire (only introduced after the

12th interview, therefore sample size=Z9), questions

on the respondentrs preference for various degrees of

closure in domestic environments (with drawings) and

questions on the households who would prefer specific

degrees of closure in particular situations as presen-

ted in the drawings. This last question (which was

asked for at least one of the three drawings the re-

spondent did not choose out of each set of four draw-

ings) was "What sort of people do you think would pre-

fer this one?" (and a particular drawing was indicated)

About 100 distinct phrases describing other households

were obtained in response to this question. (Poten-

tial1y 600 unique phrases could have been obtained but
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the respondents repeated themselves and many descrip-

tions of households were used again and again by dif-

ferent respondents. )

These phrases seemed to provide an excellent ba-

sis on which to develop a set of dimensions along

which to measure household identity. They a11 referred

to the identity of the household as a group; they were

known to be of relevance to closure (because they were

originally elicited in connection with cl-osure); and

they seemed to cover a large proportion of the field of

household identity descriptions relevant to closure

(because the sample was fairly large [N=40] and varied

and because the descriptions included a large amount

of repetition or redundant information it was assumed

that most possible household identity descriptions

were included. ) However, the phrases were elicited in

connecLion with other households' choices of dwelling

environments, not in connection with a self-administered

description of the respondentfs own household. There-

fore it was necessary to assume, dt this stage, that

categories of household identity elicited from members

of a household describing other households are also

relevant to the description of that household. This

is assumption four as described previously. There is

no evidence for or against this assumption except that
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it seems plausible. However, in the first results it

will be seen that by and large, the correlations for

the hypothesis relating domestic environments to other

households are higher than those relating the respon-

dentt s own household to his own choice of domestic en-

vironment. This may be an artefact of this assumption

(no. 4). However, another explanation: that stereo-

types of behavior are more consistent than actual be-

havior, seems a more likely explanation of the exact

same phenomenon.

Pilot. Stu.ly 2

In order to devefop a reasonably short and sys-

tematic measure of household identity from the 100

subtle, colloquial and hard to analyse phrases it was

necessary to discover the underlying structure, the

dimensions or factors of household identity as por-

trayed by the phrases. To do this the phrases had to

be factor analysed. "Basically, factor analysis is a

technique which can be used to take a large number of

operational indices and reduce these to a smaller num-

ber of conceptual variables" (BIaIock, 1960, p' 383)'

It does this by grouping the indices or phrases in

terms of their correlations. Those indices which cor-

relate highly with each other are grouped together thus

forming clusters such that "within any given. cluster of
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indices there wilI be high intercorrelations whereas

correlations between clusters will be relatively 1ow"

(Blalock, 1960, p. 384 ) . OE, in more contmon language,

the indices or phrases are grouped according to their

similarity to each other.

But in order to mathematically calculate the sim-

ilarities or the correlations between phrases the

phrases had to be used in a measurable form: in the

form of a scale. (a scale is simply a measuring de-

vice. ) For example the phrase (describing a household)

"A big family" could be made into a scale thus:

tl [] L:l f: small

This is a seven-point bi-polar adjectival scale

and is the type used in this study. It is used by

placing an x in the box which corresponds to the meas-

ure of bigness or smallness of the family being rated

on the scale. It is important to note that the scale

is quite a differentthing from the phrase, (The scale

has two ,,ends", is measurable, and consists of two ad-

jectival phrases or adjectives' )

So, in order to be able to factor-analyse the

phrases it was necessary to transform them into scales.

And, owing to limited computer capacity, it was also

necessary to reduce the number of scales to 53. Thus

A family which is

big tl tl tl
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the approximately 100 phrases were reduced to 53 bi-

polar adjectival scales. This was done with the htep

of a dictionary and a thesaurus. (rhe aim being to

eliminate phrases of a repetitious nature and combine

phrases of antonymous nature as opposite poles of a

bi-polar scale.*)

The 53 scales developed are shown in Instrument

1.

But the calculation of the correlations between

scalesr orl which factor analysis is based, derives

from the way in which the scales are used to describe

or rate a particular houshold at a particular time by

a specific Aroup of respondents. There are three

methodological issues Lo consider here:

Validity

Firstly, a measuring device must have gelid:!!g-

That is it must measure what it is intended to measure,

or more specifically, the indices (in this case the

scales) must measure the theoretical constructs (in

this case the factors or dimensions of household iden-

tity). One simple way of finding out to what extent

*It should be noted that this stage of the development
of the measure was, to an extent, subjective. Every
possible attempt was made to construct the pairs of
phrases in the most objective manner, however, it is
possible that other researchers might not construct the
same pairs.
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INSTRUMENT 1

53 BT-POLAR ADJECTIVAL SCALES DERIVED FROM
PHRASES ELICTTED IN RESPONSE TO OPEN-ENDED
QUESTTONS AND USED TN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE MEASURE OF HOUSEHOLD IDENTTTY.

1. big XxxxxXX small
2. young XXXXXXX o1d
3. rich XXXXXXX poor
4. open XXXXXXX closed
5. wayout XXXXXXX ordinary
6. thrifty XXXXXXX spendthrifts

' 7. family (blood flat (unrelated
relatives) XXXXXXX people)

8. do things do things
together xxxXxXx independently

9. no children X X X X X X X many children
l0.homely XXXXXXX sophisticated
11. manual labourer x X X X X X x whitecollar

worker
L2. growing XXXXXXx stable
13. children that children that are

are spread in close in age
age xxxxxxx

14.fussy XXXXXXX carefree
15.nervous XXXXXXX relaxed
16.dismal XXXXXXX gay

L7. formal x x x x x x x casual
18.modern XxXXXXX old-fashioned
19. each person everybody helPs

does a partic- with everYthing
ularchore XxXXXxX

20. small children X X x X X X x grown up children
2l-. not very very educated

educated XXXXXXX



22. people who be-
lieve in con-
trolling

23. children of
the same sex

24. conservative
25. lower class
26. working people

xxxxxxx
XXXXXXX
xxxxxxx
XXXXXXX
xxxxxxx

27. narrow minded X X X X X X X

28. immaculate XxxXxXx
29. practical X X X x X X X

30. lazy XxXXXxX
3l.awayallday XXXXXXX
32. outdoor types X X x x X X x
33.insecure XXxxxxX
34. settled XXXXXXX
35.ordered xXXXXXX
36.hermits XXxXXXX
37. repressed X X x X X X X

38.tidy XXxXxXx
39. like company X X X X X X X

40.mature XxXXXXX
41. lots of friends X x x x x x x
42. hardy XXXXXXX
43. always enter-

tainformally XXXXXXX
44. value worldly

goods XXXXXXX
45. verynosey XXxXXXX
46. hospitable XXXXXXx
47. selfconscious X X X X X X X

48. like wide open
spaces XXXXXXX

49. reserved X X X X X X X

141

people who be-
Iieve in
adapting
children of
both sexes
progressive
upper class
people who don't
work
broad minded
slovenly
impractical
hardworking
home all day
indoor types
secure
unsettled
chaotic
socialites
spontaneous
untidy
like to be alone
immature
no friends
delicate
never entertain
formally
despise worldly
goods

not at all noseY

inhospitable
unselfconscious
like feeling
enclosed
friendly



50. never brorries
about impres-
sions

5I. leisurely
52. quiet
53. conventional

X

x
x
X

x
X

x
x

xxx
XXX
xxx
xxx

XX
XX
XX
xx

r42

very concerned
about keeping uP
apPearances
busy
show off
unconventional
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any particular index or scale actually "measures" the un-

derlying theoretical concept, factor or dimension is to

use the scales to rate or describe at least two different

households; From the two or more separate factor analyses

of these two or more sets of data it can be discovered

which scales always measure or load on one particular fac-

tor or underllzing dimension of household identity and

which scales 1oad. on different factors depending on the

household that they are being used to rate. These latter

scales are not "valid". The "measure" of the validity of

the scales used here is the similarity of and the strength

of their factor loadings in the different factor analyses.

That is, a scale which always loads hiqhly on one partic-

ular factor would be considered to have hiqh validity as a

measure of that factor. Whereas a scale which some-

times loads highfy on one factor and sometimes loads

highly on another factor or which has only a low

loading on several factors would be considered to

have low validity. In order to measure the validity

it was decided that the scales should be used to

rate two different households. The households were

chosen to cover as wide a range as possible of the

households to be rated in the final survey. For this

reason one household was to be the respondent's own

household, the other was to be the household the
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respondent associated with a particular dwelling type.

The dwelling type chosen was one in which the kitchen

and dining room were together in the same room (as

opposed to one in which they were in two separate but

adjacent rooms). This was chosen because it was

thought to provide a very strong and thus clear con-

trast to its opposite. Thus the respondents used the

entire 53 scales twice. Once to rate their own house-

hold ("My household") and once to rate the other house-

hold ("Thehousehold who would choose kitchen and dining

room together"). The respondents were each given two

sheets, each sheet with a title at the top (as they

appear in parentheses above) and each with 53 scales

below to fill in. The "My household" sheet was filled

out first. (The respondents were instructed to think

about their own present household.) The sheet for the

other household was filled out second, after the re-

spondents had been shown the two drawings (see figures

4,1.1, 4.L.2) which illustrated the living arrangements

of a dwelling with kitchen and dining room separate but

adjacent and one in which the kitchen and dining rooms

were together. The drawings were explained and it was

emphasized that they were to rate the household who

would choose the kitchen and dining room together.
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Figure 4,1.1. xitchen-C-inirrg cl-osure: Inost open
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Fiqurc 4 ,I .2. I(itchen.-c-lin ing c losttrc : rnos t closeC
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Reliability

Secondlyr dnY measuring device (such as the

scales) to be of value must be reliable. That is, if

it is used at two different times to measure or des-

cribe the same household by the same respondent it'

should give the same score or rating. For this reason

it was decided that the entire testing of the scales

should be carried out twice on the same group of re-

spondents with a considerable time lag between the two

testings. (The time lag used was one month.) The

measure of reliability used was the test-retest co-

efficient of correlation of each scale on each concept

and for each respondent individually'

Sample I

Third and finalIy, in order to ensure that the

underlying factors or dimensions of household identity

discovered through factor analysis was not a peculiar

strueturing of the notion of household identity spe-

cific only to some particular group or sub-cu1ture, it

was necessary to select the sample of respondents very

carefully. The ideal sample would have been a randomly

selected sample from the entire population to be sur-

veyed. However, because of the need for a retest to

check reliability a "captive" sample was sought. The

criteria became to select a group of people who were
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not prejudiced with regard to the hypotheses (for exam-

ple architectural students would have been considered

not suitable) and who varied in terms of age' family

status, eEhnicity and socio-economic status as much as

possible. The respondents chosen were a university Ex-

tension (Adult Education) class in the social sciences.

The sample size was 48, Theoretically this was a fun-

damental problem since the sample size in a factor

analysis should be (for mathematical reasons) several

times the number of scales or indices being factor anal-

yzed (which in this case was 53) '

SamPle 2

For this reason another larger sample was taken'

The criteria for the selection of this sample were sim-

ilar to those for the selection of the first sample ex-

cept that a ',captive', sample was not required for the

purpose of a retest- However, for the ease of adminis-

tering the Lest a large and sedentary group was most de-

sirable. The group finally chosen was a class in educa-

tion at the Teachers Traini-ng college in Auckland' This

time there were sufficient respondents: 106 answered the

first concept: "my household"; and tlo answered the

second concept: the imagined household'

This second sample was not completed in time to

usetheresultsinthedesignofthequestionnairefor
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the major survey. However the results from this second

sample were very similar to those from the first sample

and on the whole support the interpretation of the re-

sults of the first sample which was used to design the

questionnaire for the major survey.

The Analysis of the Data and the Results

The data were analyzed in two ways: (1) factor

analyses hrere done on the first set of data (from

sample 1), the data from sample 2 and the data from

both samples combined in order to find the underlying

factor structure and check the validity of the scales

as measures of the factors; and (2'l the first and second

sets of data from sample I were correlated to discover

the reliability of the scales over time.

The factor analyses

(1) Assumptions

The process of factor analysis is based on a

matrix of correlations between the scales or indices.

And ttre correlation coefficient used assumes that the

indices or scales being analyzed are interval scales.

A seven-point scale such as the bi-polar adjectival

scales used is generally assumed to be an interval

scale. The correlation coefficient used also assumes

that the results will be normally distributed on the
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scales. This assumption is also generally agreed to

hold for a seven-point scale such as was used.

(2) Method of analysis

The results were factor analyzed in three parts'

"Factor analyses I" are the factor analyses of the

first set of data from the first sample (N=48) and were

used in the design of the questionnaire for the major

survey. "Factor analyses IIU are the factor analyses

of the second sample (N=106 and N=110) which by and

Iarge supports the interpretation of the results of the

Factor analyses f, Both factor analyses I and factor

analyses II consist of four factor analyses: an orth-

ogonal analysis and an oblique analysis of the data on

the concept "my household" and on the concept t'the

household who would choose kitchen and dining room

together. " A11 eight of these fagtor analyses are

principle components analyses with the number of fac-

tors set equal to the number of eigenvalues greater

than one. In the results the oblique rotations are

discussed unless otherwise mentioned-*

*The oblique rotation was selected because it
seemed to give a better understanding of the data.
However, if should be noted that in an oblique rotation,
unlike an orthogonal rotation, the factor loadings of
the scales may be high on several factors (if that re-
flects the stiucture of the data) ' This has implications
both for the val-idity criterion (pp.143,152 and 168 ) and
also, especially, foi the purity criterion (pp. 152 &168 ) '
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I'Factor analyses III" are the factor analyses of

all the d.ata (N=312=48+48+106+110) in a more sophisticated I

manner. (that is the data for "my household" and for

the imagined household are combined--the similarities

of the structuring of household identity being of '

greater interest now that the differences [or invalid

or concept-dependent scales and factorsl have been 
I

id.entif ied. ) They involve an iterative estimate of com-

munalities. The number of factors was set equal to the

' number of eigenvalues greater than one and both orthog-

onal and oblique structures r^tere rotated. (Owing to a

technical restriction the number of factors had to be

input manually and was put equal to six whereas the num-

ber of eigenvalues greater than one proved to be five- )

(The possible alternative methods of analysis are

discussed in greater detail in the appendix called "Fac-

tor Analysis--method of analysis". )

Factor Structure--sunrmarized results
(see the appendix called "Factor Analysis--complete

results" for all the results')

The factors in a factor analysis are Presented in

a decreasing order of the amount of variance they ex-

plain. That is, the factors which explain most variance

are listed first. (This can easily be seen on the ta-

bles of "eigrenvalues and variance explained" which
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preceed each factor analysis in the appendix' ) For

this reason it was decided that the earlier factors

should be given greater weight in the interpretation of

the results.

The following tables are summarized and edited

versions of the result.s. They are not intended as a

full presentation of the results. They are merely aids

to understanding the interpretation of the results from

which the questionnaire for the major survey was de-

rived., The loadings shown are the highest loading of

each scale. The scales shown have been chosen primarily

for validity. That is because (1) they load most highly

on similar factors even when the concept which the

scales are being used to rate is different and (2) they

load primarily on the factor shown. (i'e', They do not

have high loadings on other factors' ) For this reason

both the concepts are shown in the sunmary (to enable com-

parisons between concepts where appropriate) ' But the

scales shown were also chosen to illustrate the range

of meaning of each factor. Although the scales actually

used in the design of the final questionnaire are chosen

for validity rather than for range of meaning' Only one

mode of analysis (the oblique rotation) is shown in the

summarized results because the two modes were found to

differ little and hence a comparision does not give any

added insight.
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TAbIC 2. FACTOR ANALYSIS I: SUMMARTZED RESULTS: AIl fACtOrS
conmon to both concepts (i.e., both to "my household" and to "the
imagined household" Ifactor analysis of the 53 bi-polar adjec-
tival scales, N=48J Iinsufficient] ) . For complete version of the
results, see Appendix (oblique rotations)

Socio
Economic
Status

Ordex/
Tidiness

Ease of Diversity/ Stage
Social In- Homogene- in Life
teraction ity Cycle

labou

enter

tidy

immac

order

herrni

repre

nervo

disma

reser

bis

child

matur

settl

(1) (16,1)*1 (2) (1,4)

-O.74zr*2
-0.889',

0.564 1

o.555 J

(3) (2,3+5) (4) (13,2) (5) (6,12)

0. 847 l
o.4L6'

o.7231
o.622'

o.4241
0.913 -

0. s69 )
o.707

1.063 )
0.485 -

-0 .585 ]
0.833'

-0.793],
.0.502'

-0.510 1
o.874'

1. ra81
0.817

-0.832 I
-o.818"

1.007.r
o.'l4L'
0.645]
o -a44'

*lThr first nurnber in brackets beneath the factor name is the
new factor number. The second pair of numbers in brackets are the old
factor numbers with the "my household"number first, the other second.

*2The two sets of figures arise frar the two concepts. The top set
of figures of the pair is the loading on "my household" and the botton
set is the loading on the imagined household.
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The five factors shown in Table 2 are conmon to

both concepts. They are "socio-economic status", "ordet/

tidiness", "ease of social interaction", "diver s|ty/

homogeneity", and "staqe in life cycle". The third fac-

tor shown is confused and seems to consist of two inter-

twined but conceptually independent dimensions: social

ease and sociability. (These dimensions appeared as the

same factor (factor 2) on the concept "my household" ?nd

as two separate factors (l and 5) on the concept of the

imagined household. However these two separate factors

both contain elements of both dirnensions. The data was

hard to interpret and it seemed better to base the ques'-

tionnaire on the conceptual or theoretical interpretation.)

Hence, for the design of the questionnaire, the third fac-

tor was interpreted as two separate dimensions. This was

later confirmed by factor analyses II.

In addition to these five factors (which are to be

considered as six owing to the two dimensions in factor

3) three more factors were included in the design of the

guestionnaire because they seemed of theoretical impor-

tance even though they occurred on only one concept in

factor analyses I and thus may have been concept-

dependent or invalid. These are "attitude to change",

"integration", and "formality/disp1dY". These factors

are shown in table 3. The "attitude to change!' factor

was confirmed by factor analyses II. (See table 4')
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The design of the questionnaire was based on

these nine dimensions whichh/ere interpreted from factor

analyses I and theoretical postulates in the fields of

sociology and architectural theory (these are discussed

later in "discussion of the factors"). Some of the

speculative aspects of this interpretation are supported

by factor analyses II. (The independence of the two

dimensions "social ease" and "sociability" and the new

factor "attitude to change" sholnl up in factor analyses

II.) However, other aspects of the interpretation (the

factors "integration" and "formality/display") have no

further empirical support from factor analyses fI and

depend entj-rely on their importance in the theory and

literature in the field.
The third factor analyses support the original

interpretation of the six conrmon factors from factor

analyses I, and includes one of the speculative factors

("attitude to change") with one of the original factors

("social ease"). Factor analyses IrI gives no support

to the other two speculative factors.

Factor structure--Discussion of factors

The five factors common

first factor analysis hrere:

2l order,/tidiness, 3) ease of

4 ) diversity,/homogeneity, and

to both concepts in the

1) socio-economic status,

social interaction,

5) stage in life cycle.
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(The entire discussion which follows, unless otherwise

mentioned, is based on factor analyses I.) The first
factor, "socio-economic status", is a very common vari-

able in many social science studies. However, this

data showed the socio-economic status variable to have

a "Iife style" connotation which is not so usual in
social science studies although it seems a remarkably

fitting association to make with socio-economic status

when it is seen as a variable influencing choice of

dwelling. The "life style" connotation derives from the

scales "always entertain formally/never entertain for-
mally" (mnemonic : "enter " ) and "home1y,/sophisticated "

(mnemonic: "homel") with the high socio-economic

status associated with the "always entertain formally"

and "sophisticated" ends of the scales. This "Iife
style" connotation of formality was interpreted as a

separate dimension. It appears as factor 3 on table 3

but for a more detailed understanding refer to factor 1,

table 16.

The second factor, "order,/tidiness", j-s common in
art and architectural theory. Raskin (1954, p. 105) for

example, discusses structure and order in composition.

Lynch (1960, p. f0) mentions structure and order in con-

nection with imageability. And Jacobs (1961) has numer-

ous references to "visual order" in city planning. It is
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plausible that such a dimension might be relevant not

only to the physical environment but also to. the be-

havior of households towards environments. It seems a

logical extension of the idea.

The third factor, "ease of social interaction",

involves two distinct ideas: on the one hand there is

"social ease" (table 4, factor 4\ represented by scales

sueh as "fussy/carefree" (mnemonic: fussy) and "nervous

/relaxed" (mnemonic: nervo); and on the other hand there

is "sociability" (table 4, factor 5) represented by

scales such as "like company/like to be alone" (mnemonic:

compa) , "hermits,/socialites" (mnemonic: hermi) , "lots of

friends/no friends" (mnemonic: frien) ' and "reserved/

friendly" (mnemonic: reser). (rhe interpretation of

this factor is confirmed by factor analysis II, oblique

rotation of "my household", table 2L, factors L7 and 9

respect.ively. )

The fourth factor, "diversity/homogeneity", is

essentially a measure of the household as a group: of

the "group" qualities of the household. The number of

members in a group (as in the scales "big/smalI", "no

children/many children") and their similarity to or dif-

ferences from each other (as in the scale "children of

the same sex,/children of both sexes") are fundamental

qualities of a group. (rt seems likely that the factors
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"stage in life cycle" and "integration" are also spe-

cific examples of qualities fundamental to all groups.

Merton (195S, pp. 364-78) gives a "provisional list of

group-properties" which include such properties as "ab-

solute size of group", "degree of social differentiation"
(which together form the diversity/homogeneity factor);

"actual" and "expected duration of group" anrl of "member-

ship in the group" (which corresponds to the stage in

life cycle factor); and "types and degrees of social co-

hesion of a group", "extent of social interaction within

the group", "the potentiat of fission or unity of a

group" and several other properties gf groups which to-

gether constitute the essence of the factor "integra-

tion." llterton also lists ecological structure of the

group (that is the spatial relations of the members of

the group). This property would seem to be directly re-

lated to the degree of closure in the domestic environ-

ment of the household (the group).

The fifth factor, "stage in life cycle", is a com-

monly found social science variable. However, the data

here indicate a particular interpretation of stage in

Iife cycle which could perhaps be better termed "stage

in household formation". This interpretation is indi-

cated by the scales "settled,/unsettl€d"r "mature/imma-

ture", and "growing/stable" (table 15, factor 5) which
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Tab,le 3. FACDOR A![ALY.S S: I; SIIMITIARXZED RESUETST Other factsrs which
may be sonceElt .de5nndent but a:re of theoretical. significance (faetor
analysis of the 53 bi-polar adJectival eca1es, N=48 filnsUffiaient]),
For eontrrlete V-ersjlon of results, see Appendix (oblique rotations)

Atti.tucl€ to Fomality/

eonYe

narro

noder

oontr

r€pre

r,o1"e

toget

famil

hcmel

enter

outdo

inpre

sclfc

(t) (-'u) *t'

- .,*2
0.828) r

i.,roo l

i.ruu ]

-O-.ar, l

n..no l

,i.u* I

J.s.or )

(8) (8"-) (9) (-,1) (9.,-)

-1.4o4}

-0-e46]

*.urr]

6. sso]
-r.4e21

-1.46?]

O,.462,

'rlfhe first nurnber in bra.ckets beReath ttre f,astor name is the
new faetor nrnber. T,h€ second pair o.f nrubers in brackets are the.
o1d faetor nrsubers with the i'my household'r nunber first and the ln-
agined honsChold nqr6ber second-

*2The two sets of flgures arise fron the twg concepts. The top
set of f,i.grur,es of the pa,ir is the loading on 'rny houe,ehold,' and the
bottoq sert is the loadling on the iruagined household.

-j

-i

rl



.$able 4. FACTOR AIiBfjYSIS II., SUIOIARIZ@ RESULES:
to bqth coneepts. E'ot comlrlete version of restrltsr
(obllque rotations)

160
Fastors aolnhon
s€e APtr)endix'

Socio-
econonie
Status

l,

Attitude
order/ to Social Socia- Diversity,/
nidiness Ctraage Ease bility Honogenelty

23456
- 

:
labou

noted

elass

tsX.dy

;ofde?

narro

conse

repre

fussy

Irervo

cql-![la

heimi

'fri,er

tresec

S:$l!

child

-0.95E* r

-0..857 r

-0.650 1
-0.517 ',

-0.644 1
-0.547 '

0.7501
1 .0t5 -

o.58o1
0.84I-
0.935]
o.9?3'

-0.9111
-o.842r
-o.7971
-o-622'

-0.7581
-0.913'

o.5721
-0.683'
o. 323]

-o.423'
0.86s.I
0.690'

-0.7501
-0.623J

0.6421
0.734'

-0.43O]
-q.610'

0. 8951
o.888-

o - 5751
0.613'

res arise fro-nr the t'tuo eonc@EilEG- top
eet of f,lgnrres of tlre palr is tt-re 'loadlng gn .my' household" and the
botf,@ set ls the Loadilrg on the imagined trousehold.
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Tabl.e 5. X'ACTOR aXALYSIS IIf : SUMDIA.RfZED REEULTS; Nunbelt ef, faqtot's
s,et eq,ual to 6. (Faetor ahalysis o.f the 53 bi'-polar adjectival scales'
N=3I2i, E'or eomPlete verslon of results, see Appendl* (obl!'que

rotations)
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-:0.67'5
-o.623.
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-'o.66.0
-9.517
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0.32r

0.6'5E
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o.555

-0.469
-0.434
-A.41-2

0-649
-0.540:

-o.591
0.588
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imply a measure of how established or how permanent the

househoLd is. (Corresponding to Mertonrs "actual and

expected duration of group" mentioned above. )

There ltere three further factors which concerned

either one or the other of the two concepts employed'

but not both. These were "attitude to change" (imagined

household) r "integration" (my household), and "formality,/
display" (imagined househotd) .

Of these three the first factor (factor 7, table 3) ,

"attitude to change" was confirmed by factor analysis II.

That is it was independent of the concepts on factor
analysis II--it appeared for both concepts (see table 4,

factor 3). This factor consists of scales such as "con-

servativer/progressive " r "conventionalr/unconventional ",

"narrow-minded,/broad-minded", "modern/o]-d fashioned "

and so on. It seems to have two major aspects: one is

the attitude to drange over time (as indicated by "con-

servative/proqressive", and "modern/old fashioned") and

the other is the attitude to changes or differences be-

tween people (as indicated by "conventional,/unconven-

tional" and "narrow minded/broad minded").

The second factor, "integration", (factor 8, table

3) consists of the scales "do things together/do things

independently" and "family (blood relatives)r/flat (un-

related people) ". It has theoretical importance in that

it is an important group property (see discussion of
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Merton's group properties in the section on "diversity/

homogeneity" above) and in that it is a conlmon social-

science variable in the form of "family orientation" or

"familism", especially in ecological studies and studies

of social area analysis.

The third factor, "formafity/disPlay" (factor 9,

table 3) is an amalgam of two distinct but similar as-

pects. The formality aspect consists of the scales

"homely/sophisticated" and "always entertain formally/

never entertain formally". These scales along with "for-

mal,/casual" often load on factors which are primarily

socio-economic status factors. Thus this dimension,

formality, could be considered to be the "1ife style"

aspect of socio-economic status. Formality is also im-

portant because it complements tidiness, Tidiness is

concerned with the householdts relation to "props

whereas formality coneerns the householdrs relation to

'qsettinqs". (See Goffman tI959, Chapter 3l for the dram-

aturgical analogy using settings and props). Display

consists of the scales "outdoor typesr/indoor types",

"never worries about impressions/very concerned about

keeping up appearances", and "self conscious/unselfcon-

scious". Display is of importance theoreticatly because

it has been proposed by Middleton (1-967) as or prime im-

portance in the house. And it is the extension of Goff-

manrs ideas on presentation of self into the realm of
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houses. (tt has already been extended to the use of

clothing for the presentation of self by Stone [1962]

and to houses by Denton [1970] ).

Wal overview of
nousenolct rdent].t':r

-_**lrrr. factors, ,socio-economic status , ordet/

tidiness, social ease, sociability, diversity,/homogen-

eity, stage in life cycle, attitude to change, integra-
tion, and formalityr/display, seem to fall into three

categories. These are (1) general household gualities
(demographic-type data); (21 qualities of the household's

social interactions both within the household and be-

tween themembers of the household and outsiderst and

(3) qualities which concern the household's habitual
interaction with the physical environment. Category

one, the "generalr' gualities, comprise socio-economic

status, attitude to change and stage in life cycle.

Category two, the social interaction qualities, is in
two parts: social interaction between household members

and outsiders, which consists of social ease and socia-

biliLy, and social interaction within the household

which comprises integration and homogeneity. Finally,
category three, physical environment interaction habits,
consists of the factors tidiness and. formality,/display.

This overview is merely a simplifying interpreta-
tion which aIlows an easier conceptual grasp of the nine

factors and which is also useful in the interpretation
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of the results, It must be emphasized that the categor-

ies are not absolute and neither is the assignment of a

factor to any particular category. Display, for examplet

has some household-to-outside society social interaction

connotations. And stage in life cycle may well have im-

plicati-ons for intra-household social interaction:

mothers of very young children probably form a more inte-

grated unit with their children than mothers of older

children. However, the overview has proved of consid-

erable use both as a mnemonic and a tool of interpreta-

tion of results.

The test/retest correlations

Assumption

The coefficient of correlaLion used, r (Pearsonrs

coefficient or the product moment correlation) assumes

the scales are interval scales and that the responses

are normally distributed. These assumptions are usu-

ally taken to be true for scales such as the seven-point

bi-polar adjectival scale used.

Test-retest correlation--summari zed
ffi

These

tings on the

time 2. The

results are the correlations between the ra-

scales at time I and those on the scales at

two concepts (my household and the imagined
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household) were correlated independently- The sunmar-

ized results show correlations only to I decimal p1ace.

It is interesting to noLe that the reliability of

the scales is much less on the imagined household than

on "my household". This indicates that the inagined

household is a far less definite entity than "my house-

hold" which is to be expected. But it also implies that

the final data on the imagined household may show a

weaker effect than in fact exists owing to the unreli-

abiliLy of the measuring device.

The Design of the Measure of Household

The final measure of household identity was a set

of 24 seven-point bi-po1ar adjectival scales developed

from the original 53 scales especially to measure the

nine major factors or dimensions of household identity

derived from the factor analyses. The scales were cho-

sen (from the 53 scales) or, where necessary created anew

in order to avoid some of the problems found with the 53

scatres and thus to be better indicants of the nine dimen-

sions. Each dimension was represented by at least two

and at most four indicant scales. An abbreviated version

of the measure of household identity (consisting of L2

scales, chosen from the 24 scales, in order to best rep-

resent the nine dimensions) was developed for the measure-

ment of the identitv of the households associated with
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adJ etivalTable 6. TggT/EnSEgT COFURSITATxONS of t&e 53 bi,-polar
Eeeles, (only earl:elq.-trions orf, .7 anil above s't!or.,n)
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particular degrees of closure in their preferred dwell-
ing.r This scale was abbreviated primarily because it
was intended to be used repeatedly by each respondent

and it was thought that respondents would become less

bored with a shorter measure.

The criteria for the choice of the scales (in

order of importance) were

1. relevance to one of the postulated nine dimensions

of household identity. The degree of relevance hras

gauged by the factor loading of the scale.

2. validity. A scale was considered more valid as an

indicant of the underlying dimension if it had high fac-
tor loadings on the factor analyses of both concepts.

That is if it was independent of the concept.

3. purity. A scale was purer if it loaded highly on

only one factor or dimension.

4. reliabil-ity. This was measured by the test/retest
correlation coefficient.
5. true bipolarity that is (a) not ambiguous. In an

ambiguous scale either one end of the scale implies one

thing and the other end implies something else which is
not truly the opposite of the firsti or one or both of

the ends of the scale are themselves ambiguous, (b) spe-

cific. That is not interpretable onseveral l-evels of
meaning.
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The scales chosen and Lhe reasons for their inclu-

sion in the f inal measrlre are as follows:

(1) Socio-Economic Status

(a) well off,/poorly off-

This scale represents the "rich,/poor" scale which

is the scale with the highest factor loadin.g (0.97) on

the factor "socio-economic status" which appeared as

factor 1 in factor analysis I, imagined household,

oblique rotation. It is al-so very "pure": the highest

loading on any other factor being ,24 - However the

test-retest correlation coefficient (that is the relia-

bitity) was only .47 on "my household" and .39 on the

imagined household. From informal discussion with the

respondents for the factor analyses samples it appeared

that "rich" and "poor" were both words with highly emo-

tional and unpleasant negative connotations and that it

was considered that these words could not validly be ap-

plied to any New Zealanders because "richnesst' and "poor-

ness" did not occur in New Zealand. (Similarly the scale

"Iower class/upper class" was violently objected to on

the grounds that New Zealand was a "classless" society.

For this reason it was not chosen. ) It was thought

that if the scale "rich/poor" were rephrased to have es-

sentially the same meaning but in a more muted acceptable

fashion it wOuld be a relevant, validr Prr€ and maybe even
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Hence the choice of "welI off/poorly

(b)_ mo1tly manual labourers,/mostllz office-
workers

This scale represents the "manual labourer/whLt'e

collar worker" scale which is the scale with the second

highest factor loaidng (-0.89) on the factor "socio-

economic status" as described above. ft is also very

"pure": the highest loading on any other factor being

.25. The test-retest correlation coefficient (the reli-

ability) was also high being .87 on "my household" and

.51 on the imagined household. The scale was altered in
two ways for two reasons: 1) it was made plural so that
it could be seen to refer to all the members of the

household as a groupand 2, "white collar worker" \^tas

changed to "office workers" because of the advice* that

the phrase "white-collar worker" was old-fashioned and

used, nowadays, primarily as social science jargon.

@!-very-educateg
This scale had the fifth highest factor loading

(-0.52) on the socio-economic status factor described

above. The scale with the third highest factor loading,

the market research firm
used to conduct the major

*Advice from
which employed the
survey.

a partner of
interviewers
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"Iower classr/upper class", was not chosen because of

violent objection from the respondents the first time

it was used. The scale with the fourth highest factor

loadingr "always entertain formally/nevet entertain for-

mally", was not chosen for inclusion in this factor be-

eause it seemed to be tapping another aspect of the

factor: the life style aspect. (It was included as

part of another dimension: "formality/disp1tsY"') The

scale, "very educated/not very educated", is not as

pure as the first two. Its highest loading on another

factor is .38. However, it is very reliable. The |LeslL/

retest correlation coefficient is .74 on "my household"

and .76 on the imagined household. (It has the highest

reliability of any scale on the imagined household. )

(21 Attitude to Change

(a ) conservative/p_rogrgs s ive

This scale was chosen because it had the highest

factor loading (0.83) on the factor "attitude to chanqe"

which appeared as factor 3 in factor anal.yses I, the im-

agined household, oblique rotation. rt was moderately

pure: the highest loading on another factor being .30,

However it was reasonably reliable on both concepts,

with the test/retest correlation coefficient for t'my

household,' being .70 and for the imagined household .56.

It was pointed out that perhaps the scale was 'ambiguous
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sinc-e, if "conservative" \nrere interpreted. as a political
party then the polar opposite should be nlabour" and not

"progressive". However both "progressiver and "conserv-
ative" were often used by the respondents in the original
study which generated the approximately 100 phrases and

they were consistently used as opposites. For this
reason the scale was not changed.

(b) like to be similar to other people,/like to
be dIEE ertriE-Tro_g oEf erEoFI e

This scale was created to better portray the second

aspect of attitude to change. Attitude to change (as it
was discussed previously under "factor structure")
seemed to have two aspects: the attitude to change over

time and the attitude to changes or differences between

people (a kind of tolerance of difference which, at one

extreme could be an assertion of individuality or of

being unconventional). This scale was intended to sum

up and to make more explicit than it was in "conventional/
unconventional", the attitude of positive assertion of
differences between people or positive assertion of sim-

ilarities. The scale "conventional/unconventional" which

this nerv scale is closest to has the second highest fac-
tor loading (0.80) on the attitude to change factor des-

cribed above. It has a highest loading on another factor

of .30 indicating moderate purity. And test/retest cor-

relation coefficients (that is reliability) of .74 and
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.39 on "my household" and the imagined household re-

spectively.

(3) Stage in Life CYcle

(a) mostly yougger,q!if9r"."/*"ggJ-_"tqgl
children

This scale was a modified version of "small chil-

dren/grohrn up children" which appeared as the third high-

est loading (-0.83) on the "stage in life cycle" factor

(factor 6) in factor analyses I, my household, oblique

rotation. The scale was chosen in preference to the

other two scales ( "growing/stab1e" and "mature,/immature")

which loaded higher on the same factor because it seemed

more central to the idea of stage in life cycle and be-

cause it was significantly more reliable. It had a tesL/

retest correlation coefficient (reliability) of 0.97 and

0.37 for "my household" and "the imagined household" re-

spectively whereas "growing,/stable" had reliabilities of

.68 and .49 respectively and "mature/immature" had reli-

abilities of .35 and .45 respectively. However, the

purity of the scale is low since it loads -.77 on factor

8, "integration", of the same factor analysis- This re-

lationship between stage in life cycle and household in-

tegration seems particularly meaningful from a theoretical

point of view and therefore does not invalidate either

dimension. The scale was modified in three ways for
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three reasons: (1) "smaIl" might be seen to refer to

the size rather than the age of the childreni Q) "grown

up" is contradictory to "children" and might cause con-

fusion; (3) without "mostly" or some indication that it
is a matter of degree, people who have both younger and

older children have no indication of how to answer the

scale. (People with no children were not asked to fill
in scales, for their own household, which concerned chil-
dren. )

(b) mostly young adullg/mostly. elderly
eaErts ---- -+

This scale is a modification (for similar reasons

as above) of the scale "young/old" which loads with the

scale "small children,/grown up children" on factor 7 of
factor analyses I, the imagined household, oblique rota-
tion. Although this scale was only moderately relevant

according to the factor analysis it seemed to have tre-
mendous relevance theoretically to the concept of stage

in life cycle and it seemed that if it were modified to

be less ambiguous it would be an excellent scale. The

scale is fairly pure, its highest loading on another

factor being .24, and has a reliability or test-retest

correlation coefficient of .51 and .20 on "my household"

and the imagined household respectively.
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(4) Social Ease

(a) relaxedr/*eryous

This scale was chosen because it had the highest

factor loading (0.91) on the factor "social ease" (fac-

tor 5) in factor analyses I, the imagined household,

oblique rotation. rt was fairly pure having a highest

loading on any other factor of .2L. rt was moderately

reliable having test,/retest correlation coefficients of

.71 and .34 on nmy household" and the imagined household

respectively.

(b) self assured/uncertain

This scale was created to make explicit the second

aspect of social ease. Social ease seemed to consist of

three notionss on the one hand, a pure "ease" factor (as

is evident in "nervous/relaxed" and "fussy/carefree")i on

the other hand an awareness of the social implications of

ease or lack of ease (as is perhaps best illustrated by

the scale "self conscious/unselfconscious"). And thirdly

the actual behavior of social ease itself (as illustrated

by the scale "reservedr/friendly"). Note, all the scales

mentioned in this paragraph are from the same factor:

the social ease factor [factor 5] of factor analyses I,

the imagined household, oblique rotation. None of the

scales captured just the awareness of the social implica-

tions of ease. Some, like "dismal/gay" seemed to cover
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the results of social ease and others, Iike "reserved,/

friendly" seemed to be descriptions of the state of

social ease itself. This scale, "self assured/uncer-

tain" filled this need. The nearest scale in the set

of 53 which would have filled this need was "self
consciousr/unselfconscious" but this scale badly needed

re-formulating since it had low purity (it loaded .50

on social ease and .38 and.40 on two other factors)

and low reliability (with test-retest correlation
coefficients of .48 and .38 on "my household'! and the

imagined household respectively) .

(c ) shy'ou.rs"ilg

This scale was a reformulation of the scale "re-
served/friendly" and was intended to describe the actual

behaviour of social ease. It had to be reformulated in
order to remove the 'rsociability" connotations of the

"friendly" end of the scale and hopefully to increase

its purity which was low (it loaded .49 on social ease

and its highest loading on another factor was .39). Its

reliability was also low being .64 and .43 on "my house-

ho1d" and the imagined household respectively.
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(5) Sociability

(a) likes company/does not like company

(b) lots of friendVfew friends

These scales are modifications of "Iike cornpanyr/

like to be alone" and "lots of friendsr/no friends".
They were chosen primarily on theoretical grounds. They

seemed to be the essence of sociability even though they

were not validated by factor analyses I. The best sup-

. port for these two scales from the factor analyses I is
in factor 2 of "my household", oblique rotation, This

factor has scales such as "reserved/friendly" (noted

above as loading on sociability because of the "friendly"
end of the scale); "hermits,/socialites"; and "likes com-

pany/likes to be aIone". However, the choice of these

scales was confirmed in factor analyses fI where a very

strong sociability factor emerged consisting of "Iikes
company/likes to be alone"I "hermits/socialites"; "J-ots

of friends/no friends" i and "reserved/friendly". These

scales have no measure of purity in factor analyses I,
since they do not even load on the same factor. However,

in factor analyses II, the oblique rotation, "lots of
friends,/no friends" loads .64 and .73 on 'rmy household"

and the imagined household respectively with highest

Ioadings on other factors of .39 and .26 respectively.

And "likes company,/like to be alone" loads .87 and .69 on
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"my household" and "the imagined householdt' respectively

with highest loadings on other factors of .25 and -43-

So their purity is moderate, Their test/retest correla-

tion coefficients (reliabilities) are also moderate at

.69 and .54 for "lots of friends/no friends" and .52 and

.35 for "likes company/likes to be alonet' for "my house-

hold" and "the imagined householdI respectively. The

scales were modified in two ways: (l) "lots of friends/

no friends" was changed to "lots of friendsr/few friends"

to give a more even weighting to the two ends of the

scale; and (21 "Iike company/like to be alone" was aI-

tered to "likes companyr/does not like company" in order

to reduce the ambiguity and emphasize the "Iikingr/not

liking aspect. (rt seemed quite possible that some re-

spondents would "like company" and "like to be aIone"

thus highlighting the ambiguity. )

(6) Integration

le) r!!es t9 9g_gi"g" i"d.p""d."tly6-A0 T-hin g s To ge ther--
This scale was chosen because it had the highest

factor loading (-1.40) on the factor designated "inte-

gration" (factor 8) in factor analyses f, "my household",

oblique rotation. The purity of this scale was high.

The highest loading it had on any other factor was .25.

And its reliability (from the test/retest correlation
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imagined household.

(b) a family,/not a family

L79

26 on the

This scale was a modifi-cation of "family (blood

relatives)/flat (unrelated people)" which was the second

highest factor loading (-0.95) on the factor called "in-

tegration" above. The purity of this scale was slightly

less than the previous scale in that the highest.loading

it had on any other factor was .35. The reliability,

however, was higher (at least on the imagined household)

with test,/retest correlation coefficients of -77 and .43

on "my household" and "the imagined household" respec-

tively. The scale was modified because the term "flat"
seemed to be a form of slang the usage of which was re-

stricted to university students. In addition "flat" had

connotations of dwelling type (rather than household

type) and the scale was unnecessarily complicated with

explanations in parentheses.

(7') Homogeneity

(d) many clildrenr/{eg_children

This scale is a modified version of "no children/

many children" which loads highest (-0.82) on the factor

designated "homogeneity" (factor n in factor analyses I,

the imagined household, oblique rotation. This scale has
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a high purity with the highest loading on any other

factor of .23. Its reliability as shown by the test-
retest corelations. are .7I and .46 on "my household"

and the imagined household respectively. The scale

was altered to improve the balance of the two poles

because "no children" seemed much more extreme than

"many children" (because it was an absolute, not a

matter of degree).

(b) many menlers/few members

This scale is a modification of "big,/small" which

was the scale with the second highest loading (0.82) on

the factor "homogeneity" as described above. The pur-

ity of this scale was good with a highest loading on any

other factor of .28. fts reliability was .79 on "my

household" and .35 on the imagined household. It was

altered because "big/small" seemed open to anbiguous in-

terpretations.

(c) children
6oEn-sexes

of the sarne sex/children of

This scale is the third highest loading scale on

the factor concerned (factor loading: -0.74). Its pur-

ity is high with the highest loading on any other factor

of 0.20, and its reliability is excellent at .75 on "my

household" and .76 on the imagined household.
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(d)_qlrildren that are spread in aqe/
---: 

-4ffien-EEEE-are-EIose in age

ttt" ""Jt= " ."a*;";hirdren that are

spread Ln age/children that are close in age". This

scale loads with "children of the same sex/children of

both sexes" on factor 7 of factor analyses I, "my house-

hold", oblique rotation. On this factor it is the second-

highest loading scale (at 1.18) preceded only by "chil-
dren of the same sex/children of both sexes" (at I.61).
It is rather lacking in purity with the highest loading

on any other factor aL -0.77 and very unreliable with

test/retest correlation coefficients of 0.26 for "my

household" and 0.48 for the imagined household. ft was

altered to include "one child" so that those with only

one child will not find the scale ambiguous. (Those

with no children are not asked to fill out the scale for
their own household.) rt is to be hoped that this alter-
ation improved the reliability. The scale was important

on theoretical grrounds since it, along with "children of
the same sex/children of both sexes" provided a non-

numerical measure of diversity in members of the house-

hold.

(B) Tidiness

(a) tidy,zunti{f

This scale was chosen because it had the second
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highest factor loading (0.83) on the factor designated

"tidiness" (factor 4') of factor analyses I, the imagined

household, the oblique rotation, and because it seemed

to constitute the essence of the factor "tidiness".
Indeed in factor analyses rI, the imagined household,

the oblique rotation, factor 2, it is the highest loading

scale on the factor. It is very pure with the highest

Ioading on any other factor at .20 and fairly reliable

with test/retest correlation coefficients of .48 and

.59 on "my household" and the imagined household, resPec-

tively.

(b) practic4lnotjractlgal

This scale had the highest loading (-0.88) on the

tidiness factor (factor 1) of factor analyses l, "my

household", the oblique rotation. This scale seemed to

best represent the secondary aspect of the tidiness fac-

tor. The tidiness factor seemed to consist of, on the

one.hand., measures of the householdts dwelling environ-

ment (such as "tidy/untidy" "ordered/chaotic") and on the

other hand measures of the household members (such as

"immaculate/slovenly", "Iazy/hardworking", and "practi-
cal/not practical". This scale, "Practical,/not practi-

eal" had a high purity wj.th the highest loading on any

other factor of .19 and a moderate reliability with test/

retest correlation coefficients of .50 and .36 on
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"my household" and the imaqined household, respectively.

(9) Formality/display

(a) formal,/casgal

This scale was chosen primarily on theoretical
grounds because it seemed to typify the "formality,,
dimension. The "formality" dimension as it appeared in
factor analyses r, the imagined household, the oblique
rotation, was a "life style" dimension associated with
socio-economic status and consisted of the scares "al-
ways entertain formarry/never entertain formally' and

"homely/sophisticated". In this same factor analysis
the scale "formal/casual" actually loaded with the fac-
tor "stage in life cycre" with younger households being

more casual. so there is no measure of purity for this
scare- The reliability of the scale is moderate at .65

on "my household" and .46 on the imagined household.

(b) likes sophisticated entertainincr./

-

1 ikea homely- eSeIEaInTng-

This scale was created specifically to describe

the life style associated with socio-economic status
without using the "formal,/casual', distinction. It was

formed from a coinlcination of "always entertain formally/
never entertain formally" and "homely/sophisticated,'

which occur together in the factor analysis as described

above. Neither scale is very pure. They have highest
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loadings on other factors of .29 (for "enter") and

.43 (for "homelf'). Their test,/retest correlation co-

efficients (measures of reliability), however are

fairly good.. "Homel" has a reliability of .69 and .52

on "my household" and the imagined household respec-

tively. And "enter" has a reliability of .76 and .65 on

"my household" and the imagined household respectively.

(c) does not think it is important to impress
EEi nEF fE-Ls- ffiFoEa nr -Eo-ot r e

Id) it is important to_Eeep up appearances/ it
is not impollant !9_kee_g_lfp_ sp.pearancee

These two scales were created from "never worries

about impressions/very concerned about keeping up aPpear-

ances" which loads with "enter" and rhomeltt on the factor

analysis as described above. They were intended to'rep-

resent the "display" orientation of the "formality/dis-
play" life style factor associated with socio-economic

status. The scale was altered because i-t did not seem to

be a true bi-polar scale. rt seemed to have an "active/
passive" connotation to it and since Osgood (L957) found

activity to be a major connotative dimension it was con-

sidered desirable to avoid any confusion. The original

scale had very low purity with a factor loading of -0.39

and a highest loading on any other factor of 0.3I, and a

very low reliabiJ-ity: .39 and .29 on "my househol-d" and

ress otner e
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the imagined household respectively.

The completed household identity measure is

shown in Instrument 2.
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INSTRTJMENT 2

THE COMPTETED MEASURE OF HOUSEHOLD IDENTITY: CONCEPTS AND INDICANTS

Concepts Indicants

1. socio-economic status weIL off/poorly off
mostly manual labourers/mostly office
vtorkers

*very educatedr/not very educated

2. attitude to change *conservative/progressive

like to be sinilar to other people/like
to be different from other people

3. stage in life cycle *mostly younger children/mostly older
children
mostly young adults,/mostly elderly
adults

4. social ease *re1axed,/nervous
self assured,/uncertain
shy/outgoing

5. sociability *Iikes company,/does not like company
lots of friends/few friends

6. integration *likes to do things inclependently/
l-ikes to do things together
a farnilY,/not a familY

7. honogeneity rnany children,/few children
*many rnenbers,/few members
*children of the same sex,/children of

both sexes
*children that are spread in age,/one

child or children that are close in age

8. tidiness *tiily,/untidy
practical/not practical

9. fornality/disolay *forma1,/casual
likes sophisticated entertaining/
Iikes homely entertaining

*does not think it is important to impress
other people/thinks it is important to
impess other people

it is important to keep up appearances,/it
is not important to keep up appearances

*indicates the indicants used in the abbreviated version
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CHAPTER V

rHE METHOD OF THE SURVEY STUDY

The Design of the Quej;tionnqire

The questionnaire was structured in three parts.

Parts I and 2 used.the two measures developed and were

designed to test the two hypotheses. Part 1 consisted

of the full-Iength measure of household identity which

was self-administered by the respondents. Part 2 com-

prised the sets of drawings (the measure of preferences

for degrees of closure in dwelling environments) and ab-

breviated household-identity measures on which those

households expected to prefer the degrees of closure as

indicated in the drawings chosen by the interviewer

could be rated. Part 3 comprised a set of standard

demographic questions designed both to compare with

scales on the household identity measure which dealt

with similar issues and to correlate with preferred

degrees of closure to test subhypothesis l.

The Testing of the Hypotheses

Hypothesis l.

The "meanings" of houses hypothesis was tested by

correlating the type and degree of closure (chosen by
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the interviewer from the measure of crosure drawings)

with the type of household (measured on the abbreviated
household identity scale) seen to be associated with
that particular type and degree of closure by the respon-

dent.

Hypothesis 2.

The "presentation of self', hypothesis, was tested
by correlating the respondentrs subjective identity of
his own household (rated on the full ',measure of house-

hold. identity" developed previously) with the respon-

dentrs choice of degree of closure for each type of
closure (or closure situation) presented to him in the
drawings.

Subhypothesis I.
Subhypothesis I, that there would also be a rela-

tionship between the househord's "actual" or "objective"
identity and the respondentfs choice of type and degree

of closure in the.Comestic environment, was tested by

correlating the various "objective" measures of household

identity with the respondent's choice of drawings irlus-
trating closure.

The "Checks"

The questionnaire was designed so as to be able

"checktn (in the sense of "monitor" rather than in the
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sense of "verify") the various measures used and the

representativeness of the sample. Part 3 of the inter-

view, the standard demographic data, was designed for

this purpose. The information collected in part 3

(which involved "objective" measures of household iden-

tity) was intended primarily to compare with the sub-

jective measure of household identity (in order to see

if there were any systematic differences) and secondar-

ily with census data on households in the Auckland Urban

'Area (in order to confirm the representativeness of the

sample). This information covered household type, occu-

pation, education, income, and the age and sex of each

household member. ft was also intended to be used in

subhypothesis I. Subhypothesis I was developed solely

because this "objective" household .identity information

was avaiLable.

The information gathered in part 3 was designed

primarily to compare with equivalent subjective house-

hotd identity information. Of the nine dimensions of

subjective houshold identity three seemed to be fairly

"objective" and thus easy to measure objectively. They

were: socio-economic status, integration, and homogen-

eity. The socio-economic status, it was decided, should

be measured by education, occupation, and income, the way

it was in the subjective measure of household identity
(in order to allow a direct comparison of the objective
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and subjective measures). Integration was to be measured

by the household type and homogeneity by the numbers of

adults and children and the sex of the children.
Other "checks" were in the form of internal tests

of the consistency of the measures and hence did not re-
quire any further data. Check A covered omissions, con-

tradictions, invalid answers, misinterpretations of am-

biguous questions, and punching errors. (Checks B and C

compared the "objective" household identity with the

census data and with the "subjective" household identity

respectively.) Checks D, E, and F \^rere internal consis-

tency tests of the subjective measure of household iden-

tity, the "objective" measure of household identity, and

the measure of preferred degree of closure in domestic

environments respectively. Check D was a factor analysis

of the twenty four indicants to see if they loaded on the

9 dimensions of household identity. Check E comprised

internal correlations among the "objective" measures of

household identity. And Check F was an examination of

the frequency distribution of choices of degrees of c1o-

sure in dwelling environments.

The Order of the Questions

The interviews consisted essentialty of three meas-

ures: the subjective measure of household identity, the

"objective" measure of household identityr and the
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measure of preferred degrees of closure in dwelling en-

vironments. Now the measure of preferred degrees of
closure in dwelling environments was by far the longest

part of the interview. And, since it had to be adminis-

tered in conjunction with the abbreviated subjective

measure of household identity applied to households ex-

pected to choose degrees of closure not chosen by the

respondent, these two parts (the measure of closure and

the abbreviated measure of subjective household identity)
'formed the major part of the questionnaire. It was con-

sidered advisable to put the fuIl subjective measure of
household identity first so as not to prejudice the re-
spondents in any way. (The twenty statements test of self
concept which was used in a preliminary study is tradi-
tionally used first so as not to prejudice the respon-

dents. But the measure of household identity developed

here was not so open-ended and thus not so easily affec-
ted by other questions. ) And the "object.ive" measures of
household identity were put last in order to "round off"
the interview with a few easy "fact" type questions.
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RESEARCH MODEL 2
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Household

A domestic environ-
ment with a partic-
ular degree of
closure

(6 dimensions)

The identity of the
household which is
expected to choose the
particular environment

(9 dimension, 12 in-
dicants )

Check (F)

Frequency /Distribution

Check (D)

Factor Analvsis
of 24 Variables

Preferred degree of
closure in domestic
environrnent

(6 dirnensions)

''ASSERTS'' The subjective iclentity
of the household stating
the preference

(9 dimension' 21 Ln-
dicants)

Hypothesis

Subhypothesis
(not tested)

Subhypothesis

Subhypothesis
(not tested)

The ilot
n€ l-lra

Check (C)

"Rea1ity" of
respondents'
sulcjective image
of own household
identity

An Actual Degree of
(-'lnqrrro in a hnnacfi

jective" identity
hnrrcahn] rjl cfrti nn

Environment * the pre ference

(Check A: Onissions,
contradictions, invalid
answers, misinterpreta-
tion of arnbiguous ques-
tions, punching errors.

*No data here.

,Check (E)

/ rnternal
I correta-\tion=---'

Check (B)

Sample Representa-
tivenessr frequen-
cy distributions
compared: house-
hold size, type,
income, occupation
,and education

Census Data on Households
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saUpti"ilgttto9
The sample was a sex-age representative r,andom

sample of the Greater Auckland Urbah Area.

It was constructed thus: (I) a page of the tele-
phone directory was selected at random; (2) every street

down the left column was noted; (3) the procedure was re-
peated until t.20 streets were selected i (4) within each

street a number was selected by means of a table of ran-

dom numbers (subject to the size of the street) as the

starting address. This gave L20 clusters.
The interviewers were sent to the starting addresses

and instrucLed to contact every house from the starting
address onwards, keeping left at any corner, and they

were picked up either four hours later (in the morning

sessions) or two hours later (in the afternoon sessions),

They were told that they brere expected to do twelve inter-

views a day each, which on an average, they did: each

interview being about half an hour long.

At each house the interviewer was instructed only

to interview respondents over sixteen years of age, and

to select the respondent from among those who were at home

and gualified (by beingr over sixteen years old) by means

of the "next birthday" routine. This routine consisted

of ascertaining who in the household had the next birth-
day and interviewing them. The interviews were conducted
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on two consecr.ltive Saturdays (Saturday is the only day

when most people are home). On the second Saturday the

i-nterviewers had a sex-age quota to fulf ilt - (That is

each interviewer r,eas assigned a certain number of resPon-

dents from each sbx-age group. This was a control to en-

snre that the sample had representative Proportions of

each sex-age group, )



trNSTRTIMENS 3:

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

AGE/SEX OUOTA

AI{. PE&SOWS f5 YEARST OR Oilt'ER QUALIP!
sEJDCtr B{ MEANS OF NilEE BIRTIIDAY

INSRODUC'IION i pretef.enoe f,or tlpes of houses

=E-tffiIversity PI.D t-.hgsis, Eof Scbsol of er:ehiteeturo,.

l. r'lrstly we, nrould ltke Lo know sonoe things ab'out your
houseloJ.d gicne.ratly. I{e ryould It.Be you te f,ill this
Bart ir but 4o not. sp€rlil too nqclr tlnre thinftlng about' each eeparate section.

EX?LAIN EXAMPLS.

ExlitPrjE

My househol-d {s

SAPPT

Now toould ysu p.le+ae fill. in al_i the follovin,g gu.dstlone.

l" titv houeehsrl.-il ls -
lfeulllr tl f]E;; n;1n

EIEfI nf]E uNilAFpv

t]t]ft]t]t]t]
ft]TTt]DT
t]r][jt]trt]Lt
fi fnlnnn

CaEual

ridy

Qonserva-
tive
I{ell of.f,

iNot a fanily

Form*1

untidy

Frogreasive

FOorXy off.



2. Sv a*ouserheld :hae -

d lGrr chir-
€ 

l 
aren

f luostry lroung
g lchird.ren

. i lutt ehirdren
g l*r aarresex

F lcrtrrat*tt
t lUrat are

ui l"nt* in ase

Mary,.nenbe"l:l f] f[[| f] n tf Fewne$beis

fii*}".u,,." fl fl tf: tl E tr 'tr xffiH5 
erder'tv

ntrnt]ntrt]
nt]nnnf,n
nt]t]rrnL-l
n,nnnt]t]n

3i Mn Eougnho-ldh,

lll;'""*- tl I t] tl tl tl tl ::;;"ffi' "*'
Doee not Think tt is
thi.nk it ts lmportant to

iflB::::" u'n I D [l tr tl tl 3"''ffin. 
other

**:*ilff, n I tr I I [j [l enrertafnins

4n !.lerobers pf m1l hotrse.hold aret

LrikEe bo.Eleiy

ft]nt]r]t]n
nnrtrnnt:|
t] n n f] f] n n Nqtprccttear

Few
chil.dren

Mostly ctld€t
children

C'hildren of
both s€xes

one chlld or
ehildlrEn th$rE
aa,e elps€ inage

o,th€r peqP1e

t",ikes so-

Very edlg-
oated!

shy

'FractlgaL

Sot \tefy
6ducated

6ut-goj$g
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-t
t]ntrnnnf:lself-qFEured

MostIY oftl,ae

nnutlnflflworkers
nnflnnnnNervou'

5. Menbers of qy h6{r6ehql-e hqve -

I,ets-of
flrierrdls nn[trnnnfil*na"

6,. MerEUelg; of rnv hgssebol4 ltl(F -

t]nntrnnE
To ds ttring,s , r--.-ir To dlo thing's

*:*tt;;--""-[-J t] ; n f f] f] tqsiether

7, Ir{snbe{s of tr|y ho.usehold thl4l! -
It i.s inPor- It is rlot iiim-

:i"i;:"1* n E n r n n r: Gii:!i-l3-
ees 

-- 
Pealtange'

SECTIPN 2 .-!ryITG9

We c,,re going to, shor* ygil solng dirawlngs 9t parls- o{
ii5"t-ut i"qrll"dr a.-n lis-lae them aE if che rsof had
bEen tqken of,f,.

EgPL'&IN Exlli{ptE

(INSERT INTRODI'CFOBY DRAWII{G IIEBE}

Ita&e eur'e resPondent understands'

We aare, ggiltg bo ahov, you four cliff@rent dr'4wf,ngs o.f

the salne r-o6ms and we'ryant' Ygu to choose thG one

which y,ou f,eel trre DemUers Lt your. househotrd 6T1d
pqerfer tP live in.

Uncettain

ltoetlY rnan-
ual ,labour-
erE

Relaxed

To be sirq'ilar
to obber
people

To be dl.f'ferent
fron othef
pooPle



sgoll DRltiING a - sflow !{ALJ BmnEEN DTNTNG ROOr't

AIID KIICTIEII.

(,trUSARI' IgT SET OF DR.AWINGS HENEI

-n€strrondentr s pref e-eneie

S.ELEGI OT['{ER DRAI{rHG O'Fl gftM,E SXDE OF Ii:It'E:

You ehose this tlp.e of room aa being 
"olgsbtefor your houeeirold b-ut sther ro-on arrange$ents

night bq spr.e sultable f,e,r gttrer typee o,f
househ'o1ds. Thi-nktrng abeut rth,igf ro:on ar-
rangiinent-, l'e l'outrel J.Lke lrou to tell us what
sort of househalii would prefer to llve her-e -

EXPI,AIN CAIO

. (rNsERT CARD 1 trSRE)

-tiily/unt,i;i!y
,-do tllinge to.getbery'do b-hings fndependentllt

' -young eh,ildren,/older chitclren

*ehi.Ldtreil sPread in aqey'ehildren eX,ose inag'e

-ehildreu ,of the eans'sex/eblldren of both
sexes

-rnariy m,eubete,/few, tneubers

-progress ivey'coneerva tive

-.likeE cou6ranyldoes not llke co$Irany

-thinks lt inportanf to, ltqFrosc othersy'doe3
not thi,nk It is lrn;Enrtant, to i.mSrress othcrF

-.nor\rgus,/relexdcr

-well edugated/not well .edtucatod

.-formal,/casus:1

-l

J

:

t"2
3,4 29

I2
34 30

1,2365,6? 3

2123i5,67
129{567 33

123,4,567 3

L234557 3

L434567
37

38

1e34557
123456?

1234567 9

I2 9 4 j-iJ d0

! ? !.9--t_!_1 4

l-e 13 4 5 6 7. 4



SEo.W DRfwItlG B - :gtPW WA!I! BETWSEN DENING ROOM

ANID LXlrIstG ROOII

(,INSERT znd SEqT OF DNAWINGS IffTE)

-realrondent I s ptef, erence

SEI.ECT OSBSR bRA!fiNC .OW SAiqg S,trDE ;OS LINE

- tj;clY,/unttdtr

-do th*nge togethery'do thlnge independently

-you-ng ehildreny'o:Leler c,hl-Ldren

-chiLdren epread Ln age,/ehildren cloEe J.n
age

-children of the sratne sex/childredr of
both sexes

-Eany anetobers/ f,eir fielobers

-ProgtrEs,3ive-/cgBa€'!'1tativ,e

-llltes cornpanyldoes not lilce cennpally

-thinles is is lmportant ro inpress
other,s,/does not think it is importaat to
lnprees otherg

-nervou'sy're'laxe€l

-ryell educatetl,/not well educaLed'

-forurallcasual

123d5
234s67

1,23[567

r23456?

1e34567
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glfol trBAl{ING c - ffB-Jff BETI{EDN r,IvrNG Roo}l

(INEsgf 9rd 8f,1[ Of 'O,ne*r$fes IiERE-)

-te.spsndent r s prefeaence

SSI,ECN O.fqER DBIII{ING ON SAME B,XDE 6F LINE

-tid'y,,/untidy

=dq thingrs together,ldo thi,ngs independ-
ently

-Iroung chll,ii:r'elr/oltier chi Ldrea

-qfitldren sp:cead in age,/chitrclren closs
i,n ago

-children of the same sexfg-hl'ldren of
both eexeg

-roanl, rne,mo-er,s,/f eW lneglber $

-prog'res,s ive,lcsnservati ve

-likeq Grornp.a,n5lldloes not ltke cgnpany

-thinks it ie i.nportant to inprelss
otl|erd/'d{ies noh .think [t important t6
IrrprEss .at-h6rs

-rrervoorsf r.eL Axacl

-w,eil, edueat-ed/not w'oll edueated

-forrllal,/era;suaL

t2
34 51

I'Z
34

123456V 59

1234567 6ro

1231s67 61

re34867

,ll ?-={.5 q 7 63

t2t4567 64

1234567
1234567 66

123.456,7 6

r?3456? 6B

1234567 6

1234567 ?0
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RDSPONDgI{T

CAFD.

sqgg DRAWINg D - FrNbOle srzE

(rNsERr "'::i;::i::""::::,"".

SEI,ECT OfffEB DRAWING ON qAME 6IDE OF LXNE

-Eidty/untidtlt

-do thlngs together/clo thin{s indep-enr
derttly

-young ohildren/ol'der chlldren
- -,shlldren splead in agpy'Chtldret close

in ag'e

-cblldren of the s€,ne sex,/children o:f
both sexes

-nany mentbersr/few members

-1rr ogress i vey'qt}D gerv aLive

-Iikes eonrlnny/dloes ho.t J.ike cornpany

-thtrnks lt irrrportent tO irnpresrs other9,I
d,oe€ not ttrlnk Lt, impontarlt bo iopresr*
other€,

-ncrvous/relaxed

-we.11 :eclucrrtedlrlqt wetrl edrusaLed

-fornal,/s-asuaI

23,4|567
143.456"1

34567

123 567

4e67
567

1r234567t;;;";;;t;;;;;;
tr;,_",

61

1234's'67
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$fro!{ D[Artrllc E - EEDBOO!{ I0t!I4BERS/SargnOOPI-TOXr'ET

(rNsE''*'::"::"::5:",:T::".""

,stBrcT ol,fiDR EnStrrl[e ON 'sAuE ErDE oE Ir[]lE

-tlily/.untidy
-do Uhinge together/do things lndepend-
entlYr

-ycArng chiltlren,/older children

-c.biilitnen sprea{ in eEelchildren c'trsg€
in age

-ehi,Idrin of the sanre dex,/chlldren ot
bottr sexeE

-mang mqnbefs/' f-ff nrem-ber.s

-progress fve,lconservative
' -lLkes eorlrp..enyrldoee n'ot l,i&e sompany

-thtnks.it iroportsant to itnpresE oLhersy'
does noU think it inpoftant to lmltress
others

-nefvousllrelaxed

-rrell ercttrcatedy''neiL well eduaa'tedl.

-formal/caoual

I23456?
t?3456,

3: 456?

2.3456
L2r4557

? 3'455?

r23{567

1234567
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l.
gEqtroN 3 - siArrsTreq,

I{e would .trflce to know what sort of peopld
y.olrr household.
SgOry CAND. (INSERT CERD ? ITERE)

nake up

=Xiving 'ofr orf,,n

-matrri€d couple
-'firniX l
-faunlly aird rel,ations
-fawtilV and boarder
*fanil1r/r'elatlolle & boArd€r
-unrelated group

2. What i's the oqqullqtisn of the maln wage

ear[er of your bouEehold?
(SEE OCCUPAEAOI{AI, CAjf,EGORTgAfION SY .tE!{ AT

ENDI OF INIEM/IEIN SS,EEDULE'

Specifl';

3 (a) 191t" i-n your hglrsellgld has the hI,Eheet edu-
cational qualif icat ions?
gEOId CARD: (IN.StsRT' CAtsD 3 IiERE}

(b) !ftart is the highcst Ievel of edueatian' helshe
haq aetle\ted?
-no s.econd€irlr school or Ro qQalif iicatlone
-,Bshocil cerr-tiif ieate-no additional tratni.ng
-U . E .,/tu'atf igulati.<xt-no addlt.ionat. tra i nri n<l

-schgcl exams- a$d/ar addj.tlonal tralnrinrl ,
e.g. technical or tlade, oertLficAte$

-unj.versit!2, tea,ghers trairnillg, professLonal
tra:lning

-,othdr {speei,fy}

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
2

3

4

5

6

v,

I
9

I
2

?
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{.
$rcW EA:RD ("IN6ERT C;[RD T FEBT,I

We would l ke to knor,l trnts t*trieh of these
gEorltrc t,tre botal ,tnc,onre Pet year, of your
househo.lel f,atl.a. Thls inchades all tyPes
of ineirrne and fsr all- nembers of th€
hso,sehsid bgfqfe. tex.

-Lees than $?'49

-$750-'1,999
-'$2'000-3i499
-$3,500-5r499' 
-9s,500-?,499
-gJ,5Q0:91499
-$915010 or more

5. we w,o,uld llke to k!!o*t the age and sex of
each nenbe.r of yolrr housebold
SSOW E€q E48D (INSERtr CARDs **.'
(a) Flrstlv adlult rnembers of the family

i.e. oieF-T6-r not boarders oi-EGF-
tives.

!{eEbg,r 6 _

I
2

3

4

21456789
0123456789.
0L23456?89

123466789
0l ? 3 4 5 67 8 9

012, 34567
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5. (bl Secsndly child family nt€mbers

c.},irdl

lcl rinall.y reJr.atlveE and bearder,s.

'234567

0L234i57
0tz3 57

I

I

I

gg

11

48

5I
52

'ri

.INIFRIIIEI{E8.'

T|DDEE6S:I

P.!o:lW.:

56789
123{56?89

123456789
0r234s678
0123r[5:6'7E9

23A56789

0123455?89
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INSTRUMENT 4:

APPENDIX TO THE OUESTIONNAIRE: CODIT'IG SYSTEM

AND CARDS USED I.IITH TIIE OUESTIONNAIRE

OCCUPATIONAL CATEGOITlZAT1ON SYSTEM

1. Professional,/DirecLorial

2 . Semi-profess i on a 1,/Mana geri a l/FroPrieta I

3. Clerical,/Sales,/Service

4. Skilled

5. Seni & Unskilled

6. Unemployed/ReLired/Housewife

7. Student

8. No answer
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CARD 2

l. Living on o$rn

2. Married couple

3. Family (couple and chi1d,/chi. ldren)

4. Couple/family gn{ relatives

5. Couple/family an_d. boarder (s)

6. Couple/family and relatives and
boarders

7. Unrelated group

CARD 3

l. No secondary schoo! or NO qualificatjons

2. School certificate buL No additional traininc

3. Uli/ltl.rtriculat-ion but no additic.'naI training

4. School Certifical.o or UD AND additional training
e.g. technical or trade certj ficates

5. University./'Ieachers traininq/Frofessional training

209

CARD I
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CARD 4

I. Less than 5749

2. $750 - $1,999

3. $2,000 - s3,499

4. S3,000 - $5, 499

5. 95,500 - $7 t499

5. $7,500 - $9,499

'l . $9,500 or mo!:e

CARD 5

0. [{ALE under 10 yrs

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

5. FDMALE undcr l0 vear:s

I0 - 19 yrs

20 - 34 yrs

35-49 yrs

50 years and over

10 - 19 yrs

20 - 34 yrs

35-49 yrs

50 years and over



PART 3:

THE RESULTS AND THE DISCUSSTON OF THE RESULTS
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CHAPTER VI

SAI{PLE SIUE AND DATA CHECTS

Sample Size

In all 6L2 interviews !{ere condueted'' There were

22? non-qual.if lers (i,e. , not gualf.ied because not aEe- 
I

.l

sex representativel,i 202 non eontacts (i.e., peopl,e not

" hone or under 16 years of aEe) t and lOL refusals. Thus

in atrL L,L42 attenPtc vtere rnade of whieh 2102 (or 178)

rilere non eontacts. Of,. the 939 contacts made ttlere etere

101 (or 1,.0.8t) refusals and. 227 (or ?4.38) non-qoallfi-

ers.

Checks orl Data

(AI1 chedks appear in full in the &ppendix. ![en-

tioned below a e onIX'the most interesting and irnportant'

findings fr6rn the checks. I

Check A

Check A Uneovered some incomplete intervlewg which

wetre d.iscarded. ttris reducedl the sa$Ple siae from 612

to 610.

I

L

I

l
J

I

-1
i

i

I

"ll
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Check B

CheckBontherepresentativenessofthesample

showed that the freguency distributions of household

size and type in the sample closely matched those of

the census data. However, the data on incomer occupa-

tion and education was not easily comparable since the

census categories were not exactly the same as the ob-

jective measure of houshold categories ' The sample has

the following quirks: single person households are

slightly under-represented and so are families with

boarders. Incomes, and education levels are consist-

ently slightly high compared to the census figures'

(But this is to be expected for several reasons: the

census was taken in 1965, the sample in L97L and in-

comes have been rising; the census used covers all of

New Zealand whereas the sample covers only the Auckland

urban area and levels of income and education in cities

are usually higher than those in rural areas; and fin-

aIIy, the census figures on education are for the head

of the household whereas the sample figures are for the

most highly educated member of the household (which was

not always the head of the household). The distribution

of occupational categories are fairly comparable except

that the sample is low on the "not actively engaged"

category.
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Check C

check c on the correlations between the subjec-

tive measures of household identity and the correspond-

ing objective measures of houshold identity shows that

subjective and objective measures correlate highly on

the whole. Some of the correlations are even high

enough for it to be feasible to use an objective meas-

ure to predict a subjective measure or vice versa'

(For example, the "subjective" scale "many membersr/few

members" correlates 0.69 with the "objective" number

of people in the household. ) There is no question as

to the ,'reality" (or correspondence to the objective

measures) of the respondents' subjective ratings of

their own households.

Check D

check D, the factor analysis of the 24 housdholds

identity indicants gave nine dimensions as it was de-

signed to. The only fault was that the scale "likes

sophisticated entertaining/likes homely entertaining"

which was designed to load on the formality/displaY

dimension, instead had its highest loading on the inte-

gration dimension. (end a nearly equal loading on the

formality,/disptay dimension - ) But apart from this minor

fault the full measure of household identity functions

exactly as it was designed to-
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Check E

check Ewas on the correlations between the objec-

tive measures of household identity. (The only meas-

ures suitable for such an analysis are occupation, edu-

cation, and income since they are the only measures

which load on a conmon dimension: socio-economic

status.) Education correlates with occupation .52,

occupation with income by .53, and income with educa-

tion by .40. (Corresponding correlations for the

subjective measures of household identity are not so

high: education correlates with occupation .33' occu-

pation with income .14, and income with education .34.)

Check F

Check F, on the distribution of preferences for

d.egrees of closure in domestic environments, shows that

each degree of closure was chosen by at least 3.42 of

the sample. (21 out of 610 respondents) The pattern

of distribution of preferences remains much as in the

pilot stud.ies with approximately equal numbers of people

choosing aII the dining-kitchen alternatives; a moderate

tendency for people to choose either extreme of the

closure between dining and living rooms (either the ex-

treme "open" or the extreme "closedt'); and definite

tendencies to choose the most closed living room,/hall

arrangement, the most open window arrangement, and the



separate bathroom and w.c. arrangement.

made following the last pilot study in

of the livingroom-hall arrangement and

improve the distribution of preferences

sli9htly.

2I6

The changes

the drawings

the windows did

but only
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CHAPTER VII

HYPOTHESTS I. THE ''MEATiIING'' OF

DWELLING ENVIRONMENTS

Results

The results of the exploration of hypothesis l,

the ,'meaning of dwelling environments" hypothesis, that

"environments symbolize the people who choose them or

who occupy them" are laid out in table 7.

This table shows the correlations between the

situations in which closure was varied in a dwelling

environment and the identity of the household expected

to choose such a dwelling environment. The closure

situations are along the top and the household identity

measures are down the left hand side. The closure sit-

uations are, from left to right, diningroom-kitchen

closure (called din-kit) ; diningroom-livingroom closure

(cal]ed din-Iiv); Iivingroom-hall closure (cal}ed liv-

hall); window closure (called windows); bedroom closure

(cal}ed bed); and finally bathroom-w.c. closure (ca]led

bath). A11 closure situations vary from open to closed'

The household identities down the left hand side are

arranged in the order proposed in the theoretical over-

view of household identity toward the end of the section
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on the development of the measure of household identity.

That is the nine demensions are divided into three ma-

jor parts: (1) general household qualities which include

socio-economic status (here called S.E.S-) ' attitude to

change (att. to change), and stage in life cycle (st.

in life cycle); (2) social interaction which comprises

two sections: (a) social interaction between the house-

hold members and outsiders which includes social ease

and sociability, and (b) social interaction within the

household which includes integration and homogeneity;

and finally part (3) the household's physical environ-

ment interaction habits which consist of tidiness and

formality/display. The nine dimensions of household

identity are measured by twelve indi-cants, each of

which is a bi-polar adjectival scale (these twelve

indicants comprise the abbreviated version of the

measure of household identity developed in the previous

chapter). These indicants are designated, in the table,

by an abbreviation for the scale itself followed by

two abbreviations in parentheses which indicate the

direction of the scale. Thus the indicant used to

measure socio-economic status whiCh iS the Scale "welI

educated /not well educated" is designated "educ (hi-1o) . "

The other designations may be translated thus: "prog(Pro-

con) " means "progressive/conservative"; "young (yo'old) "

means "younger children /oLdet children" i "nervo (n-relax) "
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means "nervous,/re1axed" ; "compa(pro-con) " means "Iikes

company/does not like company"; "indep(tog-ind)" means

"do things together,/do thj-ngs independently"l "spread(sp-

close) " means "children spread in age/children close in

age"; "same sex(sa-both) " means "children of the same

sex,/chitdren of both sexes"; "many m(ma-few) " means

"many members/few members"; "tidy (ti-unti) " means

"tidy/untidy" ; "forma(for-cas) " means "formal/casual" i

an,il "impress(impt-not)" means "thinks it is important

'to impress others/does not think it is important to

impress others". The results of hypothesis I are dis-

cussed below primarily in terms of the nine dimensions.

However it must be noted that these dimensions are

merely theoretical constructs and, as such' are one

stage abstracted from the data which actually deals

with the indicants. It is for this reason that the

indicants have also been listed in the table'

The correlations shown in the table are Pearson's

coefficients of correlation (aIso known as the product-

moment coefficient of correlation). They range from -1

through 0 to +1. A coefficient of -1 means that the

two variables are always exactly the opposite of each

other, 0 signifies that there is no relationship at all

between the two vari-ables; and +1 indicates that the

two variables behave identically.

The table also shows, in parentheses, immediately
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beneath each appropriate correlation coefficient, the

level of significance of the correlation. A correla-

tion with a level of significance of .05 means that

there are five chances in 100 that such a correlation

will occur randomly (that is be of no significance).

(A leve1 of significance of .01 means one chance in

I00 and .0OI means one chance in 1,000). In a table

of correlations, such as is used here, with 72 corre-

Iations one would expect, by chance alone, to find
'about four figures significant at the .05 1evel- In

this table there are exactly four such figures- And

so they may be dismissed as chance occurrences - Sig-

nificances of .01 are slightly more important and those

of .001 are much more important.

The figures in the table may now be interpreted

as follows. Consider, for examPle, the relation be-

tween On the one hand, the closure between diningroom

and kitchen and on the other hand the attitude to

change of the households seen to prefer particular de-

grees of closure in this situation. The correlation

coefficient, r, is .3I (in the following text all corre-

lations will be given two decimal places) and the level

of significdllC€1 pr is <.001. Now a correlation coef-

ficient of .31 means that 9.6z (that j-s ,2 or .312) of

the variation of one variable is explained by the other.

so in this case 9.6z of the variation in choice of
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closure in the diningroom-kitchen situation can be at-

tributed to the household's expected attitude to change

(or vice versa). An explanation of 9.6t is of course

not very much. It is certainly not enough to use as a

predictive tool. However, this does not mean that the

relationship is worthl-ess or insignificant. There is

very definitely a relationship. The level of signifi-

cance shows that there is less than one chance in 1000

that such a correlation could have occurred by chance

alone. But the relationship is weak. There are three

major possible reasons why the correlation is 1ow:

either the relationship itself is merely very weaki

or the choice of closure is multi-dimensional (that is

all household indicants together may explain sufficient

variance for predictive utility even though they do not

individually); or the error of measurement due to the

crudity of the measuring devices is very high (or, of

course, all three). It is very likely that the crudity

of the measuring devices contributes strongly to the

weakness of the relationship. It was for this reason

(that is the crude measuring devices and the prelimin-

ary nature of the investigation) that such a large

sample was taken in order to at least obtain signifi-

cant results, even if not high correlations. This is

why this study should be considered an exploratory

study. The other two possible reasons are also tikely
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and will be discussed later under the "Discussion of the

Results. "

(rhere is also a fourth explanation of a low cor-

relation which does not necessarily imply a weak rela-

tionship and that is that the relationship between the

two variables may not be linear. The correlation coef-

ficient used, r lPearson's or the product moment corre-

lationl , only shows linear relationships. )

Dis,cussion of the Results

Firstly it is pleasing to note that all nine di-

mensions of household identity are seen to be relevant

in some manner to choice of closure in dwelling environ-

ment and also that all closure situations in the

dwelling environment are seen to have some implications

for the identity of the household expected to choose

them. This, of course, should be the case since the

measures of household identity were derived from inter-

views regarding closure in dwelling environments. It

is also interesting to note that the three dimensions

of household identity formulated as "guessesrr (r'atti-

tude to change", "integration", and "formality/display"

See table 3) are among the more significant aspects of

household identity seen to be indicated by choice of

closure in dwelling environment.

However it must be emphasized that even though
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TAbIC 7: HYPOTHESIS 1: THE ..MEANING'' OF DWELLING E}IVIRONMENTS.

Correlations of "closure in domestic environment'r against "as-
sociated household identity, " (Otheg household) Sample size=
610.
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Identity 
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all nine dimensions of household identity correlate

significantly with closure in dwelling environments the

correlations are so 1ow that hypothesis t has little
predictive value. The data cannot on the other hand

be said to "disprove" hypothesis I because this re-

search was exploratory rather than strictly hypothesis

testing. Besides the correlations are still significant
even if too low for predictive purposes. There may be

methodological reasons why the correlations are so low.

These reasons faII roughly j-nto two types which are

not altogether independent: problems of measurement

and problems of analysis. The major possible measure-

ment problems are (I) the instruments are primitive

and may incorporate large errors and (2) the nature of

the instruments may not be appropriate for the phenom-

enon being studied. (For example is it really mean-

ingful to ask respondenLs to choose environments out of

context or to base choice of environments on drawings?)

The major possible analysis problems are (1) the

analysis done (Pearson's r) assumes equal interval

measures, and a normal distribution and only computes

Iinear relationships between variables any of which

may be inappropriate for the phenomenon and (2) the

analysis done assumed a one-to-one relationship between

a parti-cular closure situation and a particular aspect

of household identity whereas it may well be that all
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closure situations taken together are used to predict

a "profile" of or a multi-dimensional household identi-

ty. In order to test this last issue further analysis

(regression analysis and canonical correlation) is

being done on the data.

Because of the low correlations the following

discussion is based only on the significances.

Overall Pattern

Consider first the overall pattern of the results.
There are certain relationships between closure and

household identity which appear across several closure

situations. That is, for example social ease has a

significant (p<,001) retationship to closure in five
out of the six closure situations, in each case the

relationship is such that more closure is seen to
imply a more nervous household and more openness a

more relaxed household. Consider now those aspects of
household identity which are significantly related to

closure across several situations,
In general closure in any situation in a domestic

environment tends to be seen as symbolic of a household

which is against change, is not at ease socially, is
not sociable, has rather indpendent members, has many

members, is rather untidy, formal and concerned with
display. And openness j-ndicates a household whi.ch. is
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for change, socially at ease, sociable', integrated,

homogeneous, tidy, informal and unconcerned with dis-

play. There is one important exception and that is

that openness of windows indicates a household con-

cerned with display. socio-economic status is only

indicated by closure in one situation, at the P<'01

level of significance and stage in life cycle seems

to have no overall pattern. In some closure situations

(dining-kitchen and bathroom) openness is seen to in-

dicate younger households and in other closure situa-

tions (windows) closure is seen to indicate younger

households.

"Meaning" : functional and symbolic

Now several explanations or interpretations of

these findings are possible and, in some cases'

several interpretations can even be formulated to

explain one particular correlation. The interpreta-

tions falt into two major groups: those which are

"functional,' in derivation and those which are "sym-

bol-ic" or "metaphorical". These two groups of expla-

nations are not absolutely distinct or mutually

exclusive. There is a middle-range in which they can

be seen to merge.

And the distinction between what is functional

or not functional tends to be a matter of social
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" Functional "

is here used to designate meanings which, bY social

convention, have a t'reasonable" , "rational" (that is

functional) explanation and "symbolie" is used to

designate all other meanings which, bY social conven-

tion, may be explainable but hardly "rational" asso-

ciations (such as metaphors) or just inexplicable

but substantial associations. (This functional vs '

symbolic division of meaning parallels Langer's [1953,

'p. 261 sign versus symbol, and Morrisrs 11946, glos-

saryl sign versus synbol.)

The correlation, for example, between bedroom

closure and household homogeneity is such that house-

holds with greater heterogeneity (more members) are

seen to be symbolized by houses with greater bedroom

closure (more bedrooms) (s:-0'21, p<'001) ' This seems

most easily interpreted in a functional manner using

what shall be called the "spatial differentiation of

functions" explanation ("functions" here is to be

understood very broadly so as to include people, their

actions and activities, and the aSsociated occasions

and functions). This explanation is that closure can

be used to differentiate or separate functions (and

people, their activities, etc.). This is a common use

of closure in architectural theory. (Norberg-schultz

I1961l "Bubble diagrams"). whereas the correlation, to
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take another example, between window closure and

household sociability (r=0.2-7 , p<.001) which is such

that more open windows are seen to symbolize more

sociable households seems to be best explained as

symbolic, "metaphorical" association. This explana-

tion runs as follows: more open windows symbolize

more "open" households (an analogy) and more "open"

households are more sociable (a metaphor). This kind

of explanation is not new to architectural theory,
' (Cullen, 1961, Lancaster, 1958), but one point should

be especially emphasized: the metaphor is entirely

visual and not verbal. Openness and closure are no-

where mentioned by name in the interview.

Functional Meanings

Tidiness as Stage Setting

There are also other kinds of "functional" ex-

planations which seem more appropriate in other

situations. For example the correlation between dining-

room,/kitchen closure and tidiness (5=0.14 , p< . 001, such

that an open dining,/kitchen arrangement signifies a

tidy househotd) would seem to be best explained by the

idea that a diningroom is a "front stage" area (Goff-

man, 1959) and a kitchen a "backstage" area and that in

a house with no closure between diningroom and kitchen

the household would have to keep the kitchen (the
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backstage) very tidy (that is, in front stage condition)

in order to prevent it from intruding on the front

stage dining area. This "functional" meaning of clo-

sure as a definition of a boundary between a front

stage and a back stage area will be called the "func-

tion of defining the stage setting" explanation of

closure. By and large this explanantion seems to work

for all closure situations seen to signify physical

environment interaction aspects of household identity.

'It is an interesting and somewhat unexpected explana-

tion because, in the c.ase of tidiness, the obverse set

of correlations might equally well be argued. That is,

one might expect a "tidy" household, one in which

there was "a place for everything and everyLhing in its

place", to inhabit a dwelling with much closure (with

many separate "p1aces" in which to put people, things,

and activities). This obverse explanation, which is a

"spatial differentiation of functions" explanation does

work, for tidiness in the bathroom closur:e situation.

Here a separate bathroom and w.c. is Seen as symbolic

of a tidy household (r=-0.13,P<.01) - It seems as if

the two functi-onal explanations: "spatial differentia-

tion of functions" and "function of defining the stage

setting (front and back stage) " are competing in the

case of tidiness. (rhat is it is tidy to have a

separate place for everything, but on the other hand a
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"backstage,' allows one to be untidy.) This idea of

competing "meanings" of closure as regards tidiness

explains the correlations well: lack of window clo-

sure (windows are the strongest front-to-back boundary)

signifies household tidiness most strongly (x='29,

p<.001). This is followed by lack of dining-kitchen

closure (another very important front-back boundary)

which indicates household tidiness as well with r=.14,

p<.001. Finally come bedroom closure (at r='I2' P<'01)

'and living-ha11 closure (at r=.1I, P<.01) both less

important front-back boundaries but still with some

front-back implications, and openness in both indicating

tidiness. Then seemingly at the balance point between

the two explanations lies the dining-living closure

(r not significant). The dining space could be consid-

ered slightly less front-stage than the. living sPace

but not much. A backstage (a chance to relax into

untidiness) is not really achieved by closure between

dining and living room. or, obversely, a dining space

could be considered to have a slightly different

function from a livingroom (hence closure might indi-

cate a tidy orientation to "everything in its place")

but again the function is not that different. And

finally there is the bathroom closure situation,

already mentioned, where the "spatial differentiation

of functions" explanation of tidiness comes into its
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own: it is tidy to have a room for ablutions separate

from the room for elimination.

Formalitv/displav as Stage Setting

The other "physical environment interaction

habits" aspects of household identity can be explained

by either (or both) of the two "functional" interpre-

tations. In all significant correlations of closure

with formality and display (except in one situation:

window closure and display) more closure indicates

greater formality and a greater concern with display.

The fact that more closure indicates greater formality

can be interpreted as a spatial differentiation of

functions because formality can be Seen as a concern

for the form of actions, interactions, occasions and

functions. And a concern for the form is necessarily

a concern for the boundary conditions, the distinctness,

and the behavioral context of the action, interactiont

etc. (see gestalt. psychology for the relation between

',form" Or ,'figure" and "ground".) And it Seems feaSible

that a concern to define and delineate the behavioral

context, the boundaries between appropriate behavior

and inappropriate behavior, should be accompanied by

a concern to delineate or bound apPropriate physical

environments from inappropriate ones. Zoning la1rs,

for example, are physical environment accompaniments to
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a formalized code of behavior. They salr in effect'

what is "proper" where. For example it' is not "proper"

to have heavy industry in a residential area. (This

interpretation of formality as a spatial differentia-

tion of functions was the basis of one of the prelim-

inary studies in this thesis.) And, in as much as

display is similar to formality the correlations found

for display can also be interpreted by a spatial

differentiation of functions explanation' But the

similarity between display and formality which seems

to have greater weight is the concern of households with

both these aspects of household identity with the defi-

nition of the stage setting. Formality can thus be

seen as the definition of appropriate action (and in-

teraction) patterns and disptay as the definition of

appropriate physical environment back-drop' The whole''

both formality arrd display, being the setting of the

stage: the action and its context. This interpreta-

tion also explains the correlations. The data show

that formal households (Table 7z indicant: "forma")

are seen to be indicated by closure between dining-

room and kitchen (s=-0.40, p<.00I), diningroom and

livingroom (s=-O-29, p<.001), Iivingroom and haI1

(x=-0.221 p<.001) , and bathroom (r='O '24 ' p<' 001) im-

plying that formalized behavior is aided by (or indeed

may be even dependent upon) closure in these areas'
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It is interesting to note that closure of windows and

closure in the bedroom wing does not aid (or debilitate)

formal behavior. This stage-setting interpretation

also works to explain the correlations with display.

Indeed, its major contribution is to explain these

correlations because the correlations with formality

can also be explained by a spatial differentiation of

functions approach. The main problem with the inter-

pretation of the correlations with display is to ex-

plain the change of sign in the case of the window

closure. This ,'stage setting" interpretation works

remarkably well in this respect. The data show that

display oriented households (Tabte 7z indicant:

"impre") are expected to prefer closure between dining-

room and kitchen (r=-0.28,p< -00I), diningroom and

Iivingroom (r=-0.16, P< . OOI) , and bathroom (r=-0- 18 '
p<.001) but openness in the windows (s=0.251 p<.001).

These correlations and the way in which they differ

from the formality correlations seem to imply that

impression management or display is oriented to an

audience which could be distinct from the actors

whereas formality is indulged for the sake of the

actors alone. In the case of formality the acLors are

their own audience. This would explain why open win-

dows are seen to indicate display-oriented households '

(Windows are oPenings between the household and
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outsiders who are a potential audience. ) And why the

correlations of formality (indicant: "forma") and

display (indicant: "impre") with livingroom-hall clo-

sure (r=-0 .22,P<.001, and r=-0.10, p<.05, respectively)

are so different. The low correlation with display

implies that the physical environment back-drop of the

hall as distinct from the livingroom is not important

as a means of impressing outsiders' But the higher

correlation with formality can be seen as an indication
'of the fact that, to the household, if it is a formal

household, the activity of welcoming and farewelling

or of entering and exiting is quite distinct spatially

from the activity of visiting and entertaining, or of

relaxing. so an orientation to formality does not

necessarily imply a concern with the impressions gen-

erated and a concern with impressions does not neces-

sarily imply a formal orientation although in some

cases they act together-

Intra-household Social Interactionj---4nother
tj-a erenElatiori of Functions l{egnrn

When closure is interpreted as meaning intra-

household interaction patterns these meanings can all

be explained on a "spatial differentiation of functions"

basis. The "meaning" of many bedrooms as implying many

members has already been mentioned. Another closure

situation which "means" household heterogeneity (this
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time

bers )

only number of members but also sex of mem-

the bathroom (r=-0.15, p<.001, and r=0.2L,

p<.001r for "many m" and "samesex" respectively).

Greater closure, obviously (by the spatial differen-

tiation of functions explanation) implying greater

driversity of household members. However this relation

between closure and diversity does not aPpear for

diversity of age (when the diversity is measured in

terms of age of the children in the household). The

reason for this is not clear except PerhaPs that the

expected relationship is either just very weak in gen-

.eral or weak in the particular circumstances depicted

in the measure.

Closure also "means" independence of household

members in almost all cfosure situations: diningroom-

kitchen (v=0.35, p<.00I) , diningroom-livj-ngroom (r=0 -32 ,

p<.001) , livingroom-hall (r=0.24 I p<.001) ' and bath-

room (r=0.151 p<.001). In other words open-plan houses

are chosen by families who do things together as a

group whereas greater spatial differentiation allows

greater independence and greater role differentiations.

(This fits especially well in the livingroom-hall clo-

sure becauser ds a respondent in a preliminary study

pointed. out, "we have to have a separate hall so that

the boys can come and go as they please without having

to explain themselves. " It also fits in the kitchen-

not

is
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diningroom-Livingroom c'losure which, in effect, creates

three separate living areas which can be used simul-

taneously by three separate groups or individuals. It

is easy to understand why closure in windows is not

seen to indicate intra-household independence (because

windows do not come between household members in the

same way that interior partitions do).

Bedroom Closure: In General a

.Butitisnotsosimpletoexplainthelackof

correlation between closure in bedrooms and intra-

household independence. Perhaps the simplest way to

understand the ,'meaning" of closure in bedrooms is

through the marked overall pattern of bedroom closure

which is that it correlates with no aspects of house-

hold identity except the number of members in a house-

hold, and slightly (r=-0.14,P<.01) with attitude to

change (such that it is proqressive to have more bed-

rooms and hence possibly to allow greater privacy and

greater individuality) .

Stage in Life Cvcle: PartlY
Functional Meaning

tt. t"=a ""*ct of household identity which seems

to be indicated by closure in a "functional" manner is

stage in life cycle. stage in life cycle is seen to be

indicated by closure between diningroom and kitchen
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(s=0.157 p<.0017 such that less closure indicates a

household with young children), by closure in the bath-

room (r=0.12, p<.01, less closure indicates young

children) and by closure in the windows (r=-0'I5'P<'001'

more closure indicates young children). The idea that

openness between diningroom and kitchen and openness

between bathroom and lavatory is desirable for house-

holds with young children is a standard part of archi-

tectural design theory (see, for examPle, Kennedyt 1953'

'p. 85 on diningroom,/kitchen, and pp' 84-85 on bath-

rooms) and is to be expected. (Even the development

of the measure of closure--specifically the bathroom,/

w.c. drawings--were influenced by this expectation.

see the section on the development of the measure of

closure.) The usual explanation for this association

of openness with young children is functional: a

dining area which is "open" to the kitchen provides a

play space for young children which is easily super-

vised from the kitchen and yet separate and the "open"

bathroom and w.c. area aids nappy-changing and toilet-

training procedures.

The idea that Smaller, more "closed" windows are

desirable for households with young children is not

such a standard part of architectural design theory.

But it may be analogous to the common design directive

that in flats in tatt buildings which are to accommodate
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families with small children special attention should

be paid to the locking devices on windows, windows

should not be open very far, and the opening part of

the wind,ow should be out of the reach of small children.

This is, of course, a purely functional directive--

to prevent the children from falling out of the win-

dows. This "functional" interpretation may be correct,

however another more symbolic interpretation is also

possible if the overall pattern of household identity
'associated with window closure is considered. ft is

entj-reIy possible that both explanations apply--none

of these explanations are mutually excLusive.

Symbolic Meanings

Windows: Symbolic of Alienation

An investigatlon of the overall pattern of house-

hol-d identity associated with window closure enables a

symbolic explanation to be formulated. Open windows

are seen to symboJ-ize tidy households (v=0.29 1 p<.001) ,

which are progressive (r=Q .28, p<.00I) , sociable (r=0.27 ,

p <.001) and concerned with display (r=0.25 , p <.001) . In

addition open windows also symbolize. households with

older children (r=0.15, p<.001), relaxed households

(r=0.14, p<.001) and households with high socio-economic

status (1=0.13, p<.01). In addition to this pattern,

there'is evidence from the first test of the drawings
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(described in the section on the development of the

measure of closure) which were all drawings of varying

d,egrees of window closure. In this test the smaller

windows (i.e., the "most closure" situation) were seen

by the respondents to be symbolic of the poor, the aged'

and ethnic minorities. The pattern described above and

the evidence from the preliminary study would seem to

indicate that more open windows symbolized the "norm"

household or perhaps the most socially acceptable

'household and that more closed windows symbolized

households who were in some way deviant from the norm

or less acceptable: minority groups' opPressed groups'

etc. This explanation of the meaning of window closure

is symbolic: here the physical closure between the

inside of the house and the outside has come to stand

for the social alienation of the household from the

society at targe. It is interesting to note that this

,'social alienation" explanation of exterior wa1l c10-

sure (window closure) fits the synbolic meaning of

prisons, sometimes also mental hospitals, and it often

applies to large scale, high rise housing fox the poor'

(In New York, for example, high rise housing for the

poor can be distinguished from high rise housing for

middle and upper income groups primarily by the small

windows, the small entrances and the lack of balconies')

And it even applies to exclusive single family housing
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which is often set back from the road and hidden by

trees. (Guttman, 1966; and Duncan, 1973, p' 344)

In this latter case the closure from the public indi-

cates an elite difference from the norm rather than an

oppressed status difference. (It is interesting to

note here that "exclusive" also means to shut out

others, to be closed to others. )

Interhousehold fnteractions : Friendliness
as Openness

The relation between sociability and open windows

(x=0.27, p<.001) has been mentioned before. This rela-

tion seems the most typical metaphorical symbolic

association: openness in the physical environment

signifying "open" people. This relationship between

physical environment openness and sociability and

social ease occurs in the following physical environ-

ment situations: sociability is symbolized by dining-

room-livingroom closure (more oPen dining-livingrooms

signify greater sociability, r=0.30, p<'001), window

closure (more open windows signify greater sociability,

r=0.27 r p<.001), livingroom-ha1l closure (more oPen

livingroom-hall signifies greater sociability , t=0.24 2

p<.001) and diningroom-kitchen closure (more oPen

dining-kitchen signifies greater sociability , t=Q.2L,

p<.00I); and social ease is symbolized by diningroom-

kitchen closure (more open dining-kitchen signifies
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greater social ease , t=-0.29 , p<. O0I) , livingroom-hall

closure (more open livingroom-hall signifies greater

social ease r=-0.25, p<.001) , d.iningroom-livingroom

closure (more open diningroom-livingroom signifies

greater social ease , s=-0.22, p<.001) r bathroom clo-

sure (more open bathroom-Iavatory signifies greater

social ease, s=-0.18; p<.001), and window closure

(more open windows signifies greater social ease'

r=-0.14, p< .001) .

Socia1 Ease: .DiEPlacement of Social Insecuritv
hment

The explanation for the association of sociability

with closure seems to be a straightforward metaphorical

symbolism. However, the association of social ease

with closure could be metaphorical 5ymbolism or it could

have some "functional" basis. Closure could be uSed

as a fOrm of control over the physical environment and

threats from the physical environment and could afso'

perhaps, be used as a form of symbolic control over

other less specific and perhaps non-physical threats '

Tf this were the case then households on the "nervous"

end of the social ease scale might be expected to feeL

more secure in a house with more closure. This "func-

tional" interpretation of the association between c19-

sure and social ease is supported by a respondent

from one of the preliminary studies who explained that
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she was just recently widowed and now lived alone in

the family house, and she had noticed that she had be-

come very much more nervous and that she compulsively

Iocked, checked, and rechecked the locks on all the

doors and windows in an attempt to convince herself of

her security. It seems that the respondent's insecurity

was only minimally a physical insecurity but that physi-

cal control (in the form of closure) was used to re-

lieve her more diffuse social, pshychological, and

'perhaps financial, insecurity and reassert her control

in the situation. (This tendency to attribute personal

problems to external situations and thus to reassert

personal control is recognized behavior in psychology'

See,forexamPle,'.TherapeuticEffectsofAttributing

Undesirable Symptoms to an Extrinsic Cause"' p' 143'

Jones, €t aI. t19711- It seems it may also work in

reverse. Schorr, for example in Slums and Social

rnsecurity t19661 argues that poor Physical environ-

mental conditions come to be seen as indicative of the

occupantsr lack of competence or worth')

Attitude to Change: Progressiveness
as upenness

Therelationbetweenclosureindwellingenviron-

ments and the attitude to change of the households

expected to choose such environments is fairly straight-

forward. Openness syrnbolizes Progressiveness' This
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seems to be another metaphorical symbolism: open

environments are desired by open-minded people (anal-

ogy) and open-minded people are progressive (metaphor) '

Again r ds for sociability and social ease, it is im-

portant to note that the metaphor is entirely visual.

There is no mention of "Openness" and "closure" in the

interview schedule. The pattern of association between

progressiveness and closure is as follows: progressive-

ness is syrnbolized by an open livingroom-hall (r=0.32,

'p<.001), an open diningroom-kitchen (s=0'31, p<'001) '
open windows (r=0.28; p<.001), an open diningroom-

livingroom (r=0.27, p<.001) and closed bedrooms (r=-0.11'

p<.001) .

There is another way of interpret.ing the relations

between closure and attitude to change which takes ac-

count of the reversal of sign in the bedroom situation

and provides an explanation which is rather more

"functional", which is in effect the changing defini-

tion of the "function" of the dwetling environment.

The figures listed above for the relation between clo-

sure and attitude to change can be seen to imply that

it is progressive for a household to be very integrated,

to do things together, in the living wing and to be

very prj-vate, to do things alone in the bedroom wing'

The data can also be seen to imply that it is not

progressivetobeconcernedwithformalityanddisplay.
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That is to treat the environment as a stage setting'

The "progressive" way is to use the environment to

define community and privacy' This possible shift in

attj-tudes to the environment (assuming that the "cotl-

servative', way is old fashioned and that the "pro-

gressive" way is more modern) seems to be paralleled

by a gross shift in architectural attitudes to the

environment from a Victorian, almOst Baroque' concern

with the built environment as a stage setting uPon

'which to act out life to a Twentieth century "function-

aI" interpretation of the environment as a means of

spatiallyorganiz)-ngdifferentactivitieswithspecial
emphasisonthe.community-privacydimensionofthe

activities.

Socio-economic Status: Wi-ndows as
Svmbolic

-;" onry significant correlation between closure

and socio-economic status is for window cl0sure' (s=0'137

p<.01 openness indicates high socio-economic status')

This has been discussed previously under the section on

windows. Window closure seems to be a symbol of alien-

ationfromsociety.Butwhatisofmostinteresthere
is that, in general, (apart from the windows) closure

is not seen to symbolize socio-economic status ' This

almost total "irrelevance" of the socio-economic status

of the household given certain degrees of closure in
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their c.trosen environmer.rt is remarkabl-e when cornparerl

with the other aspe-cts of household iderrrtity all of,

which dr€ lg€ o to be reLated to closure in nany ways.

Apparenttry the most probab.le exptranation Ls that there

seer,r tO be no functional reasons why socio-eConOrni.c

statuS.should be associated wiLh parLi,cular degrees

of a,Ioe,ure and the idea of s:ocio-economi-c status is

not partieularllr easily interpreted in any metaBhorical

sense which rnight impJ-y cLosure (except sliqhtly in the

'id.ea of aliena,Lion) . Another possible explanation is

that the subie ts wetre ilef,ensj,ve abqut or unwillinE

to resporrd to the issue of socio-,€coxtDlllic status.

Iiow€ver, it wilL be seen in the d,iscussion of hypothe-

s-is II that households with high socio-economic status

cansilstenlf,ly ehoose an open ili.Uingfoorn-li.vingroon

arrangement. It renrains a P'OzzLe why Lhi's "fact* i's

not perceived by the resPondents.
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CHAPTER VIII

HYPOTHESIS 2z THE USE OF DWELLING

ENVIRONMENTS TO ''PRESENT'' THE

HOUSEHOLDIS SELF.RATED TDENTITY

AND SUBHYPOTHESIS 1 ON THE

''PRESENTATTON.' OF

''OBJECTIVE,' IDENTITY

Results of Hypothesis 2

The results of the exploration of hypothesis 2,

the "presentation of self through dwelling environment'r

hypothesis, that "the choice of or occupation of an

environment is an assertion of a particular household

identity," are laid out in tables 8 and 9.

Table 8 shows the correlations between the de-

gree of closure chosen by the respondent for his house-

hold in various situations in a dwelling environment

and the self-rated household identity of the respond-

entrs household reduced to nine dimensi-ons. (Table 9,

hOwever, shows the correlations between chosen closure

and, the 24 indicants of self-rated household identity.)

The closure situations are along the top of the table

and the household identity dimensions are down the left

hand side of the table. The closure situations are
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represented by the same mnemonics as used in Table 7.

A11 closure situations vary from oPen to closed. The

household identity dimensions are arranged in the same

order as in Table 7 (according to the theoretical

overview of househotd identity towards the end of the

section on the development of the measure of household

identity). The dimensions of household identity are

computed from the sums of the weighted, standardized,

scores of the relevant indicants. The indicants are

weighted according to their factor loadings in the

factor analysis done on this data (see appendix on

checks on data from major survey: Check D) ' The

household identity dimensions themselves are repre-

sented by the same nnemonics as in Table 7 but the

directions of the dimensions are represented by a new

set of mnemonics which are more appropriate, dealing

as they do, with entire household identity factors and

not just the indicants. The direction mnemonics are

self-explanatory .

As in Table 7, Table I also shows in parentheses

immediately below each appropriate correlation coef-

ficient the level- of significance of the correlation.

It can be seen that there are four correlations at a

level of significance of .05 which is approximately the

nunber expected by chance alone and thus these corre-

lations can be disrnissed as mere chance occurfences '
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The levels of significance are computed on the

basis of a sample size of 610 on seven of the nine

dimensions of household identity, On two dimensions:

"homogeneity" and "stage in life cycle" a sample size

of 32L is used to compute the significances. This is

because four of the six indicants which load on these

two di-mensions concern only households with children

and there were 32I such households.

Tabl-e 9 shows the correlations between the degree

'of closure chosen by the respondent for his household

in various situations in a dwelling environment and

the self-rated household identity of the household of
the respondent in the crud.e form of twenty-four indi-
cants. As for previous tables the closure situations
are along the top of the table and the household identity
dimensions are down the left hand side of the tabIe.
The closure situations are represented by the same mne-

monics as used in Tables 7 and 8. A11 closure situ-
ations vary from open to closed. The household identity
dimensions are arranged in the same order as in Tables

7 and 8. The indicants within each dimension are ar-

ranged in the order of decreasing size of factor load-

ing of the indicant on the dimension. (For factor

loadings see appendix on checks on data from major

survey: Check D.) The indicants are represented by an

abbreviation in capital letters and their direction is
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shor,,/n beneath each indicant by two abbreviations in.

parentheses. A list explainj-ng the mnemonics (the

abbreviations in capital letters) for the indicants

may be found in the appendix on checks on data from the

major survey immediately following the factor analysis

in Check D. The direction of the indicants is the

same in Table 9 as in this list.
Table 9, as with the previous tablesr' al'so shows'

in parentheses beneath the appropriate correlations,
'the level of significance of the correlations. There

are nineteen correlations with a level of significance

of .05 which is over three times the number expected

by chance alone. Thus not all of these correlations

can be dismissed as mere chance occurrences. However,

for the sake of brevity they are largely ignored in

the following discussion.

The levels of significance are computed according

to the sample size of the particular correlation which

is 610 for most correlations but 32L for those correla-

tions which involve indicants which refer to children.

Discussion of the Results

The results of hypothesis 2 are discussed in two

parts. The first part is a discussion of the correla-

tions between the preferred degrees of closure and the

nine dimensions of self-rated household identity (see
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Table 8). And in the second part the correlations be-

tween the preferred degrees of closure and the 24 indi-

cants of self-rated household identity (which "measure"

the nine dimensions) are discussed (see Table 9). The

reason that the indicants or "measures" are also dis-

cussed is because, to an extent, even the indicants

which were selected to "measure" the same dimension of

household identity "measure" slightly different things.

And, since the correlations of preferred degrees of

closure with the nine dimensions were not very large

(and hence not very definite) and since there were

some interpretations which needed clarification it was

decided that the correlations with the indicants should

be used as supporting information.

(1) Table I (Nine Dimensions of
Self-Rated Household IdentitY)

Upon investigation of Table I it can be seen that

two of the six closure situations (livingroom-hall and

bathroom) do not correlate significantly with any as-

pects of household identity and four of the nine dimen-

sions of household identity (attitude tQ change, social

ease, integration, and tidiness) do not correlate sig-

nificantly with any closure situation.

The overall pattern of the results is that there are

indeed very few correlations with a level of significance

of.01 (three) or .001 (two). It seems that, or the wholet
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TabIC 8: HYPOTT{ESIS 2: THE USE OF DWELLING ENVIRONMENTS TO TPRESENTI'

A PARTICULAR HOUSEHOLD IDENTITY' (9 DfMENSIONS) Correlations of
,'preferred degree of closure in domestic environments" against
,,household self-rated identity" (reduced to nine dimensions according
to the factor structure). Sample size=610 (except for four indicants
of household identity which concern children for which the sample size
is 321. significances are computed on the basis of a sample size of
6lO on all nine dimensions of household identity except "homogeneity"
and "stage in life cycle" for whicrn a sample size of 321 is used) '
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Identity Closure Situations
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-o.0734 0.0312
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0.0384 0.0897 -0.0993(.os) (.0s)

0.0448 -0.0306 0.0196

ffi .t.ry from oPen to closed'

*2The dimensions of household identity are computed from the suns

of the weighted standardized scores of the relevant indicants' The

indicants are weighted according to their factor loadings in the factor
analysis done on this data, (See appendix on'checks on data from major

survey: Check D.)

* definit.ions on P 2l'8
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households do not use their choice of degree of closure in

various situations in their dwelling environments to pre-

sent their identity. orf more accurately, a household's

preferred degrees of closure in various situaLions in the

dwelling environrnents does not in fact indicate or sym-

bolize as much about that household as it is seen to'

Whatisindicatedorsymbolizedbychosende-

qrees of closure in various situations in a dwelling

environment seems very logical and mostly "functional" '
.Morebedrooms''mean''agreatervarietyofhouse-

hold members (a greater number of members and more

diversity of sex' r=-0.30, p<.001) ' This correlation

can be interpreted as a spatial differentiation of

functions (with ,'functions" defined broadly enough to

include "being an individual").

An open diningroom-livingroom arrangement (the

so called ',open plan'') ,'meanS,' higher socio-economic

status (r=-0.137 p<.00I). And conversely a separate

dining and living space "means" Iower socio-economic

status. Although this "meaning" may seem odd to those

who see a separaLe diningroom as high status or upper

classitisunderstandableinthecontextofthesam-

ple. An overwhelrningly large proportion of the sample

(indeedmostofthepopulation)wouldbemiddleand

workingclass.Andithasbeenpointedout(seeZeise]-,
LglL, for exampler on the life-style and Physical en-
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vironment needs of working-class spanish speaking

people in New York) that the working-cIass life style

needs a "parlor" or separate "front" room in which to

display valued objects (family photograPhs' wedding

presents, photographs of heroes, be they president'

monarch, saint or athlete); in which to welcome the

important guest; in which to celebrate occasions of

significance; and in which to lay out the dead' Zeisel

sees the room as almost a family shrine'
.Morebedroomsalso''mean''ayoungerhousehold

(r:=-0.16; p<.OI) . The reason for this is unclear' But

it may be related to the finding in Table 7 that more

bedrooms are seen to symbolize a progressive household'

(Therelationshipbetween,'youngadults''anda'.Pro.

gressive" attitude to change is quite high (r=-0'29) in

thefactoranalysisinCheckDintheappendixonchecks

on the data from the major survey') If this interpre-

tation were cofrect then it would further imply (1) that

the young or progressive way of using dwelling envir-

onmentswasaSaspatialdifferentiationoffunctions

with emphasis on the privacy-community dimension (as

opposedtotheuseofdwellingenvironmentsaSastage

upon which to act out life). And (21 that the quality

thatoutsiderswouldrateaS''progressive''inahouse-
hold is accepted by the household itself as neither

particularly progressive nor conservative but rather as
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"young". But this is all very much a conjecture. It

happens to explain the data but the data may also be

explaj-nable in other ways.

open windows "mean" a sociable household (v=0.L2,

p<.01). This nelationship is interpretable as a meta-

phorical symbolic association between "open" windows

and an "open" or sociable household.

And a separate diningroom and kitchen "means" a

household concerned with formalityr/display (g=0.111

p<.01). This relationship can be interpreted in two

ways (following the argument developed in the discussj-on

of Table 7). It seems likely that the association of

formality with closure between diningroom and kitchen

would be primarily a case of spatial differentiation of

functions and that the association of display with

closure betrveen diningroom and kitchen would be pri-

marily a case of stage setting. However the explana-

tions could overlap considerably so that both expla-

nations covered both aspects of household identity.

(2't rable 9 (24 rndicants of Self-Rated
Household tdentity)

Table 9 shows that all of the six closure situa-

tions correlate significantly with some measure of

household identity but only ten of the twenty-four

measures of household identity correlate with elosure

at a 1eve1 of significance of .01 or less.
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Table 9: HYPOTHESIS 2: THE USE oF DWELLING ENVIRONMENTS TO "PRESENT"
A PARTICULAR HOUSEHOLD IDENTITY (24 INDICANTS). Correlations of "pre-
ferred degree of closure in domestic environments' against "household
self-rated identity" (the twenty-four indicants). Sample size=510
(except for four indicants, as shown, for which sanple size=321).
Levels of significance are computed on the basis of the relevant sample
size.
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Tabl-e 9: HYPOTIIESIS 2: THE USE OF DWELLING EITVIRONMENT TO UPRESENT"

A PARTTCUI,AR HOUSEHOLD IDENTITY (24 INDICANTS) CONTTNUED.

Household
Identity Closure Situations 
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The overall pattern of results is, of course'

very similar to that in Table 8:

More bedrooms indicate more adult household mem-

bers r lllor€ child household members, and both sexes

among the children (i.e., more sexual diversity) (v=-0.301

p<.001; r=-Q.26, p<.001; and r=0'16r p<.01 respective-

lY) '
More bedrooms also indicate a young household but

particularly a household with young adults (r=-0 '20 1

'p<.001). This supports the interpretation given above

(in the discussion of the results of Table 8) in which

more bedrooms were interpreted as a "young" or "Pro-

gressive" use of the dwelling environment as spatial

differentiation of functions with emphasis on defining

community and privacy (rather than the use of the

dwelling environment as a stage settingr a backdrop'

to the act of family life). It supports this inter-

pretation because the strong relation between "young"

and "progressive" in the factor analysis (Check D in

the appendix on checks on the data from the major sur-

vey) occurs between "young adults" and the progressive

end of the entire ,,attitude to change" factor but not

between "young children" and progressiveness '

And when the correlations of ';yourrg adults" and "young

children" with bedroom closure are investigated in

Table 9 it can be seen that "young adults" is the
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indicant which accounts for the major proportion of the

correlation between "y-oung" and bedroom closure.

A further support to this interpretation that

"young" housbholds use the dwelling environment as a

spatial differentiation of functions and to define

community and privacy is provided by the correlations
between young adults and an open diningroom-kitchen

arrangement (r=0.137 p<.00f). This imples that "young

adults" are more inclined to use the diningroom and

kitchen together as a unit and less concerned with

formality, display and the use of the diningroom as

a formal backdrop, a stage setting.
This finding parallels the finding in Table 6,

hypothesis I, that households with "young children"

are seen to be symbolized by an open dining-kitchen

arrangement. This finding has a straightforward

functional explanation (concerning the availability

of a supervisable play space adjacent to the kitchen)

which is part of architectural theory. However, the

finding in Table 9, that diningroom and kitchen to-
gether is.chosen by households with young adults but

not necessarily households with young children implies

that the "functional" explanation of the believed "need"

or desire of households with young children for a

diningroom and kitchen together (and for a bathroom

and .w.c. together) is merely a rationalizatj-on. It is
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not held up in fact. This is interesting in that

it throws light on the controversy in architectural

theory as to whether it is worth designing for young

children since they are inclined to grow and their

needs change rapidly (see Kennedy, 1953, p' 83, on

this argument). Apparently people do not choose an

open dining-kitchen arrangement because it is suitabl-e

for their young children (nor do they choose an oPen

bathroom/w.c. arrangement for this reason). Rather,

'if they do choose an open diningroom-kitchen arrange-

ment it is because it supports their "young adult life

style" and "y"oung adult" interpretation of the dwelling

environment as a spatial differentiation of functions

with emphasis on the comrnunality of the dining-kitchen

area and the privacy of the bedroom area.

An open-plan diningroom-Iivingroom arrangement

indicates high socio-economic status (r=0.11; P<.01)

and, confirming the interpretation given in the dis-

cussion of Table g above, a high socio-economic status

life style of "likes sophisticated entertaining" as

opposed to "likes honely entertaining" (1=0.121 p<.01).

one interesting aspect of this "meaning" is that the

socj-o-economic status indicant most related to dining-

Iiving closure is education (s=0'11, P<'01), followed

by type of job ("mostly manual laborers/mostly office

workers") at r=-0.10, P<.05- Actua1 financial status'
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however ("weLl off/poorly off"), has no significant

correlation with diningroom-livingroom closure.

And againr ds in Table Br open windows "mean" a

sociable household but only a household who "likes

company" (as opposed to "does not like company") for

which r=0.16r p<.001, not a househotd with "lots of

friends" (as opposed to "few friends") ' This break-

down of the correlation of open windows with sociability

supports the "symbolic" interpretation of the meaning

'of open windows proposed above and for Table 7. That

j.s open windows portray an attitude to company, not an

actual behavior. An actual behavior, it seems plaus-

ible, could be functionally related to the environment

whereas an attitude is more likely to be portrayed

symbolically.

Diningroom-kitchen closure, as in Table 8' por-

trays the household's concern with formality and dis-

play. But it now becomes obvious that the concern with

formality is most important (r=0.131 p<.001) and this

is followed by the concern with aPpearances (s=-0.10'

p<.05). But a concern with impressions is not signifi-

cantly related to diningroom-kitchen closure. This

difference between a concern with appearances and a

concern with impressions could perhaps be explained by

the wording of the scales. The concern with appear-

ances is a less-directed concern. whereas the concern
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with impressions is directed to non-household mem-

bers. (the scales are "thinks it is imporLant to

keep up apPearances,/thinks it is not important to

keep up apPearances" and "does not think it is im-

portant to irnpress other people'/thinks it is important

to impress other people".) And, of course, the differ-

ence between the concern with formality and the con-

cern with appearances or impressions is the difference

between a concern f or the f orm of betrey:pr, that is

the distinctness of it (and the associated concern for

a spatial differentiation of functions), and a concern

with the setting appropriate to the behavior' This

was discussed in the section on the discussion of the

results of hypothesis I, above

The open livingroon,/haIl arrangement is chosen

by households who rate themselves as not concerned

about appearances (r=-0.12,P<.01) ' This can be inter-

preted functionally by a front-and-back or "setting"

typeexplanationinthataseparatehaltwouldprovide
a "front', region which is easily kept presentable (or

"front") because it is not used for anything except a

front. Thj-s would enable appearances to be kept even

when, perchance, the livingroom was not presentable'

However, a question remains as to why only households

concerned with appearances choose separate livingroom

and hal1. why not also households concerned with
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impressions? Here the previously used argument (that

a concern with impressions is directed specj-ficalIy to

people outside the household whereas a concern with

appearances is a more diffuse orientation) seems to

work well because households concerned about impressions

are found to choose more closed windowq (r=-0.09rP<'05)

indicating a greater concern with control over the im-
\pression from outside.

Finally the bathroom closure. An open bathroom

is chosen by households who rate themselves "not a

family" (as opposed to "a family") (s=-0'lI2 P<'01) '

In general then hypothesis 2 which relates'sub-

jective household identity to choice of house is either

less well measured by the method used or a less fruit-

ful area to investigate than hypothesis 1 in which

hou3ehold identity is seen to be symbolized by the

household,s choice of dwelling environment. There are

some areas of agreement between the two hypotheses and

some interesting areas of disagreement. These are

discussed in ChaPter rX.

Results of SubhYPothesis I

The results of the exploration of subhypothesis 1'

the hypothesis that "the choice of or occuPat'ion of a

dwelling environment is an assertion of a particular ob-

jective household identity", are laid out in Table 10.
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Table 1O: SUBHYPOTHESIS I: THE USE OF DWELLING ENVIRONMENTS TO
,.PRESENT', THE HOUSEI{OI,D'S I'OBJECTIVE'' IDENTITY. COTTCIAtiONS Of

"preferred degree of closure in domestic environmentsl against
"'objectiver household identity". Sample size=5l0 (except where
otherwise noted). Significarces are computed on the basis of the
relevant sample size.

Household
Identity_

s.E.s .*2 *
(low-high)

Education
(1ow-high)

-0. 0109

0 .0552

-0.0936
( .0s)

BATH

-0. tsee
(.o01)

-0.1313
( .0r)
0.1680
(.001)

-0.0768

Closure Situations
DIN-KIT*IDIN-LIV LIV-HATL WINDOWS

0.0141 -0.1s75 :O.0266 -0.0286

occupation* 3 -0.0790

( . oor)

-0.1146 -O.0216 0.0233 -0.0015
( .01)

0.1178 -0.0195 -0.0043 -o.0277
( .01)

o.1033
(.0s)

(high-low)

Income* h

( .0s)

-a.0257
(1ow-high)

Integration:

H-H. Type -0.00O3
(fanily-not)

Homogeneity:

Tota1 Persons -0.0796
(low-high) (.05)

Total Children -0.0884
(low-high) (,05)

sex Ratio*s 0.0219
(homo-div)

-0.1380 -0.0557 0.0376
(.00r)

-0.1021 -O.O782 -O.0222(.0s) (.os)
-0.1103

( -0r)

o.0593 -O.OI22 0.0612

0.0886 -O.0034 0 -0494
(.0s)

o.o8o5 0.0121 0.0492

0.3382
( .001)

0.3597
( .001)

0. 1384
(.0s)

0.0180

o.0498

o -0769

Ell environments vary from open to closed-

*2All objective measures of househoLd (except education) are re-
arranged (i.e., not taken dlrectly off the interview schedules) so as

to be more conparable with the subjective ratings of househoLd iden-
tity. (see check c in the appendix on checks on the data from the
major survey for themethod of rearrangement of the objective measures

of household identity.)
*ssample size=527 -

*qsample size=598.
*ssample si.ze=276.

* definiti ons on P 2I8
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Table 10 shows the correlations between the degree

of closure chosen by the respondent for his household

in various situations in a dwelling environment and

the "objective" identity of the respondentrs household.

The closure situations are along the top of the table

and the objective household identity measures are down

the left hand side of the table. The closure situa-

tions are represented by the same mnemonics as used in

previous tables. All closure situations vary from

open to closed. The objective measures of household

identity are (where they exist) arranged in the same

order as in the other tables. The objective measures

of household identity are computed from the answers to

"section IfI--Statistics" in the questionnaire.

Answers to most of the questions in Section III were

systematically rearranged to make them, as nearly as

possibIe, into uni-dinensional "scales" which would be

comparable with the subjective measures of household

identity. The system by which the answers were rear-

ranged is to be found in Check C in the appendix on

checks on the data from the major survey. However,

Table 10 can be understood without direct reference to

this system. The mnemonics for the objective measures

of household identity may be translated as follows:

S.E.S. is a new variable created from the sum of the

standardized scores of occupation, education, and
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income. 
"Uo".tion 

is taken directly from the inter-

view schedule. Occupation was slightly rearranged to

emphasize the "social status" of the occupations.

Income is taken directly from the interview schedule-

H.H. type means household type and is a substantial

rearrangement of the household type categories on the

interview schedule in order to be comparable with the

relevant subjective measure of household identity

which is a "family/not a fami1y". Total P means total

number of people and is simply the sum of all the

people in the household. Total C means total number

of children and is the sum of all the children (de-

fined as people under 16 years of age) in the house-

hold. Sex Ratio is computed by separating the children

into two groups according to sex and then dividing

the number of children in the smaller qroup by the

number of chj-ldren in the larger grouP. Scores varied

from 0 to 1, 0 in the case where all children were of

the same sex and 1 when they were half of each sex-

The direction of the mnemonics (given in parentheses

beneath each mnemonic) are self-explanatory.

As in the previous tables, Table 10 also shows

in parentheses immediately below each appropriate

correlation coefficient the level of significance of

the correlation. upon investigation of Table I0 it

Can be seen that there are nine correlations at a level
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of significance of .05 which is over three times the

number expected by chance alone. However, as in

Table 9 these correlations of lesser significance will

be ignored for the sake of brevitY.

The levels Of signifiCance are computed on the

basis of the sample size 6f the particular correlation

concerned.

Discussion of the Resul-t-s

.Theoverallpatternisveryclearcut:againthe

correlations are so 1ow as to have no predictive utility

and to cast grave doubts on the feasibility of the

hypothesis. However, considering the more significant

correlations it can be seen that the number of bedrooms

indicates the number of children (r=0.35, p<.00I); and

the number of household members (a=0'34, p<'001)' This

is best explained by a spatial differentiation of

functions here applied to people (as discussed pre-

viously) .

An open-plan diningroom-livingroom indicates high

socio-economic status (r=-0.16, p<.001) most particu-

tarly high income (r=-0.14,P<.001) but also high status

occupation and educational achievement (r=0.L2, P<.0I

for both). This is a reversal of the "subjective"

measure of household identity where subjectively-rated

education is most related to an oPen-plan dining-living-
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roon, then occupation. And income is not related at

all. One possible explanation as to why there is a \

stronger relationship between income (objective measure)

and choice of closure in the dining-livingroom situa-

tj-on than there is between the subjective measure of

income and choice of closure in the dining-livingroom

situation may be that people are defensive about rating

their own household on variables such as income and

the subjective rating system allows this defensiveness

to rule. The "defensiveness" explanation may also

apply to other household identity variables and may

explain why hypothesis 2 (which deals with the subjec-

tive measures) had fewer significant correlations than

hypothesis I or subhypothesis 1. This relationship

between socio-economic status and open dining-living

seems best interpreted as a "life-style" meaning as

argued in the previous discussions of results.

An open plan bathroom (bathroom and w.c. to-

gether) is also chosen by households with higher socio-

economic status (y=-0.16, p<.001). This time the break-

down of socio-economic status is different. Occupation

contributes most strongly (wittr t=0-I7, p<.001); fol-

lowed by education (with r=-0.13, p<.01) ; and income

has no significant correlation with bathroom closure.

An open plan bathroom also indicates a household

type which is "not a family" (;=-0.1I, p<'01) '
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So, on the whole, subhypothesis I which relates

"objective" household identity to choice of house sup-

ports and confirms (where they overlap) the major fea-

tures of hypothesis 2 which relates "subjective" house-

hold identitv to choice of house.
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CHAPTER IX

THE RESULTS OF THE HYPOTHESES

COMPARED AI{D SUMMARIZED

Themostobviousdifferencebetwbentheresults

of the exploration of hypothesis I (the "meaning"

hypothesis) and hypothesis 2 (the "presentation of self"

'hypothesis) j-s that there were a far greater number of

significant correlations in hypothesis l-. There seem

to be two possible reasons for this '
Either the difference is due to the measuring

devices t ox it reflects the actual situation' The

measuring device for household identity may be the

cause of the difference. This device was developed

from descriptions of other households and thus may be

more relevant to the description of other households

than to the description of the respondentrs own house-

hold. And this, in turnr IndY mean that the household

identity measuring instrument works better, L'e" is

a more accurate measure of reality (and hence gives

higher correlations) when used on "other" households

than when used on the respondentrs own household. This

explanation however is not as convincing as it might

appear because although the scales for the measure of
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household identity were originally derived from des-

criptions of other households they were developed'

they were transformed, into actual indicants represen-

tative of dimensions, by use with the respondents' con-

cepts of their own household as well as other house-

ho1ds. And, further, in these intermediate stages of

development of the scales, it was found that the test-

retest correlation coefficient or the reliability of

the scales was consistently higher when they were

.applied to the concept of the respondentrs own house-

hold than when they were applied to another, imagined'

household. (see the section on the development of

the measure of household identity.)

Another possible explanation for this difference

between the results of the two hypotheses could be due

to the mode in which the results were measured. But

this explanation is not wholly attributable to the

measuring devices as such. It is almost an inherent

part of the theoretical difference between the two

hypotheses. This is that in hypothesis I (the "mean-

ing" hypothesis) the identity of the other household

is elicited from the respondents in direct connection

with a particular dwelling environment arrangement.

whereas in hypothesis 2 (the "presentation of self"

hypothesis) the identity of the respondentrs own house-

hold is eticited without reference to any dwelling

1

I
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environment arrangement. This difference in the man-

ner in which the identities of the "other" and the

respondent's "ou/n" household are elicited may explain

the difference in the number of significant correla-

tions between hypotheses. One might assume that the

respondent in the case of the "other" household, is

alerted to the relationship between the particular

dwelling environment and the household identity whereas

when he is rating his "own" household he may not be as

'aware of this relationshiP.

This difference in the manner in which the house-

hold identities are elicited may well have theoretical

implications (which should be checked.out). That is,

the difference between the results of the two hypothe-

ses may be inherent in the way in which such "meanings"

are conceived by the Population- Other people or

strangers may be perceived on a more coarse grain

level or a stereo-typical mode of perception which re-

Iates to superficially obvious aspects of their selves

such as their physical environment--whereas the respond-

ent's own household, and maybe his close acquaintances

may be perceived as more complex identities and the

corresponding perceived relation between identity and

appea,rance of sel-f and personal environment may be

weaker. (This differential Perception of self and

others has been the subject of extensive research in
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psychology. See, for exampler Jones et dl" L97L'

Chapter 5 on t'The Actor and the Observer ' Divergent

Perceptions of the Causes of Behavior" ' )

Therearealsootherlessobviousdifferences

and similarities between the hypotheses '

Consider first the most consistent similarity

across all versions of the hypotheses (rables 6-9)'

More bedrooms ,,mean" more people in the household and

conversely, households with more household members

'"present" themselves as such by desiring, bY choosing'

more bedrooms. This relation is not only to do with

the numbers of househotd members. rt applies to all

aspects of homogeneity,/diversity of household members

(although the other measures have weaker correlations) '

This is consistently the strongest result' It may

seemobviousbutitisnottobescoffedatbecause

it means, in effect, that the number of people per

room is seen to be important by the general population'

And further, that the similarity or homogeneity of the

peopleinthehouseholdaffectsandisseentoaffect

their desire for more rooms '

Another very important similarity across al-l the

tables (where measured) is the association betr,'leen

sociability and open wj-ndows ' This was discussed at

somelengthinthediscussionoftheresultsandit

was concluded that windows (or the exterior walls or
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boundaries of a dwelling environment) symbolize and

are seen to symbolize the relation of the househotd

to the public, to society in general. Thus households. 
I

which are oppressed and excluded or households whiqh

hold themselves apart and desire to be exclusive all

desire and are seen to be symbolized by greater closure

between their private dwelling space and the public

space.

Also of great consistency across all tables is

'the relationship between the formality and display

orientation of the household ana the diningroom-

kitchen arrangemen!. Houses with an oPen dining-

kitChen arrangement are chosen by and seen to symbolize

less formal, less display oriented households. This,

as. discussed previously seems best explained as a

manipulation or control of settings and props or front-

and-back,regions (indeed, Goffman, 1959, in his pre-

viously mentioned study of presentation of self con-

centrated on the kitchen-dining relation as a prime

example of front-and-back regions) .

Another interesting similarity between all the

tables is the idea of tidiness as symbolized by a

separate bathroom and w.c. and also by combined or

shared sleepj,ng accommodations, Apparently it is tidy

to separate ablutions from elimination but it is untidy

to have separate bedrooms. Presumably a separate
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bedroom can be allowed to be untidy because it is a

purely personal back-stage area whereas a shared bed-

room is always to some extent a front stage (even if

only to the sPouse) and thus must be kept tidy' This

idea of tidiness as being front stage even when asleep

(and not consciously able to "present" self) and the

idea of tidiness as separation of elimination from

ablution seems curiously consistent. It implies an

absolute anathema towards being seen backstage, and

.towards existing in a back stage state. Even the back

stages must be insulated from one another in case they

foul each other.

Finally the last similarity across all tables is

the relationship between the household's attitude to

change and the diningroom-livingroom closure. Pro-

gressive people choose and are syrnbolized by an open

dining-living arrangement. This seems to have both

a life-style connotation and a metaphorical overtone

(in the association between "opet1" environment and

"open" minded which is explained in the discussion of

Table 7) . The life-sty1e connotation is of great

interest because it is supported by various other scraps

of evidence. Firstly sociability (in Table 7l relates

to open dining-living arrangement which implies that

the life style is not only progressive but also so-

ciable. secondly this is supported by evidence from
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a pilot study in which open plan houses (primarily open

livingroom-diningroom) were seen to synbolize "people

who entertain a 1ot". And thirdly Tables 8, 9 and 10

show how open dining-living arrangements are consist-

ently chosen by high socio-economic status people who

also "like sophisticated entertaining" '

consider now the major differences between the

tables (there are very many differences and so only

the major ones will be discussed).
. An immediately apparent difference is the asso-

ciation between high socio-economic status and an open

dining-living arrangement- This is one of the few

correlations which appear in Table 8 (the use of dwell-

j-ng environments as a presentation of self) but not in

Table 7 (the "meaning" of dwelting environments)' Why

this correlation does not appear in Table 7 is hard to

explain. The most probable reason seems to be that

socio-economic status does not appear to be directly

related to closure in dwelling environments in either

a functional or a symbolic/metaphorical way. Another

possible reason could be that people are defensive

about making judgements about other people's socio-

economic status based on their dwelling environments.

As was discovered in the preliminary and pilot studies,

stereotyping according to socio-economic status seems

to be a touchy topic--perhaps as touchy as stereotyping
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according to race. However, upon investigation of

the two tables (of the two hypotheses) it can be seen

that socio-economic status is related to cl0sure in

the dining-living area and that the relation is Pri-

marily through associated "life-style" connotations

(progressive attitude to change, sociabitity, soPhis-

ticated entertaining and so olrr as described above).

Another difference which seems of najor interest

is the household identity variable formality,/display'

'In the "meaning" of dwelling environments data closUre

almost anywhere in the house is seen to "mean" a

formal household or one concerned htith display' (nx-

cept open windows which indicates a concern with dis-

play.) However, in the "presentation of self" data

formality and display are related to only very few

aspects of dwelling environment closure: primarily

the closure between diningroom and kitchen such that

closure is chosen by households who consider themselves

formal.Thisimpliesthatclosurereallyonlymatters

for formality and display when it distinguishes be-

tween a true front region (diningroom) and a true back

region(kitchen).Howeverasametaphor,therelation

between closure and formality/display could be seen to

be relevant in almost any situation'

othermajordifferencesoccurwiththehousehold

identity variables social ease, sociability, integration
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and attitude to change, a1I of which correlate sig-

nificantly with a 1ot of the closure situations in

Table 7 and with very few or none in Table 8. These

variables aceount for the majority of the differences

between Tables 7 and 8. If the third explanation

of the major difference between the results of the two

hypotheses is accepted (that the perception of others

is more stereotypical and more related to external'

obvious, aspects of their identity than the percep-

tion of one's own household) then these differences

are easily accounted for. The variables social ease,

sociability, integration, and attitude !o change

a1l have strong "open-closed" connotations which must

have been metaphorically transposed to the environment.

Finally there is the interesting case of the

stage in life cycle aspect of household identity which

is seen in Table 7 (the "meaning" hypothesis) to be

associated with closure between the diningroom and

kitchen, and between the bathroom and lavatory such

that openness is associated with households with young

children, This finding is supported by architectural

theory (see the discussion of table 71. But Table I

shows that, in fact, households with young children

do not especially ehoose an oPen dining-kitchen ar-

rangement or an open bathroom-lavatory arrangement'

Households with young adults, however, do choose an
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open dining-kitchen arrangement. This implies that

the particular I'functional" explanations common in

architectural theory are not applicable in these two

situations. There must be some other explanation and

the most likely seems to be that households with young

adults, whether they have young children or not, tend

to live a more casual life style and thus appreciate

an open dining-kitchen arrangement.

In sunmary then three points may be made: First,

'the choice of an open dining-kitchen arrangement actu-

ally "means" a casual household, not concerned with

display. An open diningroom-livingroom arrangement

actually "means" a household with hiqh socio-economic

status and a sophisticated, entertainment-oriented life

style. l'lore open wi-ndows "mean" a sociable household

which "fits" in the society whereas more closed windows

,'mean,, an alienated household: either an oPpressed or

minority group household or an exclusive household.

More bedrooms "mean" more and different hOUsehold mem-

bers and a separate bathroom and lavatory indicate a

household with a concern for tidiness '

Second, perceived meanings were stronger and more

plentiful than "actual" meanings (or the way in which

the house is actually used to "present" Lhe household) '

But "actual" meanings, on the other hand' were more

subtle. This, as discussed above' may be attributed to
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Lhe metfrodt to st.ereotypingi or to d'e'fensiveness on

the part of the resPortdents.

And thi.rdn closure in the environment'is used'

and is seen to be significant, in many waYss' as a

fune.L,iorra1separationo'rnanipu1ationof,lfront,.and
.'lbackit regions . (se,e the dining-kitch.en etrosure) i as a

spaLtal separation (or conjoinirlE) of functions (see

thej-nl-ng-1ivingclosure}'asanetaphor1ca1or9fm-
boLic "barrrier" bgtween mutually exclusi-ve grouPs (see

''for example the case of windovr elosUre. The meta-

pheriieal as,Srect of this barrler is irnBortant. It does

not aetua!-ly phy.sicql.J-y keep the gro,uPs separate or

aLlow them to come toge,the:r. R.athe,r j-t tabelF them

as separau-e o:r together. ) i as a spatlal separation of

lndividuals (see the bedroom CloSu,fe. Ttlis is a:n

' exte.nsion of .the "spatial separatiorr of, f,uncti'Onslt

idea tso incl.rade the I'function" of individual exist-

ence.); and finally as a control over 'backstage"

. activltLes (s'ee the bathroom cloEtrre') '
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CHAPTER X

THE TMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS

The Results Related to the
Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework is essentiarry that
because both the world (the physical environment) as

. it is known to any one individual and one's knowledge

of oneself are constructed or created through trans-
action between one's serf, the world and one's society
there must be regularities or patterns in the relation
between oners knowledge of oneself, oners personal
identity, and one's known or familiar wor1d. And

further that since this transactional process also in-
volves a social definition or construction both of the
individual and of the physical world or environment,
one's social as welr as one's personal identity should
be systematically realted to oners familiar environ-
ment- And this relationship should be sociarly recog-
nized, should be perceived and acknowledged in the
society as a whole. Taking the special cases of housing
as personal or familiar environment and the identity
of the household as a unit it was expected from the
theoretical framework that there would be systematic

relationships, both actual and perceived by the society
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as a whole,, between household identity and dwelling

environment. The results, although of little pre-

dictive va1ue, suggest that there are such relation-
ships even if they are very weak. This does not

"prove" the theoretical framework. The theoretical
framework is essentially a philosophical orientation
to the issue of reality (not a "proveable" fact) and

as such is not open to proof. ft does, however, demon-

strate the potential of the particular approach outlined
'in the theoretj-cal framework, Further, this finding
does not test the hypotheses. (Which may perhaps be

testable at some future date with more refined tools. )

It rather explores the manner in which they may func-

tion. The impact or significance of the findings as a

whole for the theoretical framework and hypotheses is
that the approach is worthwhile although the method of
research and possibly the method of analysis need re-
fining and that several interesting insights may be

gleaned and some new avenues of inguiry have been

suggested.

One possible insight, one interpretation, of the

findings that seems to have implications for the theo-

retical framework is based on the substantial differ-

ence between the results of the two hypotheses. This

difference lies in the number of significant correla-

tions in hypothesis 1 (the "meaning" hypothesis)
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compared to hypothesis 2 (the "presentation of self"

hypothesis). This shows that the socially shared

perception of the relation between a household and

their choice of dwelling environment is stronger and

more varied than the corresponding relation between

the perceiver's self-rated household identity and his

preferred environment. Assuming that this is not an

artifact of the mode of investigation (which it'may

be) this indicates that possibly the actual transac-

.tional process through which self is distinguished

from environment (or not self), through which self and

environment are created as independent entities, also

minimizes the apparent relation between self and en-

vironment, also alienates self from environment. This

would suggest that the construction of reality and

the creatj-on of self are inherently alienating pro-

cesses (alienating of self from reality) ' Whereas the

socially shared perception of the relation between a

household and its environment is that the household

and environment are more intimately related.

This idea that we see ourselves as "free" from

the environment but others as "embedded" in the en-

vironment has been the subject of psychological

writings. According to Jones, €t al' (1971, p' 92) '

peoplehaveastrongdesiretoseethemselvesas'.free''

and react against any perceived threats to behavioral
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freedom. "The perception of freedom is probably best

maintained by simultaneously ascribing traits to

others and denying them in oneself. when the observer

infers the existence of a traiL, this gives him the

happy, if sometimes illusory, feeling of predictability

of behavior and therefore of control over the environ-

ment. on the other hand, the individual would lose

the sense of freedom to the extent that he acknowledged

powerful dispositions in himself, traits that imperi-

ously cause him to behave consistently across situa-

tions. "
This inherent connection between the transactional

process of creationr externalization, or reification

and ali-enation is not new to theoretical discussions

of the issue. However what is of most interest to this

particular thesis is the other side of the inherent

relationship: the idea that de-reification or intern-

alization is unifying. This seems to be the essence

of the ,,aesthetic attitude,, (as discussed in the theo-

retical framework under "the perceiver as creator") and

mystical or religious experiences '

ImPlications for a Theorv of Aesthetics

Thissuggeststhattherearetwo',aesthetics'':

thepersonalandthesociallyorculturallyshared.

They are both part of the process of transactionalism

although in different senses. The personal "aesthetic"
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is one of the two modes that persons, actors, can

adopt towards the environment: the everyday reality in
which actors are "free" and separate from the envir-
onment and the non-ordinary reality in which one voI-
untarily "merges" with the environment. This non-orclinary.

mode, the personal "aesthetic", can be described as a
joyous sense of the re-unification of the self and the

universe. It can be experienced as a religious or mys-

tical experience or as an appreciation of the beauty
'of whatever is perceived. ft seems to bear little or

no systematic relation to the specific perceived en-

vironment or indeed to the specific identity of the per-

ceiver. ft is rather an attitude, adopted by the per-
ceiver (which can be voluntarily adopted by any

perceiver), which allows him to experience his unity
with the universe and to revel in the joy of that
unity. The attitude is a joyful, appreciative, uni-
fying (i.e. ' non-analytic) attitude. rn the second

aesthetic, the culturally shared aesthetic, the self
and the environment are related in a very different
manner. Here the perception of beauty in an environ-

ment or an object is in effect an assertion of a

particular identity. In this aesthetic there are sub-

stantial systematic relations between the identity of
the perceiver of beauty and that which he perceives to

be beautiful. Because the identities of perceivers
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who share perceptions of beauty in objects and envir-

onments are similar in some way (or the percepti'on

would not be shared) the importance of the specific
identity of the perceiver t.o the perception of beauty

is often overlooked and the beauty comes to be seen

as inherent in the perceived object or environment.

When the beauty is seen as inherent in the object or

environment it is often proposed that there must be

some special guality of the object which distinguishes
'it from other objects and thus renders it beautiful

(when other objects are not). However there is no

object quality of this sort. Beauty is not innate

to an object. Neither is it inherent in the relation-

ship between the object and anything else. There is

no isomorphism of form and content or even any inher-

ent logical relation between the perceived object of

beauty and the perceiverrs identity. Because the per-

ception of beauty is often socially shared it seems

(like "reality" which is a socially shared construc-

tion) to be innate, to be actual, to be vested with

an absolute reality.
These two aesthetics or modes of perceiving

beauty, although analytically distinguisable are, in

practice, more unified. They parallel the transac-

tional process. The first mode, the perception of

beauty through "the aesthetic attitude" is a joyous
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unification of self and non-selfr drr internalization.
The second mode, the perception of beauty as an

assertion of a particular identity is a creation of
self and the world through a separation of self from

not selfr dn externalization. But in the second mode

the drawing of attention to a particular object or
environment (by seeing it as "beautiful ") specifies
the particular identity of the self so created. This

unification and separation of serf and environment
'usually occur simultaneously and are not distinguished
from each other.

From this theory it may be proposed that when some-

one says they like something or they find it beautiful,
two possible aesthetic modes may be acting (or either).
If the liking is a fairly analytic choice it would

suggest that the aesthetic mode is one in which the

chooser thereby asserts or defines his identity. If
however the liking is a joyful and wholistic (non-

analytic) appreciation it is probable that the aesthetic
mode is partially or wholly the "aesthetic attitude".

Implications for the Theory and
Practice of Architecture

The implications for the theory and practice of
architecture are threefold.

First it seems hopeful, from the theory formu-

lated in this thesis and from the research, that "beauty"
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or sociarly-'shared aesthetic appreciation of environ-
ments can be systematicalty mapped and quantified far
more precisely than has ever been possible before

through the judgments of beauty made by lndividuals
with known identities. This quantification would

enabre environmental standards to be set up which

would arlow environments to be rated and thus system-

atically improved. However the more personally per-
ceived beauty will not be accommodated by such a

'system- rt remains to be seen to what extent such

personally perceived beauty is shared and to what

extent it is identifiable.
Second, it may well be thatr €rs architects de-

signing for "others", especially when designing for a

mass of unknor,on "others", we sterotype and simplify our
perception of these others and provide too narrow a

range of environments. rt seems plausible from the
results of the research that the sense of having
freedom of choice of dwelring environment, the sense

of individuality, is extrernely important.

And third, qualitative judgrments of the built
environment should not be made without reference to
the identity of the perceiver. Because the identity
of the perceiver is a part of the judgment of beauty.

One cannot say "this is a beautiful building--a work

of architecture" without at least implying to whom the
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building is beautiful. An attack on the judgment of

beauty is equal to an attack on the identity of the

person making the judgment. Finally, it should be

pointed. out that this does not imply that no qualitative
judgments of the environment should be made. Nor does

it imply that a hrilding cannot be judged ugly. If
many people in a particular social or cultural group

find a particular building to be beautiful then that

building is beautiful in that cultural group. If
'however many people judge it to be ugly then it is

ugly. Beauty is not only in the eye of the beholder,

it is also part of our socially constructed, socially
shared realitv.

Suggestigns for Future Research

The following suggestions fall into three parts:

Those which deal with issues arising from the hypothe-

ses, those which investigate some of the assumptions

made about the environments; and those which attempt

to further investigate the theoretical framework and

the theory of aesthetics proposed above. And, of

course, it would be constructive to further refine
the approach torthe research method of, and the method

of analysis of the issues investigated in this thesis -

Possible future research topics related directly

to the hypotheses are as follows:
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First, knowing nbw that there is some specific
and regular relationship between self-rated house-

hold identity and type of dwell-ing environment pre-

ferred even if it is weak, it seems logical to attempt

to map the number and range of household identities
in any population in order to predict what would be

suitable building-types to erect in the near future.
Of course, in order to do this the system would have

to have predictive value. There are two possible

'approaches by which this could be achieved: the

measuring instruments devised above would have to be

considerably refined and the mode of analysj.s would

have to be more sophisticated. (possible modes

currently being investigated include multiple re-
gression, profile analysis, and canonj-cal correlation. )

Second, it seems quite possible, even likely,
that even within any one society the "meaning" of par-

ticular environments may differ between different
sub-cultural groups. For example the middle class may

see an open diningroom-livingroom arrangement to sig-
nify high socio-economic status whereas the upper class

may see a closed or separate diningroom-livingroom

arrangement to signify high socj-o-economic status. This

differing of meaning between different sub-cultural

groups should be mapped.

And third, a difference in the combinations of
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degrees of closure chosen by different sub-cultural

groups may exist. For example it may be the case that

dining-kitchen closure and dining-livingroom closure

together give a more fine-grained understanding of the

dwelling environment choices of different classes. It

may be that the working cla.ss chooses dining-kitchen oPen

or together and livingroom separate. That the middle

class chooses dining-livingroom open or together and

the kitchen separate and that upper or upper-middle

class households choose all three separate. This kind

of analysis could be done on the data obtained for the

investigation of this thesis, but the analysis is
rather more sophisticated than the data warrant.

Fourth, it would be of great interest to find

out if the individual choosing a dwelling environment

saw the choice as in any way related to his identity

or the identity of his household. This was assumed

in the thesis but may or may not be the case. There

is no necessary reason that because other peoplest

houses are seen systernatically to reflect their iden-

tities and that because a chooser's self-rated identity

systematically relates to his choice of house that the

chooser is aware of this connection between his identity

and his choice of house. However, it seems likeIy

from the literature on the subject (from Goffman's

If959] "Presentation of Self" to Wright's [1941J "a
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man who has individuality . has a right to its
expression in his own environment") that the connection

between identity and environment is explicit.

Fifth, it would seem likely that when the re-
spondents self-rated identity was explicitly connected

in the interview with his choice of dwelling environment

that the significant correlations between the two

would be greater in number. This would be because the

respondent's concept of his identity would be less
'alienated, less separated, and distinct from his choice

of environment. This could be tested.

And finally it would be interesting to find the

respondents' reasons and explanations for why particu-
lar environments are chosen by specific kinds of peo-
'ple. (For the rationalizations behind the connection

between identity and environment. ) In the thesis

some possible explanations were proposed in the inter-
pretation of the data but these explanations may not

be the same as those put forward by respondents. This

could be explored.

Research topics related to the assumptions made

in the exploration of the hypotheses are less directly
related to the main-stream of the thesis. They are

however exceptionally interesting issues in their ovrn

right which should be investigated for their possible

contribution both to architectural theory and to
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environmental psychology .

There are two issues here: what physical en-

vironment variables are important and what ranqe of

environment types does the hypothesis that "environ-

ments,mean people" apply to?

Consider the first mentioned issue first. In

the thesis, for the sake of simplicity, it was assumed

that closure was a fundamental environmental variable.

Now the evidence for this is slight. It comes from
'two places i from psychological writings, bpt'h Gestalt

psychology and eiaget's observations, which suggest

that two-dimensional closure is an important environ-

mental variable recognized both widely and at an early

age. And from architectural theory in terms of the

modern concern with the defining of space. Norberg-

Schultz's (196f) idea of barriers and connectors (and

the use of "bubble diagrams") and the recent outgrowth

of this into notions like Chermayeff and Alexander's

(1953) "community and privacy" suggest that three-

dimensional closure is central to architectural theory.

However there is little systematic evidence on the

importance of three-dimensional closure in the per-

ception of the environment. (See Hayward and Franklin'

L974.) What should be investigated is what are the

d.imensions along which we perceive environments? Is

closure one of them? Is it a fundamental dimension?
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Perhaps, in the beginning, such an investigation of

environmental dimensions could be restricted to gross

dimensions which are only manipulated during the

building process. More manipulable dimensions such as

the color of the walls, the arrangement of furniture
and so on are of less crucial importance to architec-

tural theory since they can easily be manipulated

by the inhabitants as they desire. However, these less

architectural aspects of the environment are also im-

portant and should be investigated.

Another issue of interest here is how does the

perception of the environment change with the age of
the perceiver? It seems possible that children per-

ceive the environment in terms of form far more than

do adults. This proposition is based on the observa-

tion of the behavior of both children and adults in

environments. Children, using the "excuse" of "p1ay",

interact with the environment a tremendous amount

compared to adults. And they seem to be more aware

of containment or closure and openness. They also

seem particularly aware of texture and material.

Adults, on the other hand, seem more aware of socialJ-y-

shared "meanings" of environment.

Now consider the issue of what kinds of environ-

ments does the hypothesis "environments mean people"

apply to. It seems likely that all man-made environments
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from the very largest down to the artifact or object

scale are associated with the identitj.es of the people

who use, chooser or make them. It even seems possible

that natural environments could be associated with
particular identity characteristics. This would imply

that this area of study should be extended to include

not only kinds of built environments other than houses

(such as officesr shops, etc.) but also larger and

smaller scale built environments from entire cities
down to furniture. And even man-made artifacts such

as clothing, cooking and manufacturing tools and uten-

sils, and objects of religious import. Indeed some

of these areas are being systematically studied. The

importance of clothing to identity has been investigated

by Stone (1959, 1962) both in his doctoral dissertation
and in subsequent articles. Salesmen of cars, furni-
ture, fashion and houses have considerable knowledge

of the folk-lore relationship between their artifacts
and the images of the particular kinds of people that
they project. (Justa, I973, personal communication)

The relation between taste for various paintings and

the identity of the chooser has been investigated by

Bernard (1970) . And of course much archaeology r in

as much as it deats with man-made artifacts and envir-
onments and tries to reconstruct the identities and

the lives of the people who inhabited the environments
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and used the artifacts, is part of this field of

study.

Finally consider the suggestions for future

research derived form the theoretical framework and

the proposed theory of aesthetics. These research

suggestions are not only considerably removed from the

main-stream of the thesis but they may not even be

issues which are researchable in any meaningful man-

ner. However, whether they can be researched or not

they remain interesting questions worthy of consid-

eration.

The first issue is can the two aesthetic modes

proposed in the theory of aesthetics be observed and

distinguished in the behavior of the population at

large? The two modes hrere first the "aesthetic atti-

tude", a joyful unifying appreciation of self-in-the
environment, and second the assertion of a particular

self-identity through aesthetic appreciation of a

specific environment or object. It seems likely that

in most instances the two modes of aesthetic appre-

ciation occur simultaneously and are not differentiated

the one from the other. However religious and mystic

experiences seem to be primarily in mode I and judg-

ments of taste and fashion primarily in mode 2. The

issue is worth investigation.
The second issue is are there some particular
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environments or aspects or qualities of environments

which are aesthetically appreciated by people in aLl

societies a sufficiently large proportion of the time

for them to be considered universally beautiful? A

possible example of such an environment might be the

sea and an example of a particular environmental

quality might be proportions such as the "golden

mean". This' second issue is much more oPen to re-

search than the first although it too has major prob-

Iems (such as identifying when something is aestheti-

cally appreciated).

Conclusion

In conclusion it may be stated that on the whole

there is a disappointing lack of evidence for the hy-

potheses. This suggests that Lhe theory outlined in the

theoretical framework and in Chapter 2 on the hypotheses,

the hypotheses, the assumptions made, the development

of the measures, the research method and the method of

analysis should all be re-examined in the light of the

low correlations found. At this stage it is impossible

to attribute the low correlations to any particular

one of these possible contributing causes.

However the research was not entirely a wasted

effort. Apart from the valuable research experience

which it provided, several interesting issues came to

lisht:
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First the interpretation of the results, such as

they were, provided the circumstarnces in which several
.ideas on the nature of the "meaning" of built envir-

onments could be explored. Some of the key ideas which

seemed to provide a plausible explanation for the re-

sults were as follows: "Meaning" of environments can

be divided into "functional" meanings and "symbolic"

meanings. Functional meanings are of two types, namely

the spatial differentiation of functions (and activi-
'ties, people, etc.) and the function of defining a stage

setting. Symbolic meanings tend to be metaphorical,

that is they are either analogies through words (such

as open environments implying open minded people which

translates as progressive lvs. conservativeJ people)

or analogies through physical environment barriers
(such as small windows implying much separation from

society qrhich is seen as meaning oppressed groups,

societies' rejects, etc.). The interpretation of the

results also enables some informed criticism of archi-

tectural theory. For example the architectural belief
that open dining-kitchen arrangements are particularly

suitable for families with young children shouLd be re-

assessed in the light of the finding that it is fami-

lies with young adults who tend to prefer this envir-

onmental situation.

Second, some of the results had implications for
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how people see themselves, others, and environments

and the interactions between them. fn particular the

ideas that people see themselves as "free individuals"

who can act as they desire but see others as stereo-

types whose behavior, particularly choice of environ-

ment, is predictable; and that undesirable personal

characteristics or problerns can be attributed to the

environments and thus separated from the self (for

example the insecure widow who locked a1l her doors)

and presumably.also the other way around: undesirable

environments can come to be seen as an indication of

undesirable personal characteristics (as in slums).

Third, the lack of information which could be

used predictively, which could be immediately applied'

in architecture highlights the problem of applied re-

search, the problem central to environmental psychology

and to architectural research , of how to do social re-

search which provides results of immediate relevance to

the builidng industry. This research was intended to

have such relevance but obviously intentions are not

enough! If results of predictive utility had been

obtained then it is possible that, after further re-

search had been carried out (for example a frequency

count of the various household types in a particular

population and a frequency count of the various dwe11-

ing environments already in existence), household
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types could be matched to environment types and the

types of environment in short supply could be found.

Finally the research opened up many new gues-

tions which need research--such €ts r for example, the

nature of environmental evaluations of perceived

"beauty" and how to quantify it.
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Current research in the field of environrnental psychology and

its relevance to the thesis.

The thesis and the research conducted to investigate

the hypotheses belong to the recently developed field of

interdisciplinary study known variously as "environmental

psychology", "architectural psychologY", or "environmental

sociology. " This interdisciplinary research field is

characterised by the application cf methods of research

originally develol:ed in the social and behavioural sciences

to issues which concern the built environment. This field

was developed more or less independently in several places

and thus the style of research, the types of issues investigated,

and even the name of the field varies from place to place.

Because of the comparatively recent emergence of the field
(the main volume of publications started in 1970) research

find,ings are as yet rather sparse

In particular there are few findings of relevance to

housing, even less of relevance to such specific issues as

the image of housing, presentation of household identity through

housing, choice of house typesr or the relationship of closure

in houses to household types. Such articles which are of

relevance and also provide research findings of j-nterest to the

study have already been mentioned. They include, for example,



Trevor Dentonrs "The Presentation of SeIf in Household Settings"'

One further stud,y of interest which has not been mentioned in this

thesis is Susanne Crowhurst's "A house is a metaphor" which is a

surunary article of the findings of her doctoral thesis on the

relation between pat.terns of f ami-}y interaction and tyPe of house '

Her thesis is that the type of house is a metaphor for the type

of family as gauged by pattern of family interaction. Ms

Crowhurst's research method involves several in-depth interviews

with the family as a whole and a record of the house comprising

plans and photographs. Her sample is small (fOur or five

families were interviewed). There is considerable doubt as to

whether the method of research used provides any objective data

and in addition results from such a small sample which is not even

systernatically selected can not be said t'o apply to any other

families.

an

to

However

a few years

architects,

research in housing is becoming more usual and

there should be much information of relevance

planners and designers.

InEnglandDavidCanterrnowoftheDepartmentof

Architectural Psychology at the University of Surrey has started

a research project on the decision-making process and the

channels of information which i-nfluence a buyer's choice of

house. AIso at the Surrey School is Terrence Lee whose work

on the perception of residential neighbourhoods has already been

mentioned in this thesis.



In the "New York School" of Environmental Psychology

Professors Proshansky, Ittelson and Winkel are conducting a

major research project on mental health, conflict, and life-

style in residential settings. The project so far includes

smaller studies on the political process whereby West Village

Houses (a middle income project) came to be built in its

present form; the connotations of the word "home"; and a Study

on the problems of ethnic or sex mj-norities in age-segregated

housing for the elderly. A study on the nature of life style

and its relation to house type is also being piloted by the

author and Professor Saegert.

also in New yorli in the Centre for Residential Security

Design Oscar Newman and Imre Kohn are continuing research on

spatial, environmental, and. attitud.inal variables which influence

the safety from crime of residential areas. Previous findings

have been published in "Defensible Space" and in reports available

from the United States Government Printing Office.

At the Centre for Urban and. Conrnunity Studies of the

University of Toronto Professor William Michelson is continuing

research on the process of residential mobility and the way in

which the decision to move is made. In this research l'lichelson

has been using a scale of life-style similar to the scales for

household identity developed in this thesis. During L974

Michelson has put out a series of interim working papers on

this research.

Clare Cooper of the Berkley Campus of the University of



California continues to do research on housing satisfaction'

Her most interesting study to date is on St. Francis Square,

which is low rise, high density family housing grouped around

communal pedestrian squares

These are some of the most exciting recent research

projects in housing but none of them as yet have provided research

findings of direct relevance to the thesis. lfhe emphasis on

the choice process or the decision rnaking Process (t'lichelson and

Canter) may lead to an investigation of house image as an important

factor but it has not as yet. The New York School will probably

provide findings of relevance to the thesis in the near future-
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INTRODUCTION

The appendices comprise detailed descriptions of
methods (incruding futl questionnaires and descriptions
of statistics used) and complete results which are con-.

sidered too long and not sufficiently central to the

hypotheses to be included in the body of the thesis, but

.which are of possible interest to the reader. There are

four appendices. The first three appendices. are from the

development of the measure of household idenLity and the

last is on the results of the major survey.

The first appendix comprises the standard social-
science questionnaires used in the preliminary and pilot
studies in an attempt to measure householC identity: the

twenty statements test and Bell's social choice tlpe
questionnaire. The second appendix consists of (1) a

simptified description of the statistical process of fac-
tor analysis and a description of the particular process

used and the reasons for the choice of this specific
process; and (21 all the results of the factor analyses

done on the 53 bi-polar adjectival scales (including a

guide to the mnemonics used for the 53 bi-po1ar adjectival
scales). The third appendix is the full resuLts of the

test-retest correlations of the 53 bi-polar adjectival
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seaLes by whieh their reliability was gauged.

The fourth and final appendix comprises the de-

tailed version of the checks on the, data for the rnajor

survey covering sample representativeness, the integrity
of the measures arr-d more general checks of consistency.
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fNSaRuUEltT 6!

Bell re SOCIA,L ctloICE TYPE Suestiorhaire (adaBted)

firEt

r1
I

,l

I

iiql* f rrtant to ask you a few q,uestlons whiah requlre you to
ra lt a seri,es -of ppsslble responses. r kliow that In sone
eas€s what you would,really do L-snrt one of the a,lternativ,ee
gfve-n, but we'd lihe to k:n@w wllat you do or w,os,ld do Eiven
thes'e grarticular chqi'ees, trll1 read each qgesLlon altr the
.way ttrroNrgh first, .an therl reail it agai.n after youtve hadl
a chanse t@ rnake up ydur mind, Foc exanrl'le, h.e!e's tbe
flrst question.

l. lthich of the following ls most Lmportant to you? t{ttich
is eecond rnost i,rnportant to y,ou? And whlch i,c Xeast im-
Po'rtant tg l|ou?
Ca _ tlavinE the respe€t.and admiration o'f ;rour f,:ellocl

wo-rkerg.
F tlaving 0he r€spect and adm;iration of €he nenbers

,of your farnily.
Co_Having hhe rcspeet andl adlmiration of your other

friends -
la. ftly dicl lrou chooso first?

2. [*trere ilE, lt'ou spend rnost of your leisure tiane?
I{here do ygu spend next rNost? $llrer,e do you spend leasG?
F At home wlth iioirr f.amily.
c-rrith buc iness- associatei
Co-oing things with other friende.
2affirat are y,our reasg,ns f,or Blckirlg



3. I.f someg-ne offered Lo pay lnur tuirion to a,ttead a,'night
training ceurse pertainiiqr E.o y,our worl<, wltat uould yorr
be mo:st-likelv t6 doz gecoodl rnost likely? rhi-rd nost
Iike,lf? Least likell'?
Co -Deelde not Eo itt.ena b.qcause iu would lnterfere

-with 
your social life.

F Decide not to aEtend b.eeause lt woutrd inEerf'ele

-'tdth 
lrour evenings tdth yorlr fanily'

Cit Dealda bo atteDcl hecaus'e. you worrld ProbablY enJolt

-it.Ca .Deci.de to a- ttend Secarlge

-: 
,ne,rtt in y.our catreer.

3. Why itid yotr ehoose
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it night tread Lo a.ilttarce-

flist?

4, If you had all the bills par{.d and necaived a bonus at Ehe
ead-of ti:'re liear, wha.t worrrld you:be tno t 11hel9 to dB?
trlhat would be s,econd rldEt liJtely? what would be leasL

l:otry;"" it to buy a new su,lt'" sports equignrent. to have

-a 
ggsd tirne for yourselfr ,ot somethlng like tb-ab.

Ca Osii i.t ln some. way to belp fu,nthe,r llour c.aree,r.
F 

-'Use 
it for a farnitry vacation

4E-]Ttrat are yotrr!- r"eas.ens f,br Fiicklug firetS-
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5. llhich is mosL important to you in your tife right now?
Which is second most important? which is least impor-
tant-
Ca Getting ahead in Your work.
F 

-llaving 
a happy familY life.

C5--nnioying tife in other ways.
Sal---Fhy-do you say 

-is 

your f irst choice?
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Method

A. Principle Components Analysis Chosen

Several alternative methods of analysis are possi-

ble. Consider some of the possible modes of analysis:

since a factor analysis is basically a method of organ-

izing variables according to their similarities or dif-

.ferences (their intercorrelations) the analysis is based

on a matrix of the correlations between the variables (in

this case the variables were the scales) - A matrix is a

set of numbers arranged in rows and columns. fn a corre-

Iation matrix the numbers are the coefficients of correla-

tion of each variable with every other variable. (A co-

efficient of correlation is a mathematical measure of

similarity which can vary from -l through 0 to +1. -I in-

dicates that the two variables are always exactly the oppo-

site of each other; 0 signifies that there is no relation-

ship at all between the two variables; and +1 indicates

that the two variables behave identically.) Thus a cor-

relation matrix is composed of the coefficients of corre-

lation of each scale with every other scale. However, the

format of the matrix (which is laid out as if the varia-

bles (the scales from I to 53 in this particular case) were

placed along the top and correlated with the same variables
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(again scales I to 53) which were placed down the left

hand side) includes along the diagonal, the coefficients

of correlation of each scale with itself, Now, if the

coefficient of correlation of a scale with itself is

calculated from the data it will, of course, be +1'

Hence the diagonal of the matrix will be a whole lot of

'I"s. However, this implies that the variables are

perfect. In practice nothing is perfect (there is always

some error) and so other more accurate methods of estima-

ting the appropriate figures have been developed. These

are called estimates of communality. The particular com-

puter program used for the factor analysis gave three op-

tions as to mode of analysis: (f ) putting rrlrts in the

diagonal i Q) a straight estimate of communality; and

(3) an iterative or successive approximation type of es-

timate of communality. (An iterative estimate is one in

which an estimate is made and inserted in the matrix

thus allowing a closer estimate to be made which is then

inserted in the matrix and so on until the desired degree

of approximation is reached. This particular Program re-

peated the process 10 times. The communalities estimate

is formed from the sums of squares of rohts of the prin-

ciple factor matrix and this sum is inserted in the cor-

responding diagonal in the original correlation matrix.

The process is then repeated. This Process is sometimes
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also referred to as an iterative summing of squares.)

Since the data was basic and not very sophisticated. (in
terms of sampling technique and in terms of the insuffi-
cient sample size) it was decided that it should be

analyzed with '1"s in the diagonal. Thus the data was

analyzed on a basic level. This is carred the principre
components analysis. (A true factor analysis involves
some kind of estimate of communalities. However, ',fac-
tor analysis" is also loosely used as a generic term

which covers both true factor analysis and principre com-

ponents analysis. This looser meaning of the term is the

one in use here. )

B. Cut-off point for the Number of
Factors to be Extracted

fn factor analysis the basic aim is to group or

cruster a large number of variables into a smaller number

of factors such that each factor consists of a cluster of
highly interrelated variables and yet interrelations be-

tween variables in different clusters are low. Nohr, un-

less the variables form a perfect structure (that is, un-

less they are all 1008 interrelated within a cluster and

0g interrelated between clusters) the number of clusters
that can be formed is not fixed. (The more clusters
formed, the more the data is explained but also the less
significant each cluster. And conversely, the less
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elusters formed, the less the data is explained but the

greater the significance of each cluster. ) Of course,

no data is perfect and so it is necessary to have some

method of determining how many clusters of variables to

extract. That is, some arbitrary "cut-off" point, some

point of balance must be chosen. The computer program

for factor analysis used allowed for three alternatives:
(1) the number of factors could be specified by the pro-

gram user i (2) the number of factors could be set equal

to the number of eigenvalues of the correlation matrix
greater than unity; or (3) the number of factors could be

set egual to the number of positive eigenvalues of the

correlation matrix. In order to specify the number of
factors the program user should have some idea of the

structure of the data. This was not possible since at
this stage the data was completely exploratory. To

equate the number of factors with the number of eigenval-

ues greater than one is, in effect, the same as saying

that each factor shall expJ-ain at least one variable.
(Guttmannrs lower bound theorem demonstrates that eigen-

values of less than 1.0 are statistically insignificant.)
This was the al.ternative chosen. To equate the number of

factors with the number of positive eigenvalues is to say,

in effect, that each factor sha1l explain some variance"'

That is, absolutely all the variance is to be allocated to

some factor or another: it is a I'total" explanation.
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C. Orthogonal and Oblique Rotations

The first "breaking down" of a correlation matrix

into factors or principle components gives a configuration

of numbers (called factor loadings) which are largely a

function of the particular method used. They may have no

empirical meaning. Thus it is usual to rotate the crude

factor solution or the principle components solution ts
obtain a "simple structure". A sinple structure is a non-

mathematical concept that sets up several criteria for ro-
tation. The aim of the criteria is to explain the config-

uration of variables in such a way that each factor is
represented by only a few variables. Two methods of
achieving simple structure were used in the analysis. One,

called "Varimax", maintains the orthogonality of the fac-

tors derived in the principle components solution (i.e.,

the factors remain uncorrelated). Varimax is an orthog-

onal rotation which makes a particular bid to prevent a

variable from being simultaneously highly loaded on two

factors. (fne combination of setting the diagonals of

the original correlation matrix to'1r's (i.e., a principle

component analysis); setting Lhe number of factors to be

extracted equal to the number of eigenvalues greater than

I (following Guttmann's lower bound theorem); and specify-

ing the Varimax rotation to be performed is commonly known

as Kaiser's "Little Jiffy" analysis.) The other method of
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achieving sirnple structure used was an oblique rotation

known as "Promax" and based on Hendrikson and Whitets

criterion. An obligue rotation, as its name implies, does

not maintain orthogonality (or lack of correlation) be-

tween the factors. The effects of the oblique rotation

are to maximize the hiqh loadings on each factor and

minimize the near zero loadings. The results produced by

this method, because they are not arbitrarily forced into
an orthogonal structure may more closely reflect the

structure inherent in the data and may thus have greater

empirical meaning than the results from the orthogonal

rotation.

Factor Analysis References

"Userts lvlanual" for the Statistical Program written for
the IBIVI 1130 computer. Program no. 1130-CA-06X.
rBM Application Program no. H20-03333-2. p. 31-45.

Buhler, R. Notes on his statistical program, "Pstat".
In general use with IBM 360 computers.

Kinninburgh, D. Notes on his factor analysis program at
the Applied Flath Division of the D.S.I.R., Welling-
ton, N.Z.

Jord.an, L. Notes on his statistical program "stats" at
the Graduate Center of the City University of New
York, New York, U.S"A.

Harman, H. H. Modern F."to. Ael5iq, 1960, University
of Chicago EeEs, Chlcago.
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Results

The factor analysis results are presented as

follows: the three sets of factor analyses are presented

in chronological order. set I deals with the data of in-
sufficient sample size (N=48). set 2 deals with the sec-

ond lot of data corlected (tt=106 and r10) and set 3 is a

.combination of the data from sets 1 and 2 with both con-

cepts ("my household" and the imagined household) analyzed

together. Each set of factor analyses is preceded by in-
formation on the sample size, and the eigenvalues and

variance explained by each factor. Each factor analysis
takes four pages. The first and second sets of factor
analyses comprise four factor analyses each: each concept

("my household" and the imagined household) is analyzed

both orthogonally (using the varimax criterion) and

obliquel-y (using the promax criterion) . The third set of
factor analyses comprises two factor analyses: an orthog-

onal and an oblique. fn the third set of factor analyses

the two concepts are analyzed together. Finally the tables

are followed by a "guide to the mnemonics for the bi-polar
adjectival scales" as an aid to the interpretation of the

factor analysis tables.
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FACTOR ANATYSIS I
SAIIIPLE SIZE: 48 {IITS FFICIENT)

FAGSOR AIilA-LVSTS I: EIGENI'IIdLUES AND V,ARIANCE ENPLA.INED

IIMY ITOUSETXOLD.'
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5

6

7

I
I
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L2

t3
L4

15

I6
17

18

8.,005

5.552
4.041
3-028
2,599
2.483
2,..38'0

2.22,9
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1. 959

1, 837

1. 594
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1.0. 475
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4.z:AG

3. 97J.
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15.10d
25.579
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39,91?
d3.820
4,8.505

52.9916

57,20'2
6.1.173
6t1.869
58.335
7L.342
73,931
7.5.479

7,8,.602

80,656
g2'r619

84,522
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TabLe L2

EACTOR ANALYSIS T

ETGEM/ET,UES AND \IARXANCE EXPT,AINED :

'NTIIE IMAGINED IIOUSEHOLD'I

faCtor
nuuib,er

er-9eq-
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total rrarlanee
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3.465
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2.795
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1. gg'4

l_8 .188
3a.45'0
40.654
47.793
53, 107

57,881
62.ILg
6,5.584
68.83,9

71.634
74.?97
76.'.1.2;,5

78.924
80.973
82,867

I

'l
I
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pract
rray

YOung

qofira

$*aL1

lazy

lroTL

!|ltae€

leisu
uorl{
gror{

harAy

tlrrtif
CtBPa

settl
natuF

hospi
aee$r

oF9h

frien
qp.r@a

fantl

o.o98 0.065

-0.38{ 0.199

-Ot. tr56: O.O8E

'O.O55 -O...024

O.2D7 -0.243
O.069 -0.. ao2

0-352 0-280

6.t44 0.r03
o_I?o -o.2a.4

-O'169 0,281

-0,293 0.147
-o,159 -O.2I4

=0.036 1 -O.OOiS

0.r2D -o-300

0.32,L O.O,50

-O.3'13; 0,. -399
'o.o5I 0.14I

rof.rog8 O.OZ4

-0.,150 o.,o51

-'0.259 0.075

0.2.2! !0.0A6

-0.OO{ -O,,O03

-0 "o40 -^0..604

-OjOOF O\ 4?9

0.100 0".1!6

o.o5tr o.,oitl
o,.6e2 0.381

0.068 -o,55? orLl5
o.o35 :0.,395 0_060

0,.20J. o,.{85 -O.069

O.069 -0..O87 V,gZz
-O.I82 +OiO39 O"OIA

'O . 157 ,.'O..l2l ' 0" 3'9t

1.0,10 9.2:01 r0.Og3 -0.2!O
0,,518 -O-.OO4 -O.Ol.t -O.:0S3

0.471 o.O8o -0.072 -0.20i
O.l5r8 -o.178 o.L62 -O.161

-Qr 195

-0.. lgf
o.066

-o.t ?9 -o!oo5
0r9l? O.2.15

0.osa 0.0!'6

-O,.169' -O,.1t9

-0.o63 0.1o5

o'2e2 0.1.56

0i 0!|9 -0,,211

0iii056 0.225
s.241 0.141

J0.098 O;lO0

-0.4o8 O. r.?d

6 . tl z -o'. o3E

-Q.[,06 0.X33

o. 1,35 -o, 058

-0. o13 -0.03i1

-O.d83 'O.298
-0,21 5 0r,159

0.olo 0..r35

-o.ls5 *q.,23O

*0,.1a18 O.0A6

-o.no6 o.20r
-O.128 -O.00:l

0.064 0.os6

9.246 0,311

0,981 *6,.O51

-o.'it47 0.oa6

o.3lt, _0.16-5
-,0.0&3 L.O"t
0.o21 ;0.656

o.o!2 o.25,t

-0:284 O'269

0. ur a"262

0.189 -O.081

o.229 0.0t0,

-6.I25 -0.12L
-O.?4O' -O.217

=0.260 -0.032

-o.1.15 o.129

-o,I85 -0.1e2
-{r,086 0.o18

-g.zaz 0,1I,6.

-0.133 .0.033

0.404 0"lqz
-o.049 -o.o?7

_o.9$9,

o" 5?3

0,O5t[
.0 -096

o.1€o,

-0..(}76

o.165

o.og5

o.036

0"o30

O,.O26

-0.0091

0, roc

o.o5B

o.o89.,

-o.I-3S

-9.22\
0.t29
0.149

-0.!99
o.lst
O.O7zl

+0.o96

-0. le8
-o.166

-o.oza,
0.036

-0.095

-.0.0.$5

O'r 35t
-o. t7'2

0.046

-0.121
-0.:4O6

0. I 85,

-9,r.2?5

-o,34,0

-o. o15

O.992

q?ztr'q

qr04.6

O;.O,69

-p-.,038

o.-n8?

o.266

-o.025

-0. ?30,

-0,.064

.0.107

-Or.Ol3

0i.o77

0. o4a

-0.180
a.2L2

o. L79

'0 -01"-

-O.253,

0.120

0.0E7

-o. ro5

-0. r14

0.,01O

io,l?4
0, t.SS
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IABLE 16 (oe.ririttrreal)

[5L4t3L21tLtlnemoinic !0

Fget
geLfc

teser
qlrtdo

artEy

IlraeE

way

young

f,onoa,

srtalf
l.as.y

.rro*

ssac€

leiFu
wo.sId-

9r.gu

barilip

tl,ucif

eq4Fa

Eettl
hatur
hos.$ri

seeub

open

frien
a[xrea

fa$tI

-0.r?c -0.t69 *,t!.O45 -O.tlo
-o,,1-?1 -0.I?? -o.2?o -01096
,o.I2€ iO.106. -o.274 -0.96J
o.33:1 ,o.144 -0,tr05- -0.243.

-0r"1{b -0.249 0.074 0,.23?

-0.269 o.i:96 0.372 -0,fi)1
o,.129 g-t?s -o.x8? o.048

-Orl30 O.I? -O.235 dO.Oz{

.o.o28 -O.lC6 0.027 -o1.209

-0.2q15 -0.069 0t10B;O.ag4
-0-24-3 ror030 0.030 -ot.o88
o,,092 -o.o5g 0.:oos -6.t29
o.056 -or209 -0.o4() 0.o00

-Or02l O.143 -0"lo12 'O.O51,

9"196 -o.297 0.,os7 -4.1b6
-o,00g 4.223 0.089 -0.09?

-9:167 -Oil6O 0.066 0.039

-O;231 0.092 -O-fr0 -O..,O24

0 . 145 O.1116

-.o.i{I, 0,.0-el
,-o.04t -o.z5t
0.6.63 *O.o1?

0'S77 -0i173
O.A2:4 -0.I?t
o.124 -0,134

.O.117 -0,,,O?9

-0,.124 0'352
o,f 94 0.,1 43

O.O?rg -0.130
O.OP8 ,O"095

0.rr9 -0..00s

0. !.60 -0.t87
-8.056 r0r.090 -.0-O2rS, -0.049 -0.t43

jt'.40t ojj!.Zr -o.o9't 0-1036, q.r!7
0.[.@ o.9:/6 'o-ro51 'A..27'3 -9.227
O, 154 -OL.?63 O.5s2 -o.00-9 O.02,6
g.daz 0.532 o.060 -o.zoo o.og9

---

0,062 .O,15{ 0.844 0.541

-oidq3 0,. r0? 0. ?41 0.3-71

o.oza 0.10s 0.41-6 -O.026
0ro65 =o'zje 5-fozlilE-

-0,tr!?
0.0*0,

0, r4'8

-0.t6G
-Q.,r3,0

-0'.04? -0.033
OrO54 oO,i0EO

-a"ol3 'g.za{

o.o44 0.o31

0.7r9 or,lil
-0.554 0.233

0.o3? -0.s9?

o,Ilo o.s?a
+
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TABLE 17

TACTOR ANALYSIS II

EIGEWALUES AND VARIANCE EXPLAINED POR CONCEPT "FlY HOUSEHOLD'I

Sample Size: 106

factor
nurnber

eigcn-
va I ues

percentage of
toLal v.lriance

curnulative
pcrcenta9e

I
2

3

4

5

a

7

6

o

IO

II
t2

13

L4

15

I6
t7
I8

6.644

4.428

3- 332

2.808

2 -200

2 -137

L. c)r l
I .854

t.774

I.690

I . rrl9

l. 361

1. 302

1.210

r. l?4

t-lll
I .09?
1 nno

12.537

8.355

6.287

5. 298

4.150

4.033

3.609

3.499

3 -347

3. 188

3.O54

2. s69

2.457

2.2a3

4.4L9

2.096

2.O70

I .904

L2.537

20.492

27 .L79

32.476

35. 626

40.659

44.267

41.766

51. rl3
54 .30r

57 .356

39.924

62.34I
64.665

66. €Bl

68. 9?6

?l .046

72.950
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TABLE 18

FACTOR ANALYSIS II

EIGENVALUES AND VARIATICE EXPI,AINTD FOR CONCEPT ''TIIS IITAGINED HOUSTiHOLD"

Samplc Sizn: I10 (sufficient)

factor
number

e rgcn-
valuc

percentage of cumulative
total variancc percentage

l.

J

4

5

6

I
9

10

I1

T2

13

T4

11.335

5. 688

3. 594

2.614

2.Osl

1..7q4

I .6Be

I-549

I .468

1. 375

1. 345

1.292

l. 148

l.oll

21.388

10.732

6.781

4.950

3 .882

3.384

3.187

2.923

2.770

2.594

2.538

2.439

1.907

21.388

32 .1 20

38 .901

43.442

47 .723

5l .108

54,295

57.218

59.988

62.583

55. I 20

67 .559

69 .1 26

71 . Cr33
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TABLE 19

FACll]R ANAIYSTS Ir

oRTHOCONAI ROTATIONT VARIITAX CRITERLON

CONCEPT: "!.tY HOUSEHOLDI

Mnemonl-c

narro

conse

rePre

conve

sprea

open

way

disma

matur

secur

settl
pract

labou

class

forma

world
noted

enter
rich
bis
a$ay

toget

sma 11

order

irnmac

tidy

0.069

-o.227
0 .066

o.o32

-o.171

-o. o55

-o.375

-o.198
-o.194

-0.137
-o.176
o.11 I
o.096

0.053

o.r41

0. o3I

-0.216

-o.lll

-o.016
o. 188

o. 068

-o.138
0.130

o-056

-0. 288

-0. 211

0.045

-0. 269

o. r3I
-0.28t

-0.o24
-0.139

o. 186

0.056

0.159

o. 07l

o, 280

0.105

0.089

o. 208

-o.785 0.o78

-0.713 0.180

-0,669 0.250

-0. 514 -o.237
-o.469 -0.171
0.421 0. o89

o.395 0.o92

-o.343 0.233

-o.026

-0. 030

-0.193
-0. 033

-0. 04 0

-0. 189

o.376

o.290

-o.764 0 _ rB2

0.6s4 0.070

-o.582 -O,051

-o.5?0 0.a47

-0.020 -o.06B o.041

0.11r 0.021 o.o82

-0.006 -0. II7 0.058

-0.046 0.O93 -O.009

-o.o24 0.004 -0.006
0.016 -0.064 0.068

o.252 -0.068 -0.o12

-0.335 -0-060 -0.034

0. o59 0.210 -0. t55
o.069 0.0I4 -0. ol4

-0.o03 -0.153 -O.261

0.026 -0.335 0.200

-o.013 0-oo9 0.104

-0. ]67 -0.378 0.405

-o . I 33 0 .0lo -o. 195

-0.o25 0. I 38 -O.254
-0.o76 -0.087

-0.164 -0. l2B

-o. 045 0.240

0.209 0.075

-o.752 0.I16 -O.074

-0.661 -0. l7l 0 -036

0. 527 -0. 028 0 . 19 I

0.45s -O.OB3 -O.115

-o.438 -O.220 0_148

0.391 0-?38 0.11I

0.063 -0. 067

-0.084 -0. 189

0.459 -0.112

o.l7s -0.o44

-o.212 0.I19
-0.002 -o.22I
-0.060 0.006

-o.ogt 0.155

-0.152 -0.046
o.347 -0.015

o.056 -0. l04

-0.017 -0.043

-o. I 5B -O.072

-o.096 0.057

-0.057 -0.o95
0.538 -0.046
0.546 0.260

o.497 -0.O18

o. too 0.069

0.160 -0.281

o.o19 -0.004

-0.408 -0. 108

0.o34 0.043

0-065 -o.o73

-o.008 -a.24I
-0. t12 0.230

0.169 -0.106
0.103 0. t 54

0.166 0.2I7

-0. I04 0.272

0 . ooct -o.036
-o.04l 0.olo
-o.096 -0.016

-0.158 -o.ozt7

-o.086 0,234

-o.236 0.227

0,66? o. Io5

o.5'14- 0.277

-0.20t -o.706
0.O0fr 0-685

-0. I 36 0.5 17

-0.05e -0.o84

0. l14 0.080

-o.0a7 -o.033
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BASLS 19 ;( ontinued)

181?15,14I3.121rl{neimnie

Darro
'conBe

rqE|!3e

gol|v.e

sprea

oPen

sall'

ditflnq

Eh?tlE

aegpli

s€:tttr

.Ilr,agt

fabE r

cl55s.

fbrfia

torld
lhotcdl

Grrten

rleib
bts

!l9i![:

toget
ssu
or&f
imac
ttdi

*0"15-5 -o.O23
-.'io-184 -n.056
0.,043 0,085

o.e?3- -0.27S

-0.136 0.I17
-0.1.30 -0..'OO,O

9"0so 0.136

-0.tl3 -O:.'I30

o.oo8 :(l.,160

0.0u5 0,.055

0,325 0,064

o.a:zo 0. o5e

,O.Oa2l -0.'006,
ii0r2ill 0.05-a

d,2jt6 -0-o?3
-0;051 -O.fsf
o.3gl -o.,lt3
o.?35 -,o.tro2
o,.154 o,OSg

-0,1{O -O"162

0.128 -0r.,0{!.

0r'O75 0.034

0.:150 -o-O86
,o.{,62 -O,-1?5

0. oa2 0.13,5

0.46'? -O.051

o.oEz 0. 42

O..05O -O,;.QO9

-Otl76 0.0ft6

-0.355 0t.lo9

o.3u ,o.058

-0lO61 0.08I
o.tr18 0.288
,010421 -0.o.o?

-6ro69 -o-e73

'0;,O?7 o.066

-4.166 .O.O80

o. !42 0!,o03

-o:rol4 q.ogg

0'. o49 8.O40
,-0.03€ i0:.O6rt

-O.2€4 0.28/t

-o. tug 0.o7,4

0,073 0.oe3

-O.rO9? 0.O78

-O,.OO2 0.04?

@;0?5 -0,048
jo..L48 -O.,O74

O.lt4 0,4l0
ro.o93 0.IO7

9.o80 -o;lo6
0.0{/t 0.0!t

-0.O93 9.0158 -0,114
.o..326 0,158 -O,096

-0.o33 -o.096 -0,014
*O.Oli6, O.,040 -0.:OBX.

-6'l41 -O'069 o,oo5

-A.!sA 0l.O7l O.,O49;

-O.32it -0:,96'9 -O.ll:3,
g,zIV ',Oi.O3? 10,.076

O,O92 -Oi.O75 O.O2i0

0,207 0.oo7 0.006

-0.098 0.426 0.137

-o.o5E o,Ioa 0.058
o.oo5 -o.t4a o.1e2

-o.o,85, U.2lx -0.1!ll
€.0[6 o.rDl. '-0 , 162

,'41125 -o.122 0.366

-oi03l 0.o79 0.201

-0.312 -o.324 0.IOG

-P!G5.? -.O'qst -O,'Q92

0,. i80 o.164 o,]O,59

0.00!l 0..t48 -o.o00
-0.lts -o.016 -o.rtt
o.0?5 0.076 0.146

o,o3€ -o.o2l -0.2?4
-o.2g3 o.22!J -0.11.o

-0r.ll9 O!0;10 -A.2V4

.o.o58 -o-oa{
o.d69 -0.063
0.1,I0 -0.,0J1

-0.O49 0.03t
0.at& -o.4s9
0.r5? -{l.ot5

-0.o-25 -0.01?
*O" 29o -O.32o

=O.Of,q .0.OO7

=O.l'O5 -0.01,6

'0.r0-3d 0'0I'6
0.[60 0.]66
0.049 -o,155

-o.r-24 0],l5e'
0.149 -Or05l
s^19t, -o.046

O.'0O0 -0.15'l
-0,ilrt9 0.gl.d
-0,o4E 0.I42
rO.,209 -O..111,

'0.X.62 o;arl
0,?009 0.,219

9. I€J O',O99,

0.o4! o.085

o.277 0.tG3

0.089 -0'.0!5
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IABLE 19 (contLnuedl

thlenmic' ,a
n€rso

serc

cblld
lnpre
guiet

@.mPa

horn{
fri.,elr

te6eE

youriE

uode,r

nosey

@ntr
thrif,
l'orlr

fani!.
gtott

hardlr

la*y
rotre

rgpads

,oritdo

hooerl

d€lf€
lcL$i
f,us€y

hsspi

-0"063

-o. [.05

0.023

-0.022

-o..07'
0.03r

-o.o?o

-o . l7.t
-o .246

o.0!6

0,.028

,-0-lsi
.O. tr 31

-Q,;7.2L

6. o10

-o.238
-o.o70

-o.o15
r0.ol3

-0.054

0.1.86

-q. i ls
-o. rsz
:O.1O5

o. o27

-0.116

0..042

-0. oOtl

-o - lo4
*0.4I.9

o.17'6

o.o38

0. tol
0.O8tl

-{l;063
-0.1-69,

o 
"056

-o.174

-o..085

-0"14:l
-oi.l72
o.o3l

-;O.376

-0.041

-o.296
o. lB4

-O,..0r16

oi.,te4

-O.2O0

-O.OOQ

-9.062

o.t68
0.ool
o.g{r
o"039

o.3.05

-o.094

-0.384

0.u6
0-104

0.140

-.0,,016

{i.25t
-0 rt 83

-o.,189

*0. !0Or

-o,?19,

-o.096

:O.l'89

-o.108
-0.J25

0.?02

-0.666
o..60c

*0.455

-0,33? ,0-26E

0.00? -o.,076
'-O.O?0 -O,.lI?

A"?93 -0,.12tt

0.0s0 -o,.048

o.o12 -o.179
-o.ri4 0.o51

0,!05t r0"3u-2

-ort9I 0.183

O.151 -0.llA
0.zco g.J.50

-o.ooa 0,1a0

-0,rL5o 0.092

-0.O21 -O.Otr4

o-o49 -O.IO4
.0t157 0.c18

o, 1/15 -0 . tsA

0rL84 -0.I7,8_
o.o?a 0-301

=0,'l&2 o.3"9
,0145? -O-s76

6.319 -O.oOe

O.oO.!. -O.,295

-$,,241 O.O8O

0,. 134 0.O,.15

-o,.38tr -O.d€l
O,.08:I 'O.ld3

o.173 -0.2,53 0,185
10.;0i3? 0.054 0.039

-o.121 -o.229 -0.333
-6.20,a 0.L42 -0. r9l
0.071 -o.r0l o.os7
0.029. o.,o89 0.1a4

-0.O?3 -0.336 0.244

-0,.o96 -o..006 o-o44

O.112 O.'?91 -O.Q85,

o.056 0.r.60 -0.083:
0:l8e -0.166 0.t75
o'.O34 -0.oO7 -0,O15
(}.116 0..097 0-o3e

;O.063 -O.035 -0c636

-o.o81 0.o05 -o.or8
o,149 0. O70 0." 2?o

-0.o44 o.o59 O.16/t

0..231 -A.tlt 0,1I1
o!l2o -o.13.I o.015

0.099 9.044 -0.109
-g,UA. -0.037 -O.043

-q,094 -0.0?6 a.22L

-0.335 0.0.06 -O-O30

0,o50 0.012 0.0{3

-0.r-!? 0.124 0.049

0,.:Oii3 '0.223. o: l?2

0.061 0.038 0.040

{}.351 0.069 0,025. -0.085

A,-72:1. O.IOO2 -O,2?,

o.56:t o"tu 0.005

=O.493 -O.O?O -O.?58

-O..95/t -0.14O

-0,.026

o.0-t1

o.027

rOi l8?
6.a5,
0.948

-0,O15

0..L92

*o,o30

-o..lirg

O'1S
0.ttl
0,35!
o.?16

r0.O15

0.o4?

o.-o79,

o,1151
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TABLE 19 (continued)

t7t615l4l3ll!'inenon:l x0

lre8vo

9ex

chilidl

lrylare

quiet
corpa

hermi

f,r_en

rege(
you$9

uoder

soCeJ

contt
thEtf
work

fanil
9toxt
hardy

Lazy

rolq
sPAce

outdb

hqtel
selfc
le.L$u

fusey

ho1ryrt

o,t42
-0 "t68
-0.o38

-0,043
0.048

0,. [06

-,0.049

o"0I9

-o. oo9

0_.j074 Q.03I

-0.o79 -o,.o9I

0.O82 O.3r[5

o.o8{ o..o83

o.o09 0.0n8

-o..16? -0.200
- ..O00r -O.036

:0r l?t -O, O22

-o'i 23-6 -o.o89

O.VA7 O.105 -0.o12 O.:0?9

O.5162 O.r090 a.L22:O"2i5
o.ooo,-o.otg -o,0{5 ,o.05! 0,1Q5
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INSTRUMENT 7

GUIDE TO THE MNEMONICS FOR THE 53 BI-POLAR

ADJECTTVAL SCALES

Mnemonic Scale No. Scale

1. away 31 away all day/home all day
2. biq I biglsmalt
3. child 9 no children,/many children
4. class 25 lower class/upper class
5. compa 39 like company,/like to be alone

. 6. conse 24 conservative,/progressive
7. contr 22 people who believe in control-

ing/people who believe in
adapting

8. conve 53 conventional,/unconventional
9. disma 16 dismal/gay

10. enter 43 always entertain formallyr/
never entertain formally

11. famil 7 family (blood retatives)/flat
unrelated people)

12. forma 17 formalr/casual
13, frien 41 lots of friends/no friends
14. f ussy 14 f ussy,/caref ree
15. grow L2 growing/stable
16. hardy 42 hardyr/delicate
L7. hermi 36 hermits/socialites
18. homel 10 homely/sophisticated
19. hospi 46 hospitable/inhospitable
20. immac 28 immaculate,/slovenly
2L. impre 50 never worries about impressions/

very concerned about keeping up
aPpearances

22. labou 11 manual labourer/white collar
worker

23. lazy 30 Lazy/hardworking
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24. leisure 51 leisurely/busy
25. matur 40 mature,/immature
26. moder 18 modern/o1d fashioned
27. narro 27 narrow minded/broad minded
28. nervo 15 nervous/relaxed
29. nosey 45 very nosey/not at all nosey
30. noted 2L not very educated/very educated
31. open 4 open/closed
32. order 35 ordered,/chaotic
33, outdo 32 outdoor types/indoor types
34. pract 29 practical/impractical
35. quiet 52 quiet,/show of f
'36. repre 37 repressed/spontaneous
37. reser 49 reservedr/friendly
38. rich 3 rich/poor
39. role 19 each person does a particular

chore/everybody helps with
everything

40. secur 33 insecure,/secure
41. selfc 47 selfconscious/unselfconscious
42. settl 34 settledr/unsettled
43. sex 23 children of the same sex/

children of both sexes
44. small 20 small children/grown up children
45. space 48 l-ike wide open spaces,/like

feeling enclosed
46. sprea 13 children that are spread in

age,/children that are close in
age

47. thrif 5 thrifty/spendthrifts
48. tidy 38 tidy/untidy
49. toget 8 do things together,/do things

independently
50. way 5 way outr/ordinary
51. work 26 working people/people who dontt

work
52. world 44 value worldly goods/despise

worldly goods
53. young 2 young/ofd
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TEST/RESTEST CORRELATTONS OF 53 BTPOLAR

ADJECTIVAL SCALES

The test/retest correlations were used as a

measure of the reliability of the scales over time.

A11 53 bi-polar adjectival scales were used on both

concepts ("my household" and the imagined household)

.by the same respondents twice at a distance in time of
one month. (sample size=48)

It is interesting to note that when the scales are

used to rate "my household" they are systematically far
more reliable than when they are used to rate the im-

agined household. This seems to indicate that the re-

spondentsr concepts of "my household" are more definite
and unvarying than their concepts of the imagined house-

.hold. For the purposes of gauging the reliability of the

scales as such the lower test,/retest correlations ob-

tained when the scales are used to rate the imagined

household may be explained by the lack of "reliability"
of the concept of the imagined household rather than the

Iack of reliability of the scales themselves. Thus the

better indication of the reliability of the scales would

be given by the higher test/retest correlation. (Most

of which occur with the concept "my household").
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TEST/RETEST

TABLE 27

CORRELATIONS OF TI'E 53 BI-POLAR

ADJECTIVAL SCALES

Scale Ivlnemonic

Concept I
("my household")
correlations

Concept 2 (the im-
agined household)
correlations

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

1I
L2

13

14

15

I5
I7
18

19

20

2L

22

23

24

25

26

big
young
rich
open
Irttay

thrif
famil
toget
child
homel
labou

9row
sPrea
fussy
nervo
disma
forma
moder

role
small
noted
contr
sex
conse
class
work

0.789556
0.504698
0 .468229
0.549747
0.555115
0 . 49 6775

0.77 3135

0.79 0s07

0.712153
0.587378
0.8674s6
0.58 4127

0.260930
0.61_8738

0.7L2807
0 . 63 7290
0.649940
0.638662
0.518476
0.969884
o .7 4L22r
o .49920L
0.7 49278

0.6982L2
0 .442s26
0. 35 L992

0.3s4344
0 . 20 3839

0.385914
0.2270ls
0,533872
0.49Q284
0 .428982
0.258675
0.459242
0.523400
a.609929
0.48 6828

0.477158
0.341s31
0. 343383

0.334987
0.457560
0 .434375
0 . 14 s2L5

0. 371191

o,757575
0.s240r2
0.756284
0. 558023

0. s60889
0. 333890
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TABLE 27 (continued)

Scale Mnemonic

Concept 1
("my household")
correlations

Concept 2 (the im-
agined household)
correlations

27

28

29

30

.31
32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

4L

42

43

44

45

46

47

4B

49

50

51

52

53

narro
immac

pract.
Lazy
away

outdo
secur
settl
order
hermi
repre
tidy
compa

matur
frien
hardy
enter
world
nosey

hospi
selfc
space
reser
impre
Ieisu
quiet
conve

0.825832
0. 59 0437

0.494755
0 . 70 2047

0.6306s7
0.692016
0.616s82
a.524995
o.626069
0.561256
o.24 rs08
0 . 4 83538

0.516343
0. 352191

0.685310
0 . 6 59801

0.754509
0.767662
0.570874
0.352340
0 .47s959
0.698988
0.637436
0. 39 4317

0.159502
0.497027
0.7 43ss0

0.378243
0.334790
0. 359518

o .28777 4

0.4292L8
0.323875
o.428229
0.28 2L26

o.44976L
0.5778L9
0.381380
0. s9 4238

0.34s166
0 .457 689

0.53s342
0 .44L442
0.550281
0.551152
0.3s6570
o .45797L
0 . 37 5370

0.532845
o .42666L
0.287878
0.45s908
0.280183
0.393073
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APPENDIX D

CHECKS ON DATA OF MAJOR SURVEY

The data of the major survey was checked thus:

Check A covered omissions, contradictions and invalid
answers, misinterpretations of ambiguous questions, and

punching errors. Check B was a check on the represen-

tativeness of the sample by a comparison of the fre-
quency distributions of various aspects of "objective"
household identity of the respondents with corresponding

data from the census. Check C involved a comparison of
the "objective" and "subjective" measures of the respon-

dentsr household identities. Check D was a factor anal-

ysis of the 24 scales developed as a measure of "subjec-
tive" household identity. Check E comprised an investi-
gation of the correlations between t'objective" measures

of household identity. And Check F was an investigation
of the frequency distributions of preferences for various

degrees of closure in dwelling environment.

Check A: Omissions, Contradictions,-rnvaTidansvrers, @

The check for omissions was done by computer. Of

6LZ interviews there $rere 46 with one or more omissions.
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There were 33 omissions in the rating of other house-

holds. These were fil1ed with o4"s which is the neutral
position on the seven point scale which ran from 1 to 7.

There were 8 omissi-ons in the interviewers I selection of
a drawing for the respondents to rate another household

on. These omissions were filled in accordance with the

code and the respondentts selection of a drawing for his

own household. (In the interview schedule the interview-
er's selection of a drawing was derived from the respon-

entrs choice of drawing according to a prearranged code.)

There $rere L2 omissions of income. A new income category:

"No answer" was devised to accommodate this event. There

were 3 omissions in the respondents' ratings of their own

household identities and 2 omissions in the respondentsl

preferences for particular degrees of closure in dwelling

environments. These omissions were filled by contacting

the respondents by telephone. And, fina11y, there were.

two interviews in which the respondentrs rating of his

own household identity was only half-complete (the house-

hold identity scales were on two sides of a sheet of pa-

per. In these two interviews only one side was fitled

in. ) These two interviews were discarded thus reducing

the sample size to 610.

The check for contradictions and invalid answers

was also done by computer. Checks were made on (1) con-
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tradictions between the number assigned to a household

member according to the member rs sex and age and the

group in which that member appeared (i.e. ,. "adult",

"child", or "boarder"). (2) Contradictions between the

respondentrs preferred degree of closure in a dwelling

environment and the drawing selected by the interviewer

for the respondent to rate another householdrs identity
on. (fhese were related by a prearranged code. ) And

(3) answers outside the range of possible answers (e.9.,

'an ansvter of "5" when the possible answer categories

were l, 2, 3 and 4). There $rere 29 errors. There were

8 adults listed under child family members and 5 children
listed under adult family members which were all unambig-

uous mistakes and were corrected. There were also I
adult/child misplacements which wet:e ambiguous. The r€-

spondents for these interviews $rere contacted by tele-
phone to obtain the correct answer. There were 4 cases

in which the respondentrs preferred drawing and the inter-

viewer's selected drawing rdere identical. fn these cases

it was assuned that the iriterviewer actually selected

the correct drawing according to the code but just marked

in wrongly. (It was thought unlikely that the inter-
viewer and respondent would not notice if the drawings

were identical-.) There $rere 4 cases of other faults be-

tween the respondent's preferred drawing and the inter-
viewerts selected drawing. In these cases it was
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assumed that the interviewer and respondent made a genu-

ine mistake and acted upon it,.

The check for misinterpretations of ambiguous

questions htas carried out by computer. It was largely

confined to checking the "objective" rating of household

type against the age,/sex and relation categories of the

members. There were 13 "problems" of which two were

traced to punching errors. The remainder of problems

were solved by contacting the respondents by telephone-

The random check on punching errors was done by

hand by comparing a randomly selected sample of 10t of

the interviews with the corresponding computer cards. The

rate of errors was calculated at about I in 41000 (or

about 20 errors in the entire set of data).

Check_B: The Replss_enteli't/eness

-
Check B was on the representati'reness of the

sample. The sample riras compared with the general popu-

Iation from census data in terms of the frequency dis-

tributions of household sj-ze, household type, income

level, occupational category, and educational leve1.

The following tables show the sample compared to

the general population from census data on these dimen-

sions. The census data is from the L966 New Zealand

Census. The figures are from the "New Zealand Census
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of Population and Dwellings 1965, Volume 98, House-

holds." Unfortunately, al1 figures are for New Zealand

as a whole. Auckland, as the largest urban area in New

Zealand is likely to differ systematically from New

Zealand as a whole in some resrrects.

COMPARISON
IN

OF
THE

Household Size

Tab1e 2B

THE DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLD SIZE
SAMPLE AND IN THE POPULATION

Size (no.
of members) Sample Census

SampIe
4

Census
t

I
2

3

4

5

6

7+

Total-s

89,384
177 ,530
LzI ,266
l28,g5g
94,287
54,399

20 ,329
7L6,r04

7.7
28.2
L6.9
19.3
16. r
6.1
5.7

100.0

L2.5
24.8
16.9
18.0
L3.2
7.6

J:o
100.0

47

r72
103

118

98

37

35

610

The maximum difference between the two sets of fig-

ures is 4.88 of the total and it occurs in single person

households. Since it might be expected that there would

be as many or more single person households in large cit-

ies as in the country as a whole this difference must be

interpreted to mean that the sample is slightly under-

representative of single person households. (This seems
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feasible because a door-to-door survey such as was con-

ducted tends to favour households with more members be-

cause there is more likelihood that someone will be home. )

Household Type

The maximum difference between the two sets of fig-
ures is 6.lt of the total and it occurs in the family and/

or relatives and/or boarders category. The sample is
slightly over-representative of married couples and fam-

. ilies and families and relations and under-representative
of the other catesories.

Table 29

COMPARTSON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEEOLD TYPE
IN THE SAMPLE AND IN THE POPULATTON

Type* SampIe Census Sample I Census t

1

2

3

4

5

6

Totals

47

140

335

47

L2

29

89,384
130,483
364,046
3L,272
58,268

7.7
22.9
54.9
7.7
2.O

L2.5
18.2
50.8
4.4
8.1
6.0

r00.0610
___12,_6s]_
716,L04 100.0

*Types are: I--single person households; 2--married
couple (i.e., from census: 2person, one-family-only
households, complete and incomplete with child absent);
3--family (from census: remainder of one-family-only
households); 4--family and relations; S--family and/or
relations and/or boarders (i.e. types 5 and 6 from inter-
view schedule combined) ; 6--other households.
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The income level was verv hard to compare because

the income categories used in the census data differed

substantially from those in the survey. However, for
what it is worth the frequency distribution of incomes

has been laid out below:

Table 30

CO},TPARISTON OF THE DTSTRTBUTION OF II,ICOME tgVELS
rN THE SAMPLE AND IN THE POPULATTON

Sample Census

$ per annum No. of hh. $ per annum No. ofhh. t

0-7 49

750-l t999

2,000-3,4gg

3,500-5,499

5,500-7,499

7,500-9,499

9,500+

no answer

Totals

5

50

88 '

161

150

82

62

T2

.B

8.2

14.4

26.4

24.6

L3 .4

10.2

2.0

100.0610

0-599

600-1 ,799

1,900-2,999

3,000-4 ,999

5'000-6 t999

7 ,000-7 ,999

8,000+

no answer

30,365 4.2

87 ,492 L2.2

233 t797 32.7

195,825 27 -3

65 ,092 9.1

14,305 2.0

29 ,963 4.2

59 ,265 8.3

716 ,104 100.0
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Although an aceurate comparison of the sample and

the census data cannot be made it seems that the sample

has by and large a higher income level than the census

data for the general population. This can be deduced as

follows: the lower income categories in the sample con-

tain less households than in the general population. The

higher income categories in the sample contain more house-

holds than in the general population. And the mode income

category in the sample is higher income than the mode in-
'come in the census. But it is to be expected that the

sample should have a higher income range than the general

population in 1966 because (1) the sample is urban and ur-
ban incomes are likely to be higher and Q) the sample

was taken in L}TI and incomes in 1971 are likely to be

higher than in 1966,

Occupational Type

fn occupational type as in income level there is
major problern in comparing the sample with census data

because the categories of occupation differ. However,

some attempt has been made to make the figures comparable.

(See table 31. ) It should be noted that the census

breakdown of households by occupation types is primarily

for the purposes of understanding industries rather than

social status. Thus the census categories used reflect
the type of work in the sense of what the work produces
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rather than the categories used in the questionnaire

which attempt to divide work in terms of the social status

with which it is credited. Ttre two systems are not really
parallel. However the freguency distribu.tion of occupa-

tion types is fairly similar in the sample and in the

general population according to the census. The major

difference occurs in the "not actively engaged" category.

The general population has 22.32 "not actively engaged"

whereas the sample has only 13.98 in the equivalent cat-

egory of "unemployed/retiredr/housewife,/ and "student".

Educational Level

Ed.ucational levelr ds for occupational type and in-

come level, is not directly comparable between the sample

and the general population from census data. This is
partly becaus.e the categories used are slightly different
but also because the census data deals with the highest

educational qualification of the head of household whereas

the sample was asked for the highest educational qualifi-

cation of the most highly qualified member of the house-

hold (which was not always the head of household). (See

table 32.)

As can be seen, the large proportion of the general

population categorized under "no gualifications" (includ-

ing qualifications not specified) in the census data makes
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any detailed comparison of the sample with the general

population not feasible.

Check C: Comparison of Objective and Subjective
Measures of Household Identi!)z

The aim of this check roas to determine the "reality"
of the respondentsr subjective image of their own house-

hold identity. This was to be done by comparing the sub-

jective ratings of household identity with the objective

rati-ngs, This was done in two ways: the objective rat-
'ings of household identity were compared with (1) the sub-

jective ratings reduced to the nine dimensions of house-

hold identity and (21 the subjective ratings in the crude

form of 24 indicants of household identity. (See table 33.)

Consider first the comparison between objective and

subjective measures when the subjective measures are in the

crude form of 24 indicants of household. identity. ftr order

to make the objective measures comparable to the subjective

some of the categories have been rearranged to, hopefully,

better approximate a rank-order scale. The correlation co-

efficient used, r, assumes that both variables being corre-

lated are measured on interval scales. The objective meas-

ures are probably only rank-order scales although some, such

as the total number of people, are actually ratio scales.

ft must be noted that the correl-ation coefficient used here

is thus, strictly speaking, probably misused in some cases.

(See instrument 8.)
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TAbIE 33: CORRELATTONS OF "TIIE INDICAMS OT HOUSEHOLD SEI.,F-RATM TDENTITY'
AGArNST "T!IE HOUSEHOLD r 5 r gq1sg1ffi-'-'ipEF,l'rrv',

EDUC N.occupl N.rNcoqE2 sEs N.HHTypE TorALp TOTAT.C SEXRATIO3

FAr.rrLY -0.0751
cesuAl, 0.0388

TXDY 0.1001

coNsERV O.0865

TdELIOFF -O. 1745

r.rArm'f -o.L422
YOT NGA -O.1049

MANYC4 0.OlO7

YOUNGC4 0.0250

sAMEsEx4 -0.0574
SPREAD4 -O.OI84

co!4PANY -0.0676
TMPRESS -O.0338

soPErsT -o.1438
EDUCATED -O.3606

sHY 0.0790

PEACTTCI 0.Oot6

UIEEFT 0.0460

TABOURER 0.369I
RgtAxED -0.0003
FRIENDS -O.O44I

sIMrrAR O.1017

INDEFEND O.0282

APPEAR O. I8I9

-0.0900 0.5674

0.0195 -0.0750
0.1009 -0.0047

0.0825 0.0284

-0.2848 0.1930

-o.2225 0.2474

-0.1498 0.0668

-o.0268 0,0163

o.0952 0.0085

-0.0234 0.oo49

o.0398 0.0508

-0.0672 0.0085

0.0256 -O.0712

-0. 1966 -O.0785

-0.3984 0.0065

0.1056 0.0202

-0.0014 0.0310

0.0785 -O.0238
o .4't60 0 . o5l d

-0.0262 -O.OOB7

-o.0672 0.0353

o.0842 0.1095

0.0284 -O.2200

0.1676 0.0397

-o.3523 -O.2649

-o.0385 -O.0684

o. 160I 0.1663

0.090 I 0.0682

-0.116I -O.0647

-0.6901 -0.5758

-0.2818 -0.2431

-0 - 5305 -0.5653

-0.0094 -0.3306

o.2394 A-2421

-0. 1629 -0.0929

-o.0454 -0.0378

0.0750 0.0055

-0.0352 -0.0051

-0.0544 0.0470

0.0750 0.0433

0. r344 0. l0B5

-o.o3l2 -0.0253

-o.0618 -0.1055
0.0236 0,0067

-0.1221 -0.0783

-o.o752 -0.1039

0-0549 0.0715

0.0456 0.0566

o. rooi

-0. o3t.I

0.0017

o.0432

o.0674

-0 .0902

0.0980

-0.1546?
.,

-0.0265'
7

o -6077'
.,

-0.0173'
-0. 0284

-0 .0347

0.o?93

0 - 0944

0 .0803

0.0568

0. oloo

-o. 1721

-o.0996

-o. o751

-0.0981

o- lo50

-0.0317

-o.0163 -0.1417

-o.0539 0.0063

-0.0822 0.0566

-0.0102 0.0917

0.1397 -0.3543

0.0764 -0.2953

0.0548 -0. rel8
q(

0.0013- -0-0782"
q(

-o.0234- 0.I829-qr.
0.0065- o.o1l8-

5A
-0.0855- 0.0250-

o.0372 -0.0519

-o.0209 0.0754

0.2010 -0.1241
o.2970 -o.2888

-0.0769 0.0931

0.0056 0.0000

-o.0786 0.0648

-0.4914 0.2711

-0.0024 -o.0613
0.0112 -0.0993

-0.0852 0.0153

0.0329 0.064r

-0. 14t9 0.0750

tS*pl" Size=527

2sarnple 
Siza=598

3sarnple Size=276

4saurple Size=321

ssa*ple Siz.e=272

6sarple Size=272

7sam1rl" Slze=272
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rN'ST.RT'MENT B

SYS EII! OF BEORGANIZXNG OBJEETIVE UEASURES OI. HOUSEHOLD

(so 'as to be eornpar;able wittr the appropriate measur:es,
of' self-ratsd household identlty)

, s, ouqEnal,p rYtu (N . RIITYPE]

Arranged, to vary fron "Ve_ry Famf.lyn to nNot at, all Family'
' t. FamLly

2. llarrLed Couple

' 3. r*au{J,Iy and ReLatl-ons :

4. Famil-y and Bo,arder

5,. F'aml,l1rr,, Relations and Boarder

6. Living on Own

V,, Unrelated Group

occuP.ArloN (N.oCCUP}

Alranged to vary f,'rorn "ItiEh Status-q to 'Low Statu$a

I, Frofessionf,l, Directorial, Stodent

z- Managerfal, Froprietal
3. Clerical.r, Sales" Service

4. Ski;lled Workers

5. Serai and Unskitr-led Workers

. 6. Unemplbyed, Retired; Hor.leerwlfe

'l
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I Epuc$rol,{ (EDuc)

his was left in the same order as on the interview

schedule, thus:

'1. No secondary school or no qualifications. 
.

2. School certif icate--no additl-onal traini,ng. I

3. U.E./Matriculation--no additional traintngr
4. School exams and,/or additional trainirgl €.9. 

/

technical or trade certificates
. University, teachers traini.g, professional

training.

INCOME (W. INCOME)

This was left as in the interview schedule

1. Less than $759

2. $ 750 l,ggg

3. s 2,000 3,499

. 4. $ 3, 500 5,499

5. $ 5.,500 7r4g9

' 6. $ 7;500. - .9 ,499

?. $ 9'5OO or more',

socro-EcoNoMrc srATUs tiesl
This was a new variable created from the sr.un of the stan-

dardized scores of oicupation, educatio4 and i4come.

TOTAL PEOPLE (TOTALP)

' This was simply the sum of all the people in the houEehold,
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TOTAL CHILDREN (TOTAI,C)

This was the sum of, all the children ln the household.

SEX RATIO (SEXRATIO)

This was the ratio of, sexual minority children to sexuaL

najority children. Scores vanied from 0 to I. O in
the case where all children were of the same sex and t-

when they were half of each sex.
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Upon investigation of table 33 it can be seen that

on the whole the subjective and objective measures of

household identity correlate highly. fn some cases (for

example the relation between the objective measure "total
people" and the subjective measure "many members/few mem-

bers") the correlation is so high (0.69) as to make pre-

diction of one measure from the other feasible.

Considering only correlations greater than 0.3:

the correlations between the subjective and objective

measures of education, occupation, and income are 0.36t

0.49, and 0.35 respectively. fn addition the subjective

measure of occupation correlates with the objective meas-

ure of education 0.34. When all three objective measures

are combined to form a composite "socio-economic status"

the corelation of this new objective measure with the

subjective measure of education is 0.40 and with the sub-

jective measure of occupation is 0.48. The correlations

between the objective and subjective measures of household

type, number of members, number of childrenr and sexual

homogeneity of children are 0.57, 0.69, 0.54 and 0.5I

respecLively. In addition the objective measure of num-

ber of members (Total P) also correlates with the subjec-

tive measure of household type ("a family/not a family")

at r=0.35, and with the subjective measure of number of

children ("many children/few children") at r=0.53. And
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the objective measure of number of children (total c)

arso correlates with the subjective measure of number of
members ("many members/few members") at r=0.58, and with
the subjective measure of age of children ("mogtly young

children/mostly older children") at r=0.33.

In conclusion it may be stated that the correla-
tions of subjective measures with their corresponding ob-

jective measures are, ol the whole, fairly high. Thus

the "reaIity" of the respondents I perceptions of them-

'selves seems fairly accurate.

Consider now the comparisons between objective meas-

ures of household identity and subjective measures of
household identity when the subjective measures are in
the form of the proposed nine dimensions of household

identity. These results are presented in table 34.

Considering only correlations greater than 0,4 it
can be seen from investigation of table 34 that the sub-

jective measures correlate with their corresponding ob-

jective measures thus: the subjective dimension of

socio-economic status correlates with objective measures

of education (r=0.43), occupation (r=0.47), income (r=0.421,

and socio-economic status (r=0.55). The subjective dimen-

sion of homogeneity correlates with the objective measures

of number of people (0.60), number of chj-ldren (0.55), and

sexual homogeneity (0.30). Finally the subjective measure

of integration correlates with the objective measure of
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household type (r=0.52) .

In comparison to the correlations between objective

and subjective measures when the subjective measures are

in the crude form of twenty-four indicants the correla-

tions above are higher when the aggregated objective

measure of socio-economic status is compared with the

aggregated subjective dimension of socio-economic status

but lower in most cases where non-aggregated objective

measures are compared wiLh aggregated sub.jective dimen-

sions. From this finding it seems feasible to conclude

that aggregation of the subjective indicants in the form

of dimensions of household identity can make the respon-

dents' subjective ratings of their own households more

"rea1" (i.e. correspond more highly to objective ratings)

than lack of such aggregation.

Check D: Factor An@cales Used
@

The aim of this check was to discover if the twenty-

four scales developed as a measure of household identity

actually l-oaded on the nine dimensions of household

identity which they were designed to measure. (See table

35 and instrument 9. )

The factor analysis (table 35) shows that all except

one of the scales loads on its intended dimension. The

scale "Iikes sophisticated entertaining/likes homely
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TAbI,G 35. TACIDR ANALYSIS OF TIIE IWENTY-FOUR INDTCAMTS OF "}IOUSEIIOLD SEX,.F-RATET)
IDEMITI". PrincipaL A..(es Solution. Nwbcr of Factors tilkcn as Nunber of Eigen-
values crcater than 1. Varimix Rotatioh. sanltle Si20=610 (oxcopt for '.ttll{yC",iyoUNGC!. 

"sAt'tESExd and "SRF D", utlich have a sanplc slze of 3211.

Factor I

I.IANYI{

HANYC

SAI.tESgX

SPREAI)

SHY

I'NCERT

REI,AXED

EDUCATEO

LABOURER

IIEI;€FF

COUPANY

TRIENDS

PRACfICI,

TIDY

lr{PRESS

APPE.AR

CASUAL

ICIJNGC

YOUNGI

FAI.IILT

IIIDEPEND

soPHtst

SIltIIAR

CONSERV

0.8003 0.0239 0.105I o,o6t?'
0.7869 0.037tt 0.0r92 0.0172

-0.5366 0,1844 0.215t 0.t515
o.4422 0,2662 0.loo8 0.1166
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INSfRUl,rDtlD 9

L&,r'Ssnice for Efouseholat gelt gCto€ ltt€Dttttr

t 24. AFp.EnE tiinl(E it is ieFertsrt to tceep up atrilnaraneeey'
thinks lt le ingoet.nt not to kEcp ult
appeaaanaes

2. 2, eASt AIr caeua.l,/.forual

3. le. eOMFAlr,r filbas coqFerly,,/doeF rot llke .e-mgany

4. it. COtssERv €gnservativc/tlogtreseivre

9. I'9. ,EDUeAr,FD wery adueated/,not very ,eilucatad

6. 1. fA.t[II# a, fa|l1y./nsr a fanii.ly

7". 21. ['(IE-NpS IAtg of fflerrrdts/f,er* friends

8i 1,3. IMFR&is doe5 ngt ttink rtt is iitrpo:cta&t to 1upres,e
other peoplblth',irih Lt ls lqrqr€Ent, to
lnpres.s other peop!,e

9. 23. i.brDtiFElfD llkes to iio thinqs indePendently/likeg ts
so- ttd$Ss togeth€r

10. IE. x.ABrtltnsF nosElrr nali-upl traboure.rs./nosEly o,ffice ir'orkesE

11. A, llAf,UC many ehi.ldreny'Jew clrtldiren lr
Ie. ,5,- liAN$-{ matr.y iii€sibersff.eu nrambbrs

13. 17. :pRiACTICL praetsica1.lnot.trr.aqti.caf,

L4" lO, itfOlCED relaxed/nernous

l5i tO. sAltEgElr ;rll ohiLilren the seFe Eex/ehildfen ,of bottt li.
3exos

16. 16, SII sfty,/.ou,tgoin9

Jr7. 22. SIrtU.nn llkes to b,c slrntlar to other people,/lihes to
be dlffersnt f,rorr otlr€? p€clp'Le

l,B. 14,. Sqpgraxt ldhe6 rqlihisrl.c.at€d antcrtaining./ltkes hone,ly'
ent€rtsinlng

I

!9. . [tr',. sts&EAtr ehild,ion that are ,qpneadl i;n .age1ooe etlld,
or chilralfalr. tbac are close l:n agre ),i.

I

I
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20. 3. TIDY tidy,/untldy

21. lB. TNCERT uncertain/self assured

22. 5. t{EIIopF eell offlpoorly off

23. 7. YOUNGA nostly young adults/mostly elderly adults

24. 9- YOUNGC mostly young children,/mostly older children )r

*These four scales only applied to households wit}l chjldren-
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entertaining" loads -0.3822 on the "integration" dimen-

sion and -0 '3762 on the "formality'/disoray" dimension

which it was designed to load on-

The factor analysis also shows that the scales are

relatively "pure". That is that they load highly on the di-

mensions theywere designed to indicate and load only slight-

ly on other dimensions. Loadings of thescales ondimensions

other than the onewhich they were designed to load on are

uniformly below .30 (except in three cases: the scale "so-

phist,' mentioned above; the scale "appear" loads on t'tidi-

ness" aSwell as "formalityr/displayrf ; d.[d the scale "Samesex"

loads on "socialease" aswell as "homogeneity"). And load-

ings of the scales on the dimensions they were designed to

indicate are uniformly above .55with the exception, again,

of the scale "sophist" and also of the scale "spread" '

To aid in the interpretation of table 35 a list of

"mnemonics for household self concept scales" has also

been provided.

Check E: Correlations between "Objective" Measures

rrelations for
"Subjective" Measures .

There is only one dimension of household identity

which has several "objective" measures: socio-economic

status. The "objeetive" meaSures are OgguDationr educa-

tion, and income. The following tables show how thesg

three "objectiverr measures correlate with each other.
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Table 36

CORRETATIONS BETWEEN I'OBJECTI.VE'' MEASURES OF

OCCUPATION AND EDUCATTON

Education
I2345total

ul
r.C

lH Fl O . ..Fl
'.{ O 'A OO tQ'
Fl O h €+J r+{.F{
.d .c \+J fdH od

OF O. [4td hO t{l{
cttr ou DE +JU Fl.+tOccupation

1. prof./
.airectional0l048388
2. serniprof,,/manag

propiietal - 9 11 tl 29 40 loo
3. c1er,y'sa1es,/s\tc. 13 18 13 33 27 104

A. skiltred 25 25 IL 75 10 L45

5. sem.i,,/unskilled 34 18 6 18 I 84

6. unem,/ret/hswf.. 35 9 7 L2 L7 80

7. student 0 0 1 0 4 5

8. noans, 0 0 0 L Z 3

Total 115 82 49 L72 191 510

(Note: omitting occupations 6 and 8, and conbining oc-
cupation 7 with 1)

Correlation coef,ficient r=-0. 518
rt= 0.269

The corresponding correlation coefficient for the corre-
sponding sirUiective measures of household identity is
r=-0 . 331.
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Table 38

SORREIABIONS EEtrT{SEN "OBJECTIVET' MEASURES OF

EEUCATION AND INCOME

Education

total45
tnofi,

(, t 'r{,.{ ,llt d! t c7

t| ,lt +t rt{.i{
# 16k ofitrd l{O t{t{e 4J O O{+r.

FT
D

a
tt{
.F{
r1
,Go5d ttr

2

,F{
o
os(rf
OU

Incone
($ per annrlln)

x. a-749

2, ?'50-Lr999'

3. 2,000-3 t499

c. 3,500-5,499:

5.5,500-7"499

6. 7r 5:00-9 r499

7. 915100+

8. no ansvrer

31
77 I
30 12

24 26

2L 26

86
22
1l

0

5

v

tr6

7

5

6,

3

0

5

27

56

53

14

t4

3

15
550

r? 88

39 161

43 150

49 82

38 62

4L2
116 82 49 I72 r.91 5X0

omitting in€orne. 8, correlation, soeffieient Ir: 3:i8l
The, gg,r.responding coef,fieient of cotilrelatlon betryeen
the oorresponding subjective measures of household
identt.ty i's E: = 0.338.
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tribution of Stgler_qngegees of Closure in Dwellinq Environments

The aim of this check was to see if the drawings

of various degrees of closure in particular situations
in dwelling environments gave the respondents meaningful

choices. If all respondents consistently chose only one

drawing out of a set of four it could be deduced that the

other 3 choices were not "meaningful" choices. That is
that, in effect, the respondents might as well have been

offered only the one drawing they chose. The others \rere

redundant.

Table 39

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PREFERENCES FOR DEGREES

OT CLOSURE IN DWELLING ENVIRONIVIENTS

most
open
I

most
closed

4 total
Drawing set A
kitchen-diningroom

drawing set B
din ingroom-1 ivingroom

Drawing set C
J-ivingroom-ha11

Drawing set D
windows

Drawing set E
(f) Bedrooms

Drawing set E
(2) Bathrooms

156 138 139

I78 82 107

91 9s 100

3r5 r34 92

288

46

L77

243

324

69

322

564

510

610

510

610

6I0

610

l
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As can be seen from table 39 the number of respon-

dents choosing various degrees of closure in the kitchen-

diningroom arrangement was fairly evenly distributed.

So were the numbers choosing open and closed bedrooms.

The number of respondents choosing the most closed

diningroom-Iivingroom arrangement was slightly larger

than those choosing other degrees of closure. And the

numbers of respondents choosing the most closed living-

room-hall arrangement, the most open windows, and the

most closed bathroom arrangement were much larger than

those choosing the other alternatives.
The re-drawing of the drawings which was done to

effect a more even distribution of choices had only a

slight effect as shown in table 40,

Consider the percentages for the distribution of

choices for drawing set C (the livingroom hall) . In the first

version of the drawings 658 of the respondents chose the "most

closed" drawing whereas in the second version of the drawings

only 53.lt of the respondents chose the "mostclosed" draw-

ing. Similarly in the percentages for the distribution of /

choices for drawing set D (the windows) . In the first version

of the drawing 75Bof the respondents chosethe !'most open"

situation (and none chose the "most closed" situation) whereas

in the second version of the drawings only 51.58 of the

respondents chose the "most open" situation (and 11.38

chose the "most closed" situation).
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